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Publisher 's Note

The first lesson given to Adam�\\ after his creation was the
knowledge of names, which established his superiority over
the angels, and became the reason for their prostration to him.
Although the Holy Qur'an does not give the names thatAdam�l
was taught, it does say that the earliest form of knowledge
imparted to man by his Creator was the knowledge of names.
The fust lesson also established the identity of objects and human
beings from the beginning. Through the Holy Qur'an the Creator
got Himself identified by His Name (Allah) and reinforced this
identity through His various Attributive Names, asserting that
one can call Him by anyone of His beautiful names, as the Holy
Qur'an says:
"The Most Beautiful Names belong to Allah. "
Besides the identity of the individual, names also reflect
the religion, moral values, nation and the country of persons.
Therefore, neonate babies should be given good names. Children
are a great blessing of Allah, termed as blossoms of Paradise
by the Messenger of Allah �. The best way of expressing joy
on the birth of a child is to express gratitude to Allah for this
favor. Feeling hurt and disappointed at the birth of a daughter is
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against the teachings oflsHim, and unbecoming for a Muslim. In
the Holy Qur'an Allah asserts that:
"To Allah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the
earth. He creates what He wills. He bestows female
(offspring) upon whom He wills, and bestows male
(offspring) upon whom He wills, Or He bestows both
males and females, and He renders barren whom He
wills."[IJ.
Therefore, daughters too should be regarded as a blessing,
not as a curse. The Prophet tiJ, has repeatedly assured entry to
Paradise of those who treat their daughters with love and care.
In a Muslim family it is necessary to clean the newly born
baby and make him hear the Holy Names of Allah and the Prophet
i!J, by reciting the 'Adhan (call for prayer) in his right ear, and
'Iqamah (the final call for prayer) in his left ear. It is also good
to place the baby on the lap of a pious elderly person for being
blessed by that person as 'Asma had put her baby 'Abdullah 4ft
on the lap of Prophet Muhammad �. Also the baby should be
made to taste something already tasted by some pious person.
Usually dates, or something sweet of similar kind is chewed by
a pious person and applied to the baby's palate. Then the pious
person should pray for the baby to be blessed.
On the seventh day of the baby's birth, the head should
be shaved, alms to be given away, the ritual of 'Aqiqah to be
performed and a beautiful name should be given to the baby.
[IJ [Ash-Shilra: 42:49,50]

The baby's head must be shaved on the 7th day, and silver
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equal in weight to the baby's shaved offhair or money amounting
to the price of silver, should be given away as alms.
The Prophet .:9J> laid special stress on the performance
of 'Aqfqah saying that every child is a pawn against 'Aqfqah,
therefore, this ritual should by performed on the seventh day.
The Prophet � said:
"Two animals should be slaughtered as 'Aqfqah for the
male baby, and one for the female."
If the parents cannot afford 'Aqfqah on the seventh day, they
may perform the ritual whenever it is possible.
Giving name to the baby on the seventh day is also desirable
and in accordance with the practice of the Prophet �. However,
the baby may as well be named earlier, as the name may be
decided even before its birth. Circumcising the male baby on the
seventh day is also better than later.
Naming the baby is also an expression of gratitude to Allah
for this blessing. Names not only give the child an identity, but
also deeply influence his or her personality. It is, therefore, the
duty of the parents to give the baby a meaningful, beautiful and
Islamic name. The Prophet � has directed the Muslims to give
their babies good names and refrain from such names which
carry evil sense or claim parity (Shirk) with Allah. There are
many examples to prove that the Prophet� replaced bad names
with good ones so that the ill-named person might not develop
the bad attributes implied by his or her name. For instance, in
one case he replaced the name 0j;. [Hazn] "Hard ground" with
� [Sahl] "Soft or easy".
Inferring good omen from a good name is exactly in
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accordance with the practice o f the Prophet �- For instance, on
the occasion of the peace treaty signed at Hudaibiyyah, when a
man, named Suhail, came to represent the Quraish of Makkah,
the Prophet � said that his good name would pave the way to the
peace process. As a name deeply influences the personality, the
Prophet � advised his followers to name their babies carefully.
He said:
"The names most pleasing to Allah are .WI � ['Abdullah]
and .:.rw-)!� ['Abdur Rahman],..;.;�[.;. [Harith] and��
[Hammam] are the most truthful names, and '-:-'? [Harb]
"War" and ;;_; [Murrah] "Bitter" are the worst of names."
Jl:J,·
The names of Prophets (t�
are best next to the names of
Allah. Attributive names of Prophet Muhammad � are the most
eminent and blessed ones. So the Prophet;§!, asked his followers
to name their children after him. The babies may be named after
the various attributive names of the Prophet � given in the Holy
Qur'an and books of Hadfth. All Prophets and Messengers?1\if are
honorable and loved by Allah, so babies may also be named
after them. The Prophet � said:
''Name your babies after the Prophets."
Naming a baby after them shows affiliation with those
illustrious figures, and keeps their memories alive.
Making a bad nickname is not a desirable practice, although
it is quite common in the society. Those who indulge in this
practice, don't realize that it is an insult to spoil the sanctified
names of Allah, the Prophet � and pious figures of Islamic
history. It is a sin and it may incur the wrath of Allah. There
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is, however, no harm in shortening a name to express love for
the child or person, provided that it is not a degradation of an
IsHimic name. For instance, the Prophet J5:J. sometimes addressed
Abu Hurairah ��with "Abu Hur �,and his own wife 'A'ishah
tJ'J, with 'A'ish. Hence shortening a name is lawful.
The best names are those which are meaningful, IsHimic and
pleasant to hear. The importance of giving beautiful names to the
children can be estimated from the fact that the Islamic Sharz'ah
prescribes special norms for naming the Muslim children. It
has also enjoined on the parents to look after every need of
the children from feeding the baby to his proper education and
marriage when he grows up to the marriageable age. It also
makes compulsory that all children should be treated with equal
love and affection. Each of them should be given his due share
in inheritance. The parents are advised to pray for the welfare
of their children, and bear the loss of a son or daughter by death
with patience, praying for his or her forgiveness.
Although several books on this subject are available in the
market but this book is different for the following qualities.
•!• The beautiful Names of Allah, the Almighty, and the
Prophet i?55 are given along with one reference at least to
make them more interesting and useful. However, we have
been very brief and to the point.
•!• Names of the Prophet's Companions 6G� are also given in a
large number, although some of them are not so meaningful
yet they may be adopted to express affiliation with the pious
figures.
•!• Quality of the names has been preferred to the quantity
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against the norm of the books of names.
•!• Only selected names of beautiful meaning and sound have
been given.
Indicator of vowel sounds have been used to ensure the
correct pronunciation of the names.
A few undesirable names are also given so that the people
may avoid such names.
The Islamic injunctions and teachings about the birth of a
baby have been taken from the book "Ahkam-ul-Mawlud-ul
Muslim" By Jamal Zaki Hawari� . This book is a truly distinct
achievement among the books on this subject.
I conclude this introduction with the prayer that may Allah
bless us with the spirit to take care of the new generation and
give them truly Islamic, meaningful and beautiful names.
Abdul Malik Mujahid

General Manager
Darussalam

·
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The Teachings and Injunctions about a
Neonate Baby

•!•

•!•

•!•

Congratulating on the Birth of a Baby
Calling Adhiin (Call for Prayer) in the Baby's Ear
Details of Tahnzk, Shaving off the Head and its Implied
Benefits.

The Role of Parents or Guardian at the
B irth of a Baby

Thanks to the Islamic Shari'ah which has laid down all the
necessary injunctions and rules to be observed at the birth of a
Muslim baby, and has stated in detail all the factors that influence
the upbringing of children. A person knowing these details can
very well cope with the duties and obligations related to proper
upbringing of a baby.
Everyone, who is entrusted with a baby to look after, should
handle this responsibility in accordance with the rules laid down
by Islam, following the advice and practice of the Prophet �
in letter and spirit. Now we shall give the details of these basic
rules and practices:

The Injunctions about Sharing the Joy
and Felicitations on the B irth of a Baby

If the father is not present, then the relatives who know
about the birth, should inform him about the baby's birth, and
congratulate him. They should also pray for the health and well
being of the baby.
It is obligatory for a Muslim to share the happy news with
others. Therefore, if someone is blessed with a baby, he should
at once convey the news to his dear ones, because it would be
beneficial in the following ways:
•!• It promotes goodwill and strengthens relations among
relatives
•!• It establishes cordial and sincere friendship
•!• It promotes social contacts
•!• It promotes feeling of brotherhood and strengthens the
Islamic society
If the news of the baby's birth is not received immediately,
even then it is a moral duty of friends and relatives of the
family to acknowledge the information whenever it comes by
congratulating the parents and praying for the family.

Proof of Congratulation from the
Holy Qur ' an

The Holy Qur'an has repeatedly highlighted the importance
of congratulation on the birth of a child as it will enhance
fraternity and brotherhood and will be beneficial for the Muslim
community. The Holy Qur'an tells us the story of Ibrahim
(Abraham)�\ and his reaction to the angels:

/ / . , �-::..-:: �
"'\ � y� �" �_!)_) .Y..J/ �;>,_
��
A. m --- �·/,,.. ,/.1 ---�//

/

"And verily, there came our messengers to Ibrahim
(Abraham) with glad tidings. They said: Salam (greeting
or peace!). He answered: Salam (greeting or peace!) and
he hastened to entertain them with a roasted calf. But
when he saw their hands went not towards it (the meal),
he mistrusted them, and conceived a fear of them. They
said: "Fear not, we have been sent against the people
of Lut (Lot). And his wife was standing (there), and she
laughed [either, because the messengers did not eat their
food or for being glad for the destruction of the people of
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Lut (Lot)]. But We gave her glad tidings oflshaq (Isaac).
And after Ishaq, ofYa'qub (Jacob)."l1l
Allah The Almighty says about Zakariyya (Zachariya)�l:

� �" .!J� ;&\ 01 '>'�\ � � �d ;� �� �;G)>

"Then the angels called him, while he was standing in prayer
in Al-Mihrab (a praying place or a private room), (saying)
"Allah gives you glad tidings ofYahya (John)."l2l
The story of glad tidings to Zakariyya (Zachariya)�l
repeated in the words:

IS

(��
�.-:" c..J-7'
�,� �
. }J \ �::: :1 ,/,/ � __g, x-/� G1 r; L.: ( �
' -;
f" � r- &!-- '
.:- � !. -�_,;.: ..,
"

"(Allah said) 0 Zakariyya (Zachariah)! Verily, We give
you the glad tidings of a son, whose name will be Yahya
(John). We have given that name to none before (him)."l3l
His toric al P roof:

Imam Ibn Qayyim � says:
"When the Prophet � was born, Thuwaiba, the female slave
of the Prophet's uncle Abu Lahab, conveyed the good news to
Abu Lahab, saying "Allah has granted your brother Abdullah, a
son. Abu Lahab was overjoyed and he freed the lady. "l4l
Proof of C ongratulation:

Imam Ibn Qayyim �' m his book "Tuhfat-ul-Maudud''
reports from Abu Bakr bin Mundhir that once a man was sitting
with Hasan Bas arT �. Another man came and congratulated

[IJ [Hud 11 :69,70]

l3l [Maryam 1 9:7]

[ZJ

[A1-'Imran: 3:39]

(-t] [Bukhari: 5 10 1 ]
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him saying: "Congratulation on the birth of a horseman." Hasan
Basari � said, "How do you know whether neonate baby will
be a horseman or a donkey rider?" He asked them then how
we could congratulate anybody?" He said: "The birth of a baby
should be felicitated by saying: "May Allah bless the gift (of a
baby) with long life and enable him to treat you well. And you
should also be thankful to Allah Who has blessed you with this
gift."(!]
Warning: Birth of a female as well as a male baby should
be equally regarded as a blessing. There should be no dis
discrimination on the basis of sex or race.
It is the duty of all the Muslims to follow the example of
the Prophet � and make it a social norm to ensure goodwill
and brotherhood among the Muslims. In this way the Muslims
could be united and make a strong force capable of facing every
challenge. It is mandatory for all of the Muslims to develop
harmony and brotherhood and they should be as united as the
bricks in a wall where every brick strengthens the other.

(IJ

[Tuhfat-ul-Maudild: 52]

The Injunctions about Pronouncing
the Adhan (Call for Prayer) in the
Baby's Ear

One of the measures pertaining to the birth of a baby
according to the Islamic Shari'ah is pronouncing the Adhiin in
his/ her ear.
Abu Rafi '?J' reports that:
� ·� J.

�\ 0�t

�

��� � iUI

J_?� ���))

"When Hasan bin 'Ali, son of the Prophet's daughter
Fatimah cl�, was born, I saw the Prophet � pronouncing
the Adhiin (call for prayer) in his ear."l l l
Implied benefits of Adhiin:

Some of the important benefits of the Adhiin are briefly
given below:
1. The first benefit is that the baby, first of all hears the words
which express the supremacy ofAllah. The pronouncement of
the Adhiin is also a reminder of the faith which was enjoined
[IJ [Abu Dawi1d:

5105,Tuhfat-ul-Maudild: 53)
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on man at the time of his creation. Similarly when he is
leaving the world, his faith is reinforced by advising him to
recite the Kalima Tayyebah, as the Prophet� says:

' .& 1 �� :J� � (SL� l_;:._a.Jn
;.

-.;:;

'

,

.'}

""

J.

'1-

......

"Advise your dying people to recite "Lii.-llii.ha Illallii.h" [IJ
2. Ofcourse Allah can affect the baby's heart with words recited
in his/her ears, although those around the child cannot see
how it happens.
3. The words of the Adhii.n drive away Satan who is always
around to mislead a newly born baby.Pl
The words of the Adhii.n pronounced in the baby's ear would
protect the baby from the influence of Satan, and he will go
back writhing in frustration.
4. The world is a place of trial and therefore, the newly born
Muslim baby is fortified against Satan with holy words of
faith in the form of the Adhii.n. Every child is born with the
natural faith of Islam but Satan does his best to mislead him
from the natural track of true faith, and turn him into an
unbeliever.
5. The advantages of the Adhii.n recounted by Imam Ibn
Qayyim � makes it clear that all of the Muslim scholars
gave special importance to teaching the basics of faith. So
much so that soon after the birth of a baby true Islamic faith
is pronounced to him in order to protect him against Satan's
temptation to evil ways.

[IJ [Muslim: 9 1 6, Abu Dawlld: 31 1 7]
[2J [Bukhan: 5823)
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The Teachings and Inj unc tions about Tahnik (Baby's
Initial F ood):

It is believed that if the baby shares the food chewed by a
pious person, it is hoped that the baby will also share the moral
qualities of that person. The practice of Tahnfk is confirmed by
the reported Sunnah of the Prophet $fr, and practice of the other
pious figures in Islamic history.
What is Tahnfk?

The food, preferably dates, fruit or any other sweet eatable,
in accordance with the performance of the Prophet� ' is chewed
and then a bit of it is gently applied to the baby's palate. Grape
or sweetened curd mixed with rose water was also used by the
Prophet J$!..
Advantage of Tahnik:

It is believed that as the baby rubs its tongue against the
palate to swallow the initial food, its mouth and tongue muscles
start functioning to suck the mother's milk more easily.
Who should have the honor of Tahnik?
Tahnfk should be done by a person of known piety so that the

moral and spiritual qualities of such a person may be transmitted
to the baby.
P roof of Tahnik from Hadlth:

The practice of Tahnfk is reported in the sayings of the Holy
Prophet�- The scholars ofFiqh referred to the followingAhadfth
in the context of this practice. Abii Miisa Ash'ari 4 narrated:
� ,/ 1/•1 ;\:/: �
�f.;.
•

�
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"A son was born to me and I took him to the Prophet :::;,
who named him Ibrahim, did Tahnfk for him with a date,
invoked Allah to bless him and returned him to me."l1l
Anas � narrated:
//-: � <::' :�.-: i;:J1 ��'I0lSll
'"�II/ ·�� i;:J1 Y.�� [_��
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Abu Talhah had a child who was sick. The child died when
Abu Talhah had gone out. When Abu Talhah.:t� returned
home, he asked, "How does my son fare?" Umm Sulaim
(his wife) replied, "He is quieter than he has ever been."
Then she brought for him and he took his supper and
slept with her. When he had finished, she said (to him),

[IJ [Bukhan: 5467, Muslim:2145]
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"Bury the child (as he's dead)." Next morning Abu Talhah
came to Allah's Messenger� and told him about that. The
Prophet fft said (to him), "Did you sleep with your wife
last night?" Abu Talhah said, "Yes". The Prophet � said,
"0 Allah! Bestow your blessing on them as regards that
night of theirs." Then (later on) Umm Sulaim gave birth
to a boy. Abu Talhah told me (Anas �) to take care of the
child till he was taken to the Prophet�- Abu Talhah took
the child to the Prophet@ and Umm Sulaim sent some
dates along with the child. The Prophet � took the child
(on his lap) and asked if there was something with him.
He replied, "Yes, a few dates". The Prophet� took a date,
chewed it, took some of it out of his mouth, put it into the
child's mouth and did Tahnfk for him with that and named
him Abdullah."llJ

The P rac tice of Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal �

Khallal � reports from Muhammad bin 'All � about the
female slave who gave birth to Ahamd's son "Sa'1d". She said
that when she gave birth to Sa'1d Imam Ahmad called for a date,
brought from Makkah, and he asked, Umm 'All to chew and
apply it to the baby's palate. l2l

[Il

[BukharT: 5470, Muslim: 2144.]

l2l [Tuhfat-ul-Moudiid: 56]

Shaving off the Baby's Hair

It is an established edict of Prophet Muhammad � that on
the seventh day of a baby's birth, the head should be shaved and
silver, equivalent to the weight of the shaved off hair, should be
given away as alms to the poor and the needy.
Advantages of shaving off the baby's hair.

There are two advantages of this practice:
1. Beneficial for health: Exposure of the baby's head to fresh
open air, and easy massaging of the head improves the baby's
health, especially the five senses.
2. Promotion of charitable acts: Giving away silver or equivalent
money to the poor promotes the passion of charity and helps in
improving the economy ofthe poor in an IsHimic society. Helping
the poor and supporting the needy is an act, generally eulogized
in Islam. And by such acts of charity fraternity and brotherhood
develop among all members of the community.
The P rophet's Sunnah about Shaving the Baby's Head:

Muhammad Baqir bin 'Ali� narrated:
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"Fatimah, the daughter of the Prophet lfJ; got the shaved
hair of her sons, Hasan and Hussain, and daughters Zainab
and Umm Kulthfun �:., she weighed and gave away the
equivalent weight of silver to the poor."l1l
'Ali � narrates:
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"The Messenger of Allah � slaughtered a goat and gave
away its meat as 'Aqiqah of his grandson Hassan, and said
to his daughter FatimahtJ"J,- , "Fatimah, get the baby 's head
shaved and, then give away equivalent weight of silver in
charity. "l2l
Anas bin Malik � narrated:
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"The Messenger ofAllah � directed 'Ali� on the seventh
day after the birth of Hasan and Hussain dt� to get their
heads shaved and then he gave away silver of equivalent
weight in charity."l3l
The Custom of Qazii':

Qaza' means, partial shaving of a baby's hair. It is a gross

[IJ

[Muwattalmam Malik: 1 1 1 0]

l2l [Tirmidhi: 1 5 1 9, Irwa': 1 75 .]
l3l [Mu'jam al-'Awsat, Tabarani: 1 /5 0, lrwa' : 4/405]
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violation ofthe rules of the Islamic Shari 'ah. Abdullah bin Umar
�narrated:
((

�

\

c.; � � ;u1 Jr) 0rn

"The Mesenger of Allah � forbade Qaza' ."[11
Types of Qazii':
1.

2.

3.

4.

There are four types of Qaza':
Shaving off the hair from various parts of the head
Shaving from the hair only in the center of head
Leaving only a tuft of hair in the center
Shaving off only the front half of the hair

Why Qazii' is forbidden?

'Allamah Ibn Qayyim % says that Qazii' is forbidden
because Islam appreciates justice and balance whereas Qazii' is
a form of injustice and imbalance. The Prophet ® has forbidden
sitting astride light and shade because it is an injustice to half of
the body that is exposed to heat of the sun. f2l Similarly he has
forbidden wearing one shoe as it is an injustice to the exposed
foot. He said:
"Either wear both the shoes or go bare footed". f3 l
The Prophet � wished the Muslims to put on a graceful
appearance as much as they can afford. Partial shaving of the
head gives an ugly look, therefore, it is unlslamic.
Regrettably, most of the Muslim parents and guardians
(IJ

[Bukharl: 5921 , Muslim: 2 1 20]

f3l

[Bukhari: 5855, Muslim: 2097]

[Z] [Ibn Majah: 3722, MusnadAlunad: 3/41 4]
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ignore such minor despoils and try to justifY the violation of
Islamic rules. Having knowledge of such rules is very important
for every Muslim. Ignorance of rules is not an acceptable excuse
according to the Sharf 'ah. Those who do not care to learn such
rules will be answerable to Allah, and might be punished on the
Day of Judgement.
It is therefore, extremely necessary for every Muslim to learn
these details. May Allah help us all.

Chapter:2

·�

The Rules and Principles about Giving
N arne and Surname to the Children

•:•

•:•

•:•

•:•

When should a Baby be Given aName?
What is the Criteria for Pleasant and UnpleasantNames?
Teachings about the Selection ofNames
Teachings aboutNames and Surnames
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When should a Baby be Given a Name?

Naming the neonate baby is a custom common to all mankind.
In every society the parents select and give beautiful names to
their children to be identified by the friends and relatives of the
family. As Islam gives us guidance for every walk of life, it has
appreciated the custom of giving good names to the children.
Moreover, it has laid down some rules and principles which
bring the issue in the limelight.
Islam has laid down these rules so that parents may be able
to select a good and respectable name for the baby. Some of
these are given below.
Naming a baby on the seventh day of its birth is a well-known
practice but some of the sayings of the Prophet � indicate that
naming a baby earlier is also lawful.
Samurah� reports that the Messenger of Allah � said:
;;I .... y._....

((�.}

"The baby is pawned against 'Aqiqah which should be
done on the seventh day and on that day the baby's head
should be shaved and he should also be given a name."[IJ
But there are also some other sayings of the Prophet
(IJ [Abii Dawiid: 2838, Tinnidhi: 1522]

�
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according to which a baby may be named earlier. Sahl bin Sa'd
Sa'idi � says:
,.,
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"When Al-Mundhir bin Abu 'Usaid was born, he was
brought to the Prophet � who placed him on his thigh.
While Abu U said was sitting there, the Prophet� was busy
with something in his hands so Abu Usaid told someone
to take his son from the thigh of the Prophet�- When the
Prophet � finished his job (with which he was busy), he
said: "Where is the boy?" Abu Usaid replied, "We have
sent him home." The Prophet� said, "What is his name?"
Abu Usaid said, "(His name is) so and so." The Prophet�
said, "No, his name is Al-Mundhir."[1J
From that day the boy was called as Al-Mundhir.
Anas4> reported that the Messenger of Allah � said:
((1"-/ 1 /.1
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"A son was born to me tonight and I have named
� him
Ibrahim after my ancestor lbrahim�\."[21
[IJ [Bukbarl: 6 1 9, Muslim: 2 1 49]
[2] [Muslim: 231 5 )
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Summary:

The saying of the Prophet � quoted above shows that there
is relaxation about the time of naming the baby. The name may
be given on the first day, or it may be delayed till 'Aqfqah (the
seventh day) and even after that.

Desirable and the Undesirable Names

It is obligatory for the parents, guardians and elders of the
family to select an excellent and meaningful name for the baby
that should be appreciated by every learned person. Our beloved
Prophet$. also advised and urged to give meaningful names to
the children.
The Bes t Names:

Ibn Umar � narrated that the Prophet � said:

( �:}l�j � �� � \

J� ��� �� ��))

"Surely Allah likes two of your names, 'Abdullah and
'Abdur Rahman."[ ' l
Undesirable and Evil Names :

Islamic Sharf'ah is pure, explicit and clear in all aspects. Like
all other fields of life, it has laid down certain rules for naming
the child and it forbids giving bad names to them. The Sharf'ah
also stops from giving bad name to the child and applying such
names which are unbecoming for the Islamic personality, against
his dignity or the Islamic culture and society.
Of the Undes irable and Evil Names

The undesirable and bad names may be of the following
[IJ [Muslim: 2132]
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six types. We are going to give them in detail so that Muslims
should learn and refrain from adopting any of them:
1. The parents and guardians should avoid giving ridiculous
and evil names to the baby so that it should not be satired or
dishonored at any place or time. 'Aishah �narrated:
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"The Prophet� used to replace bad names."[IJ
'Abdullah bin 'Umar &t, narrated:

� � I J�)

��: /: -�li � J� �tS .:r�l �I 01))

(( iL;.
�
"The Prophet � had replaced the name�� ['Asiah] the
-/ .

daughter of Umar� with� [Jamilah], because 'Asiah
means, 'Sinful' whereas Jamilah means 'Beautiful' Yl
Imam Abu Dawiid said that th.e Prophet � had replaced the
following names:
V'"'w\ [Al-'Aas] "Disobedient", ;._; ['Aziz] "Mighty,
great", ('Aziz is the attribute of Allah), 4..6 ['Atalah]
"Rough, hard" 0Lk.:�. [Shaitan] 'Satan', the outcast", FJI
[Al-Hakam] "The Supreme Judge", '-:-'1�� [Ghurab] "A
certain black bird, or crow", '-:-'� [Hubab] "A serpant, a
devil". The Prophet� replaced the name '-:-'L.f..; [Shihab]
"Flame, or brand" with i� [Hish�m] "Generosity",
'-:-' _;;.. [Harb], "War, fighting" with � [Silm] "Peace
and security", � [Mudtaji'] "Pro;trate" with �

[IJ [TirmidhaT: 2839, SahThah: 207]
[Z]

[Muslim: 2139, TirmidhT: 2828]
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[Mumbaith] "Rising", � ['Afirah] "Barren land" with
� [Khadirah] "Verdant, fertile", ;J� I � [Shi'bud-Dalalah] "Valley of error" with LS�I � [Shi'bul-Huda] "Valley of guidance", :;))).' [Banu Zinyah]
"Bastard" with ;;jj_Ji).' [Banu-ar-Rishdah] "The rightly
guided", and ��).' [Banu Mughviyah] "Misguided"
with J..;._) y:; [Banu Rishdah]. Imam Abu Dawlid � says
that he had omitted the sources of such Ahiidith for the
sake ofbrevity_lll
2. Every believer should avoid ominous names so that the baby
may be safe from their harm, because the person may be
known as an ill omen. In this regard we quote the following
�
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Hadith.

Sa 'Id bin Musayyab ij,f narrated from his father who visited
the Prophet �- The Prophet � asked him:
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"What is your name?" He said: "My name is 0_;..;. [Hazn]
"Grief and mourning", the Prophet � said: . "Your name
should be ��[Sahl] "Easy, soft and smooth." He said: "I
shall not change the name with which my father has named
me." Sa 'Id bin Musayyab ij,f added: "We had roughness
(in character) ever since" and Grief, mourning and anxiety
[I]

[Abu Da.wiid : 4956]
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became a part of our home, after the incident. l ' l
Yahya bin Sa'id % says:
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'Umar bin Khattab �� asked a man: "What is your name?"
he said: � [Jamrah], "A burning piece of coal." 'Umar
said, "What is the name of your father?" He said: '-'�
[Shihab] "Son of a flame". He asked: "What is the name
of your tribe?" he said: .i:}- [Hurqah] "Burnt in fire."
'Umar asked: "Where do you live?" he said: "in)JI �/
[Harra-tun-Nar] "An area of fire". 'Umar � again asked:
"In which valley?" he said: ".)2J ul� [Dhat Laza] "Valley
of flames." 'Umar� said: "Then rush to save your family,
fire has burnt them to ashes." "The narrator of this event
says that his house and family were really burnt to ashes
as' Umar� had said."[2J
,
3. It is a law ofSharz'ah to avoid such names as .h. 'J'I [Al-' Ahad],
�I [As-Samad], jljJI [Ar-Razzaq] as they are particular
to Allah The Almighty, however, it is quite appropriate to
place the word � as prefix to Allah's divine attribute and
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[Bukhari: 6 1 90]
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[2J [Muwatta I mam Malik: l 87 1 ]
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name a baby then. Hani� says:
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"Han! .t� quoted his father as saying that when he went with
his people on a deputation to the Messenger ofAllah�, he
heard them calling him by the surname p1) [Abil-al
Hakam]. So the
./ Messenger ofAllah � called him and said:
/
Allah is � � [Al-Hakam] as He is "The Supreme Judge
and He rules with justice, and makes all the decisions".
The Prophet � asked: Why are you addressed with the
surname " � 1}.1"? He replied: The people called him
'Al-Hakam' because they brought their disputes to him
for judgment and accepted his decisions. The Messenger
of Allah � said: "It is an excellent work, but how many
children have you?" He said: "I have three, Shuraih,
Muslim and 'Abdullah." The Prophet t:f; asked: "Who is
the eldest of them." Han! said: "Shuraih is the eldest." The
prophet� said: "Then your surname is Abu Shuraih from
now onwards." l' l
l'l

[Abu D awiid : 4955 Nasa'I: 5389, Irwa': 2615]
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Abu Hurairah<t'.;, narrated that the Prophet � said:
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"On the Day of Judgment the most detested and cursed
//
person will be he who got himself calledS')\;\!1 a
[Malik-ul-'Amlak] "The king of kings", ...:J.L [Malik] is
none except than Allah, The Almighty."[IJ
4. The believers should also avoid names which imply the
meanings of prosperity, blessing, etc. Because if somebody
asks about that person and he is not at home, the answer
will be, "Not in the house." For example, if somebody
asks, ".J� [Yasar] "Blessing" at home?'' And the reply will
be 'Not in the house'. It is a negation of blessing for that
house. Similarly there are certain names like �f [Aflah]
"Successful" �C [Nafi'] "Profitable" c_�.J [Rabah] "Useful"
and � [Najih] "Successful" should also be abandoned.
Samurah bin Jundub � narrated that the Messenger of
Allah...� said:
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"The best words to Allah are: �I 0� [Subhiin Allah]
"Allah is free from imperfection," and .ill �� [Al-Hamdu-lilliih] "All praises and thanks be to Allah," .ill l � l Ji '1 [Lii
Iliiha illalliih] "There is no true God except Allah", and
_r.S"I ill 1 [Alliihu-Akbar] "Allah is All Great," and it does
not matter by which you start. And do not give your slave
the names J � [Yasar], c.�.J [Rabah], e [Naj1h], r:Li
[Aflah], as you may call him so and he would not be (as
named) they are four and do not ask me more."l1l
Samurah bin Jundub 4> says:
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"The Prophet� forbade us to name our slaves with any of
these four names: r:Li [Aflah], �C [Nafi'], c.�.J [Rabah]
and J � [Yasar]. "l2l
5. The believers in Allah and His Prophet � should not place
the word � [' Abd] as a prefix to any name other than Allah,
The Almighty, as in the forthcoming na�es, .s}.ii4 ['Abdul
'Uzza] "Slave of 'Uzza" or ��� ['Abdul Ka'bah] "Slave
of the Ka 'bah" or � 14 [Abdun Nabl] "Slave of the Prophet"
are not allowed to be used. The Muslims should know that it
is unlawful to use any of them.
_, �

Obj ect ion:

Some people may object that if such names are not allowed,
(I]

[Muslim: 2 1 37, 'Abi.i Dil.wii d: 4958]

l2l

[Abu Dawud: 4958, Ibn Maj ah: 3730]
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then why did the Prophet � utter the following words in the
Battle of Hunain against the unbelievers:

( �!b.�� � � J.l

c\ �¥
�

'1

��

cl

"I am the Prophet of Allah without a lie, I am the son of
'Abdul Muttalib"[IJ
Why did the Prophet � utter the name of his grandfather
with �['Abd] which means "Slave ofMuttalib?"
Answ er:

'Allamah Ibn Qayyim ¢;;{ replies that the Prophet EJ:, forbids
giving such names to babies. Uttering the name of a person
known by that name is not violation of the rule." That is why the
Prophet � never forbade his devoted followers from uttering
the names of well known tribes like � �_r: [Banii-'Abd
Shams], )..LII �_r: [Banii 'Abduddar] etc., which were adopted
by those tribes before the advent of Islam.
To sum up, the popular name, even if it is un-Islamic may be
uttered for reference and introduction.
6. The Muslims should also be aware of all such names that are
contrary to the Islamic values, honor and dignity of human
being, or those resembling to the pagans and unbelievers, and
the names implying curse or ruin as: i � [Hayam] "Lunatic".
., ��[Haifii ' ], " Slim, slender of waist" �_).:. [Sausan] "Lily",
c;;t; [Mayadah] "To move side to side." ,:;�.}�· [Nariman] "A
woman of brilliant face and bright body",� r-i:f ['Ahlam]
"Dream, vision."
[IJ [BukharT: 2864, Muslim: 1 776]
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Philos ophy of Good and Bad Names :

Bad and disgraceful names are forbidden in order to maintain
the dignity of the Muslim Ummah, and to distinguish it from
other nationalities. IsHimic norms and values should be reflected
by names as a strong and dignified faith and respectable life style
is all the more necessary in the present age in which the enemies
of Islam never fail to degrade the Muslims and defame Islam.
We should, therefore, be watchful against the enemies who are
always looking for opportunities to ridicule, defame and destroy
Islam by creating disunity and distrust among the Muslims. We
should be united, avoid the sinful ways of life, and follow the
excellent Sunnah of the Prophet �- We ask Allah to help and
guide us in every phase of individual and collective life.
Looking at the waywardness of the Muslims and prevailing
un-Islamic norms in their societies, seems quite appropriate that
the Prophet jjs stressed upon his followers to stick to the sublime
values of Islam by giving beautiful names of the Prophets(� to
the children.
A C omprehensive Hadfth about Names:

The Prophet � emphasized upon his companion to give either
Prophets' names to the children or such names which imply the
meaning of worship, humbleness towards Allah Almighty. Abu
Wahab Jashmi.:t; narrated:

J� � L� :5-J I � I_:;
�_:,.;. � �j · fk;j .£ _) b.
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"Name after the Prophets r,%f and the most dearest names
to Allah are .JJ I � ['Abdullah] and �.::J l -\-" ['Abdur
Rahman] and the most truthful of them are ...::......>[;.[Harith]
" Ploughman" and i w [Hammam], "Energetic, greatly
solicitous about others." The worst are '-:-'? [Harb] "War"
and •/ [Murrah] "Bitter"f1 l
Surely by following all commandments of the Prophet �'
including this advice, the Muslim Ummah will become the best
nation in the world and it would dominate all others. Also it will
serve as a beacon of light to show the right path (Islamic way of
life) to the world.
.

[IJ

�

�

[Abu Dawii d: 4950, Musnad A hmad: 4/345, Irwa' : 1 178, Sahihah: 1040]

The Rules and Principles for Giving
Kunyah ( Surname)

One of the measures related to naming a child is giving it
a title or name of honor, known as Kunyah (surname). Sayings
of the Prophet � also bear out the custom of giving Kunyah
(surname) to the children. There are many logical reasons and
advantages, some of these are given below.
•!• It is hoped that the surname may enable the child to adopt
the excellent manners and would be a man of noble character.
The Kunyah (surname) develops self-respect in the child,
and inspires him to become a respectable member of the
society. It is also hoped that Kunyah improves the child from
the moral point of view, and helps him to become a useful
member of the Muslim society. A poet says in a verse:
� }�
J

/
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"I address him with a surname to honor him
And I avoid to entitle him as it is unbefitting."l 1 l

[I] [Tuhfat-ul-Moudud, page:

1 27]
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Importance of Giving Surname to a
Child according to Shari' ah

The Prophet � used to address children by their Kunyah so
that their parents might know the importance of the Kunyah. We
should also follow this noble example of our beloved guide and
leader, Prophet Muhammad � in order to be richly blessed by
Allah.
Anas � narrated:

"The Prophet � was the best of all the people in character.
I had a brother called Abu 'Umair who, I think, had been
newly weaned. Whenever he (that child) was brought to
the Prophet �' he used to say: "Abu 'Umair' what did
An-Nu-Ghair (nightingale) do?" It was a nightingale with
which he used to play. "l ' l

(IJ

[BukharT: 6203, Muslim: 2 1 50]

Practice of the Companions of the
Prophet �

The surname brings the personality of a child to the limelight
and inspires him to struggle for a noble position in the society.
The Prophet � allowed 'Aishah � to adopt the surname JJI..L:>- 11
Umrn 'Abdullah, although 'Abdullah bin Zubair� was the son
of 'A'ishah's sister, Asma bint Abu Bakr�."[1l
Anas � was known by the surname, oj<»-Y.I"Abu Hamzah",
although he had no child.
Abu Hurairah �� was known by his surname although his
real name was 'Abdur Rahman and he had no child.
Any other Kunyah with reference to one's child may be
adopted even by those who do not have children. A few examples
are given below:
Abu Bakr� had no son named _;>..: [Bakr] but he is known by
this surname.
'Umar � was known by the surname � Y.l [Abu Hafs],
although he had no son named "Hafs".
Abu Dhar Ghiffiiri � had no son named J� [Dhar], but he is
known by his surname.
Khalid bin Walid's surname was .J�Y.l [Abu Sulaiman],
[IJ [Abii Dawiid: 4970, Sahihah:

1 32]
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although he had no son named "Sulaiman " Pl
Several other instances may be cited for giving surnames.
From the facts and references given above we can conclude that
giving a Kunyah (surname) to a child is a practice approved
by the Prophet �- The surname may be adopted even by the
adults. The Kunyah may not necessarily refer to the name of
the person's child, and even the childless people are allowed to
adopt a surname.

[IJ

[Tuhfat-ul-Moudud, page: 1 27]

Miscellaneous Rules and Principles
about N arne, Title and Surname

How to resolve the issue if the parents differ about giving a
certain name to a child:
If the father and mother differ about the name of their child,
then the father's view should be preferred because giving a name
to the child is the responsibility of the father. Several sayings of
the ProphetiBS bear out the fact, and the Holy Qur'an makes it
clear that the child will be known with reference to his father,
not with his mother. Allah Almighty says:
,i �� h. l:.::J
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"Call them (adopted sons) by the name of their fathers: that
is more just with Allah."ll l
There is a popular saying of the Prophet � already cited,
makes it clear that the father of a child will give him a name.
Anas.:.;0 narrated that the Messenger of Allah t&, said:
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"Tonight a son was born to me and I have named him,
Ibrahim after my father (the Prophet Ibrahim �l ) . "l 2l
ll l [Al-Ahzab 33:5]

l2l [Muslim: 231 5 , Abu Dawiid: 31 26]
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Bad Names and Titles

It is prohibited for parents as well as others to give a bad
name to a child or address him with unbefitting titles, such as:
"0 wicked! 0 sinner! 0 Thugee, etc."
The Holy Qur'an says:

��/�1\1� Jl;G .q_; �

"And neither shall you defame one another by
nicknames."[IJ
Adopting th e Name and Surname of th e Proph et �:

The scholars are unanimous about adopting the Prophet's
names or to give them to the children, is lawful. Jabir 4>
narrated:
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"A baby was born to a man, one from our people, he named
him Muhammad (after the Prophet �) and his people
said: "We will not let you name him by the name of the
Messenger of Allah *'· the man took his infant to his back
and went to the Prophet 6Ef, and said:O Messenger ofAllah!
[I] [Al-HujuriH 49: 1 1 ]
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A baby was born to me and I named him Muhammad
but my people said: "We will not allow to give him
the name of the Messenger of Allah �". The Messenger
of Allah � said: "Name yourselves by my name but not
by my Kunyah (surname), because I am Qasim as I only
allot your shares".l1 l
'Ali � reports that he asked the Prophet �:
� L,
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"I said 0 Allah's Messenger�! Could I name my son, if .)I
have one, after your name and use your surname after your
demise? He said: "Yes"Yl
In his book "Kitab-ul-Aadiib", Hameed bin Zanjawiyah writes
that he asked Ibn Abu Uwais: "Did Imam Malik allow people to
use the name and surname of the Prophet $?" 'Uwais pointed to
a man sitting in the company and said: This is Muhammad bin
Malik, sitting by his side. His father, Imam Malik named him
� "Muhammad" and gave him the surname r--" Lil lyl "Abu-al
Qasim." He also said that Imam Malik used to say that combining
the name and surname of the Prophet � was not allowed during
the Prophet's lifetime, to avoid the confusion of identity. But
now, after the demise of the Prophet ;Bs, it is allowed because
there can be no confusion of identity with the Prophet ;Bs.
[ I J [Bukhan: 3114, Muslim: 2133]

[21 [Abu Dawiid: 4967, Tirmidhl: 2843]
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Anyway, adopting the name and surname of the Prophet� is
permissible now a days.
F or P arents and Guardians

Keeping in mind the teachings of Islam and instructions
about giving certain names to the children and abandoning
others, it becomes clear that parents should select excellent
names for their children. They should give good titles and adopt
noble surnames.
The children of today are the parents of the future, so they
should be given such meaningful names that they should feel
honor and dignity for their good names. Therefore, the parents
should be careful about addressing the children with evil names
so that they should not suffer from any inferiority complex.
The parents are responsible for building the character of their
offspring, as they are the immediate following generation. The
parents, therefore, should build up the character of their children
and make them useful members of the society but also bring
peace and harmony in the society.
Allah Almighty is Kind and Merciful Who sent the last and
merciful Prophet Muhammad � as a model for the Muslims to
follow. The Prophet � led us to Allah's unbounded mercy. If
we follow Sunnah of the Prophet � about naming the children
and building up their characters, we shall be able to present a
noble society, excellent generation of Islam and the members of
excellent characters.
The surname would influence the social aspect of the child's
character and by this he is expected to make effort to reach the
exalted position of the elders.
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Chapter:3

· �

Allah 's Beautiful Names
•!•
•!•

•!•

The Beautiful Names ofAlUih mentioned in the Holy Qur'an
and Hadfth
Meanings of Allah's Beautiful Names
References

Attributive Names of Allah Almighty

The Messenger of Allah .� asked his followers to name
their children after the Prophets (,� and the excellent Attributive
Names of Allah Almighty. It is quite appropriate to place any of
the given words as a prefix to any of Allah's Attributive Names
and be given to the children. These words are:,� � �.r-> � �

�� �� , � �� �� ._,5 1 .) , _,su �� �� �� � �
J..a! � � � � , ..�..,.., 1 �� ,�L., �� 'j::--> 1 ��_;;:- and �

etc.

l

AIHih (41!1) [This is Allah's real Name and it is mentioned 2696

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Fatihah 1 : 1 )]
AI-' Ahad (�\II) The One (only) [This attributive Name IS
mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'Ikhlas 1 1 2: 1 )]
Al-Akhir (� ��) The Last (of all), The Remainder when all will
perish, [This attributive Name is mentioned only once in the
Noble Qur'an. (Al-Hadid 57:3)]
Al-'A'Ui (�\'I)The Most High [This is Allah's attributive Name,
and it is mentioned 2 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'A'la 1 87: 1 )]
Al-'IHih (J-.]1) The Worshipped [This is Allah's most frequently
mentioned attributive Name in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah
/0

/

2: 1 33)]
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(Jj�l) The First of all, The First in the universe [This

attributive Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an.
(Al-Had!d 57:3)]

Al-Bari ( l.:? t.;i\) The Inventor [This attributive Name is mentioned
�

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:54)]
Al-Basit C .h...... t.;il) The One Who amplifies [TirmidhT: 3507, Ibn Majah:
3

3861]

/

,,

Al-Batin CJ:- l;ll) The Most Near [This attributive Name IS

mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-HadTd 57:3)]
Al-Ba'ith (�t_;i\) The Sender, the Quickener of mankind
[Tirmidhi: 3507, Ibn Majah: 3 86 1 ]

Cd�l) The

Originator [This attributive Name IS
mentioned 2 times in the Holy Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2: 1 1 7)]
Al-Baqi C -! t.;il)The Everlasting [Tirmidh!: 3 507]
Al-Barr c_;i\) The Most Subtle, Kind [This attributive Name is
mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (At-Tfu 52:28)]
At-Tawwab('-:-'iJl\) The Most Forgiving [This attributive Name
is mentioned 1 1 times in the Noble Qur'an. (AI-Baqarah: 2:37)]
Al-Basir(�l) TheAll Seer [This attributive Name is mentioned
42 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarab 2:96)]
Al-Jami' Ce l;..il) The Gatherer [This attributive Name Is
mentioned 2 times in the Noble Qur'an. (AI'Irnran 3 :9)]
Al-Jabbar (_; �l) The Compeller [This attributive Name IS
mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Hashr 59:23)]
Al-Badi'
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./

Al-Jalil (�I) The Great, the Mighty [Tinnidhl: 3 507]
Al-Hasib ( � I) The Account Taker [This attributive Name is
./

mentioned 3 times in the Noble Qur'an. (An-Nisa' 4:6)]
Al-Hafiz (�I) The Watchful [This attributive Name 1s
mentioned 3 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Saba 34:2 1 )]
Al-Haqq (:;;JJ) The Established, True [This attributive Name is
mentioned 9 times in the Noble Qur'an. (An-Nur 24:2)]
Al-Hakam(pl) The Judge, The Ruler [Abu Dawlid: 4955,
./

/

,/

Tirmidhi: 3507]
0/

Al-Hakim ( � I) The All Wise [This attributive Name is

mentioned 94 times in the Holy Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:32)]
Al-Halim ( � I) The Most Forbearing [This attributive Name
is mentioned 1 1 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:257)]
Al-Hamid. (�I) The Worthy of All Praises [This attributive
Name is mentioned 1 7 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah
./

,/

2:267)]

Al-Hannin c:,l;J\) The Compassionate, theAffectionate [Musnad
Ahmad 3 :230]
./

Al-Hayy (_;.JI) The Ever-Living [This attributive Name 1s

mentioned 5 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:255)]
Hayiyyun (�) The Modest [Tirrnidhl: 3556]
Al-Khifid ( � liJ\) The One Who is Humble, Who Humiliates
-

/

[Tirrnidh!:3507, Ibn Majah: 3 86 1 ]

Al-Khabir (_;;j\) All Acquainted with [This attributive Name is
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mentioned 4 5 times in the Holy Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:234)]
Al-KhalHiq (J.;;Ji) The Creator [This attributive Name IS
mentioned 2 times in the Holy Qur'an. (Al-Hijr 1 5 :86)]
Al-Khaliq ( � WI) The Creator [This attributive Name IS
mentioned 8 times in the Holy Qur'an. (Al-'An'am 6: 1 02)]
Ad-Dayyan C:;�lJI)The Requiter, Administrator, Ruler, Judge,
[Bukhan: 748 1 ]

Dhu-al-Jalali Wal-Ilrram(r i.?Y J_, J � J_, � ) Full of Majesty and
0

""

0

;.

Honor [This attributive Name is mentioned 2 times in the Noble
Qur'an. (Ar-Rahman 55:27)]
Dhu-Ar-Rahmah (� .Jl_, �) Full of Mercy [This attributive
Name has been mentioned 3 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al
�

'An'am 6: 1 33)]

Dhu-at-Taul (JJ.hll_,�) The Bestower [This attributive Name is.
�

�

mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Mu'min 40: 1 5)]
Dhu-al-'Arsh (_;,_:;JJ_,�) The Owner of the Throne [This
attributive Name is mentioned 4 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al
'

�

Mu'min 40: 1 5)]
/

(.__, W;.

�

_,�) The Punisher [This attributive Name is
mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Fussilat 4 1 :43)]
Dhu-al-Fadl (j..a..QJ J _,� ) The Owner of Bounty [This attributive
Name is mentioned 1 3 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah
Dhu-'lqab

o ...- o

;.

2: 105)]
�'

�

Dhfi-al-Quwwah (;;��_,�) The Owner of Power [This attributive

Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Adh-Dhariyat
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5 1 :58)]
'

y.

Dhii-ai-Maghfirah (;;�IJ�)Full of Forgiveness [This attributive

Name is mentioned 2 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Ar-Ra'd 6:1 3)]
Ar-Rafi' ( � 1_;1) The Raiser [This attributive Name is mentioned
only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al'Imran 3 : 55)]
Ar-Ra'iif (wjJI) The Most Kind [This attributive Name Is
mentioned 1 0 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2: 1 43)]
Ar-Rabb(�_;l) The Lord [This attributive Name is mentioned
968 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Fatihah 1 :2)]
Ar-Rahman c_;.;._;I) The Most Compassionate [This attributive
Name is mentioned 57 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Fatihah 1 : 1 )]
Ar-Rahim C r_;I) The Most Merciful [This attributive Name is
mentioned 1 1 4 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Fatihah 1 : 1 ,3)]
Ar-Razzaq (Jij_;i) The All Provider [This attributive Name is
mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Adh-Dhariyat 51 :58)]
Ar-Rashid ( �_;1) The Rightly Guided [Tirmidhl: 3507]
Rafi'-ud-Darajat (u�)Ji &�) The Raiser of Ranks, [This
attributive Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an.
(Al-Mu'min 40: 15)]

Ar-Raqib ( �_;I) The All Watcher [This attributive Name is

mentioned 3 times in the Noble Qur'an. (An-Nisa' 4: 1 )]
Subhan (L.>�) The Glorified [This attributive Name IS
mentioned 4 1 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Yusuf 12: 1 08)]
Sittir C..J-.: ) He Who Covers sins [Nasa'!: 406]
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(iJl:J\)The Giver of Security [This attributive Name

is mentioned only once in the Holy Qur'an. (Al-Hashr 59:23)]
As-Sami' ( �\) The All Hearer [This attributive Name 1s
mentioned 47 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarab 2: 127)]
Ash- Shafi C-iUl) He Who Recovers, Heals [TirmidbT: 3419]
Ash-Shakir c;u\) The All Thankful [This attributive Name is
mentioned 2 times in the Noble Qur'an. {Al-Baqarah 2: 1 58)]
Ash-Shakiir (.J_,s:...:J I ) The Most Recognizer [This attributive
Name is mentioned 4 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Fatir 35 :30)]
Ash-Shahid (�\) The Witness [This attributive Name 1s
mentioned 1 9 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al'Imran 3 :98)]
As-Subiir (.J_?..:J i )The Most Tolerant, Forbearing [Tirmidbi:
y. � /

,

/

3507]

As-Samad (�\) The Self Sufficient [This attributive Name is

mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'Ikhlas 1 12:2)]
Ad-DarrCWJl) The Harming, Hurting [Tirmidbi: 3507]
Az-Zahir (� LbJ\) The Most High [This attributive Name 1s
mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-HadTd 57:3)]
Al-'Adl (Jj;j\) The Just, the Equitable [Tirmidbi: 3507]
Al-'Aziz (j.;_;j\) The Almighty [This attributive Name IS
mentioned 89 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2 : 1 29)]
Al-'Azim ( �\) The Most Great [This attributive Name is
mentioned 6 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:255)]
Al-'Afuww(�l) The Most Forgiving [This attributive Name is
,

0/
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metioned only once in the Holy Qur'an. (An-Nisa' 4:43)]
Al-'AIHim( i �\) The All Knower [This attributive Name is
mentioned 4 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Ma'idah 5 : 1 09)]
Al-'Aliyy (�\) The Most High [This attributive Name IS
mentioned 8 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:255)]
Al-'Alim ( r--�;i\) The All Knower [This attributive Name IS
mentioned 1 53 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:29,32,95)]
Al-Ghifir ( � W\) The Most Forgiving [This attributive Name is
mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Mu'min 40:3)]
Al-Ghalib ( � W\) The Victor, the Conqueror [This attributive
Name is mentioned once in the Noble Qur'an. (Yusuf 1 2 :2 1 )]
Al-Ghaffiir (.J �\)The Most Forgiving [This attributive Name
is mentioned 5 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Taha 20:82)]
Al-Ghaffi.r (.Jyi..;J I ) The Forgiving [This attributive Name IS
mentioned 9 1 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2: 1 73)]
AI-Ghaniyy(�\) The Rich [This attributive Name is mentioned .
1 8 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:263)]
Al-Fatir()' W\) The Creator [This attributive Name is mentioned
6 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'An'am 6: 1 4)]
Al-Faliq (_;J W\) The Splitter [This attributive Name is mentioned
2 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'An'am 6:95)]
Al-Fattah(c8JI) The Opener, the Conqueror [This attributive
Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Saba 34:26)]
Al-Qabid (-.Ali)\) The Seizer, the Collector [Tirmidhi: 3507, Ibn� / ·/
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Majah: 3861]

Qabil-ut-Toub ('-:-'..PI J.li) The Acceptor of Repentance [This
/

,

/

attributive Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an.

(Al-Mu'min 40:3)]

AI-Qadir (.J�LiJ\) The All Powerful [This attributive Name is

mentioned 7 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'An' am 6:37)]
AI-Qadi (�Li)\) The Judge [Tirmidhl: 34 1 9]
AI-Qahir C�LiJ\)The Omnipotent, the Almighty [This attributive
Name is mentioned 2 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'An'am 6: 1 8,
6 1 )]
Y. .J. o,...

(<...7".J..:l_QJI)

The Holy [This attributive Name 1s
mentioned 2 times in Noble Qur'an. (Al-Hashr 59:23)]
AI-Qarib C�).l\) The Near, Close [This attributive Name is
mentioned 3 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Hud 1 1 :6 1 )]
AI-Qawiyy C�)j\) The Subduer of His Creatures by His Power
[This attributi�e Name is mentioned 9 times in Noble Qur'an.
Al-Quddfi.s

(Al-'Anfiil 8:52)]

AI-Qahhar C�l) The Irresistible [This attributive Name is

mentioned 6 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Yusuf 12:39)]
AI-Qayyam <r9J1> The Self Existent, Everlasting [Buk:harl: 7442,
Tirmidhl: 34 1 8]

AI-Qayyim (�\)The Unchangeable, the Maintainer

[Buk:han:

1 1 20, 7499]

Al-Qayyfim <r _;;i)\)The Eternal, Sustainer [This attributive Name

is mentioned 3 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:255)]
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Al-Kabir(�l) The Most Great, the Majestic [This attributive

Name is mentioned 6 times in the Noble Qur'an. (AI- Hajj 22:62)]
Al-Karim (("':!.fl l) The Bountiful [This attributive Name is
mentioned 3 times in the Noble Qur'an. (An-Naml 27:40)]
Al-Kafil (�I) The Guarantor, the Sponsor [This attributive
Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (An-Nahl
� '�

1 6: 9 1 )]

AI-Latif (�I) The Most Subtle and Courteous [This attributive

Name is mentioned 7 times in the Noble Qur'an.

(Al-'An'am

6 : 1 03)]

Al-Majid (...L:::- w l) The Glorious, the Illustrious [Tirmidh!: 3507, Ibn
Majah: 386 1 ]

Al-Malik (�WI) The King [This attributive Name is mentioned
�

'�

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'Imran 3 :26)]
Al-Mani' (�WI) The Prohibitor, the Forbidding [Tirmidhi: 3507
2

Ibn Majah: 386 1 ]

Al-Mu'akkhhir (__,>-�1) The Last of all [Bukhan: 63 1 7]
Al-Mu'min(��l) The Giver of Security [This attributive Name
':1- ,.. -' ..,..

��

is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Hashr 59:23)]
Al-Mubdi'u Cts�l) The Creator, One Who Commences
�

'�

[Tirmidh!: 3507, Ibn Majah: 386 1 ]

Al-Muta'al (JI;:�\) The Most High [This attributive Name is

mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Ar-Ra'd 1 3 :9)]
Al-Mut'ali(_)l;:�\) The Most High [Tirmidhr: 3507]
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AI-Mutakabbir c_j::Ji) The Compeller, the Supreme [This

attributive Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an.

(Al-Hashr 59:23)]

AI-Mutawaffi

<J��) He Who takes fully

[This attributive
Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'Itman
3 :55)]

Al-Matin (:.r���li)The Most Strong, the Eternal [This attributive
·�

Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Adh-Dhariyat
5 1 :58)]

AI-Mujib (�I) The Ever Responding [This attributive Name
,�

is mentioned 7 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Hud 1 1 : 6 1 )]
AI-Majid(�l) All Glorious, All Praiseworthy [This attributive
Name is mentioned 2 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Hud 1 1 :73, Al
��

Buruj 85: 1 5)]

Al-Muhsi ( �\) He Who Comprehends Everything by His

Knowledge [Tirmidhi: 3507]
AI-Muhyi (�\) The Giver of Life, the Quickener [This
attributive Name is mentioned 2 times in the Noble Qur'an.
(Fussilat 4 1 :39)]

AI-Mukhrij (c_�i) He Who brings forth [This attributive Name

is mentioned 3 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:72)]
Al-Mukhzi (<.,?�1) The Disgracer [This attributive Name. is
mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (At-Taubah 9:2)]
AI-Mudhillu (j.4J\) The Humiliator [Tirmidhi: 3507, Ibn Majah,
.

,

Hadzth:

3861]

,�
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Al-Musawwir c;_�:i\)The Bestower of forms, [This attributive
Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Hashr
59:24)]

Al-Mu'izz(jfl\) The Exalter [Tirmidb!: 3507, Ibn Majah: 386 1 ]
Al-Mu'ti ( ��) The Bestower, the Giver [Ibn Majah: 386 1 ]
Al-Mu'id (�\) The Re-Creator [Tirmidhl: 3 507, Ibn Majah: 3861 ]
Al-Mughni (�\) The Bestower, He Who Satisfies [Tirmidbi:
.

-

�

3507]

Al-Muqtadir (J�I) The Owner of Majesty and Honor, He
Who determines [This attributive Name is mentioned 3 times in
the Noble Qur'an. (AI-Qamar 54:42,55)]
Al-Muqaddim (i �Lij\) He Who makes things to go before
,

·�

�

[Bukhii.ri: 63 1 7]
�

·�

Al-Muqsit(..h...-4) 1 ) The Equitable [Tirmidhl: 3507]
AI-Malik (dWl) The King, the Sovereign [This attributive
Name is mentioned 5 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Tahii. 20: 1 1 4)]
Al-Muqit (�l) The Giver of Sustenance [Tirmidhl: 3507]
Al-Malik (.!l;Wl) The Omnipotent King, the Sovereign [This
attributive Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an.
�

(Al-Qamar 54:55)]

Al-Mumit k ;.�I)The Giver of Death [Tirmidbl: 3507]
Al-Mannan( 0LJI) The Most Generous, The Giver of all goods
....

[Tirmidbi: 3544]

Al-Muntaqim( 1,��::i\) The Avenger [This attributive Name is
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derived from the word "rLA.:;,;�_,.)" which is mentioned 4 times in
the Noble Qur'an. (Tirmidhi: 3 507)]
Al-Mun'im (�l) The Bestower [This Name is derived from
the word � of Al-Fatihah 1 :7]
Al-Munzil (J�I)The Revealer, the Bringer down [Tirmidhi:
/

�

,

�

./

3400]

�/

Al-Muhaimin (�I) The Watcher over His Creatures [This

attributive name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an.

(Al-Hashr 59:23)]

Al-Muwaffi cJ_;.j\) The One Who Gives and Takes fully [This

attributive Name is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an.

(Hiid 1 1 : 1 09)]

An-Nasir (�\) The Helper, Protector, Patron [This attributive

Name is mentioned 4 times in the Noble Qur'an.

(Al-Baqarah

2: 1 07)]
� /

An-Niir(_;_,]l) The Light [This attributive Name is mentioned 5

times in the Noble Qur'an. (An-Niir 24:35)]
Al-Hadi (c..S � l&JI) The Guide, The Leader [Tirmidhi: 3507]
AI-W arith ( ...:..,_; I} I) The Heir, One Who remains after the creatures
'/

- /

,/

[TirmidhT: 3507]
./

Al-Wahid(.t:l}l) The One, Unique [This attributive Name is

mentioned 22 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2 : 1 33)]
Al-Wajid (�I_:;JI) The Rich, He Who has no wants [Tirmidhi: 3507,
./

Ibn Majah: 386 1 ]
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Al-Wasi' C e l)l) The Plentiful [This attributive Name Is
mentioned 9 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2: 1 1 5 )]
Al-Wali () l ) l)The Ruler, the King [Titmidh!: 3507]
Al-Wahid C�)\) The Unique, Alone [This attributive Name
is derived from the attributes: (..L>- 'm and c.c:-1)\) so it seems
correct]
Al-Wadiid c�_;;)\) The Most Loving [This attributive Name
is mentioned 2 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Hud 1 1 :90, Al-Buruj
85: 14)]
Al-Wakil (�_)JI) The Guardian [This attributive Name IS
mentioned 14 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al'Imran 3:173 )]
Al-Waliyy C�)\) The Protector Guardian [This attributive Name
is mentioned 1 5 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:257)]
Al-Wahhab (��)\) The Bestower, the Giver of gifts [This
attributive Name is mentioned 3 times in the Noble Qur'an.
(Al'Imran 3:8 )]
'�

Chapter:4

· �

This Chapter comprises on the names of the Noble Prophet
Muhammad fiJ,, and names of the Male and Female companions
of the last Prophet � in the following order:
!

••

!

••

!

••

!

••

!

••

!

••

!

••

!

••

!

••

!

••

Names of the Messenger of Allah �
The Noble Prophets(,!Pi�
Wives of the Prophet �&,
Children of the Prophet �li'
The Rightly Guided Caliphs r?tlt
The Ten Blessed Companions �li'
The Martyrs of the Battle of Badr �li'
The Participants of the Battle of Badr �lt
The Eminent Male and Female·
Companions of the Prophet �
Total Number ofNames: 565
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The excellent and authentic Names of the last Messenger
of Allah �' the noble Prophets ��, wives and children of the
Prophet � have been given with their meanings and references.
Amongst the Companions dtlft, only names of the rightly guided
caliphs, ten blessed Companions, martyrs of the Battle of Badr
and its participants, and the names of several other eminent
female Companions d/IJ; have been given. The meanings of most
of these names could be seen in chapters 5-6.

Names of the Messenger of Allah �
Ahmad (.4_;.\) He who is most praised, commended, [This Name
is mentioned only once in the Noble Qur'an. (As-Saff 6 1 :6)]

Amin (0:::" 1 ) The trusted, confided in, [This Name is mentioned
only once in the Noble Qur'an. (At-Takwir 8 1 :2 1 )]

Al-Hashir (r3'wl) One who congregates, or collects the people
�

.

together [Bukhar!: 3532]

Hirz (j�) The guardian, protector [Bukhari: 2 1 25]
Haris (�_?) Excessively pitiful, compassionate

[At-Taubah

9: 1 28]

Al-Khatam (�W\) The last of the Prophets (�, [Al-'Ahzab 33:40,
Bukhari: 3535]

Ad-da'i (�ilJ\) He who invites to Allah. [Al-'Ahzab: 33 :46]
Rahmah (��) Mercy, pity [Al-'Anbiya' 2 1 : 1 07]
Rahim (r;-) The compassionate, merciful [At-Taubah

9 : 1 28,

Muslim: 2354]

Ra'iif (......;j �) The pitiful [At-Taubah 9: 1 28]
Sirajum-Munir (r.} c.l� ) The bright, illuminating lamp

'Ahzab 33 :46]

[AI
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Shahid (...u, G ) The witness [AI-'Ahzab 33 :45]
Shafi' Cci� �. )The intercessor [Muslim: 1 99]
Sadiq (J.:.G.)
truthful [Bukhari: 3332]
, The
.,
Al-'Aqib (wwl) The coming after, last [Bukhari: 3532]
Farat (.1J) One who proceeds, goes before. [Bukhari: 6426]
Qasim (t:" L;) The distributor [Bukhari: 3 1 1 4]
Mubin (�) The manifest, separating [Al-Hijr 1 5:89]
Mubashshir C)�; )The bearer of glad tiding [Al-'Ahzab 33:45]
Al-Mahi (....?" W I) The eliminator [Bukhari: 3532]
MutawakkiiCjp) One who depends upon Allah Almighty
[Bukhari: 2 1 25]
(�_;) The praised, [This name is mentioned

Muhammad

4

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al'Imran 3 : 1 44)]

Mukhtar (}.:.,:,;) Chosen, selected [Darml: 7]
Muddaththir C)l;)Wrapped in [Al-Mud-daththir 74: 1 ]
MudhakkirC).i;) The reminder [AI-Ghashiyah 88:2 1 ]
Muzzammil (��) Wrapped in [Al-Muzzammil 73: 1 ]
Mushaffa'CJ: ;) One whose intercession is accepted
2278]

[Muslim:

Masdiiq (Jj�) The truly confirmed, inspired [Bukhan: 3332]
Mustafa (�) Chosen, selected [Musnad Ahmed:6!125]
Al-Muqaffi c);ol\) One who comes last in succession [Muslim :
�

2355]
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Mundhir(J..8) The warner [Ar-Ra'd 7: 1 3]
Nabiyy-ut-Taubah C �}I .:;)The Prophet of repentance [Muslim:

2355]

Nabi-ul-Malhamah (QJI .:;) The Prophet of heroic battles
[Musnad Ahmad: 4/395]

Nadhir C.:n :!i) The warner [Al-Hajj 33 :45]
Hadi (<.>,:)�) The guide, leader [An-Naml 27:8 1 ]

The Noble Prophets h�
Adam (i.;T) Dusky, dingy [This name is mentioned 25 times in
the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:3 1 )]

Ibrahim (��_;.� ) Servant [This name is mentioned 69 times in
the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2 : 1 24)]

Idris (�.J ;I) Literate [This name is mentioned 2 times in the
/

/

Noble Qur'an. (Maryam 1 9:56)]

Ishaq (J�I) Cheerful [This name is mentioned 1 7 times in the

Noble Qur'an. (Maryam 1 9:56)]

lsma'il CJ:: �:) Joy, 0 Allah! Listen [This name is mentioned
12

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2: 1 25)]

Ilyas (...r' L;l�) Firm, unwavering [This name is mentioned 3 times
0

in the Noble Qur'an. (AI-' An'am 6:85)]

Ayyfi.b ( '-:""_,.71) The returning to Allah [This name is mentioned 4
y

times in the Noble Qur'an. (An-Nisa' 4: 1 63)]

Dawfi.d(..:._, l;) An Intimate friend [This name is mentioned

16

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:25 1 )]

Dhul-Kifl (�13 � ) He who is endowed with guarantee.
0

0

�

According to most of the exegetes, he was a Prophet [This name
is mentioned 2 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'Anbiya' 2 1 :85)]
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Zakariyya (�_}) To fill a vessel [This name is mentioned

7

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al'Imran 3 :37)]

Sulaiman (01����.) Peace, safety [This name is mentioned

17

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2: 1 02)]
�

Shu'aib (�) One who fills, repairs, [This name is mentioned
11

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'A'araf 7:88)]

Shith ( • : ::. ) Abundance [Tar!kh-At-Taban : 1 1 1 00]
Salih C e:! G.) Pious, virtuous [This name is mentioned 9 times in
,

the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'A'araf 7:77)]

'Uzair c;.j) To support, help, according to some ofthe exegetes,
he was a Prophet [This name is mentioned 9 times in the Noble
Qur'an. (At-Taubah 9:30)]

' l sa (� ) Living [This name is mentioned 25 times in the Noble
Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:87)]
�

Liit (..b_)J) Hearty love and affection [This name is mentioned 27

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Hud 1 1 : 1 70)]

Muhammad (�) The most praised [This name is mentioned
4

times in the Noble Qur'an. (AI'Imran 3 : 144)]

Mfisa (�y) Caught from water [This name is mentioned

1 36

times in the Noble Qur'an. (A1-Baqarah 2:5 1 )]

Niih C c.f) One who consoles [This name is mentioned 43 times
�

in the Noble Qur'an. (An-Nisa' 4 : 1 63)]

Harfin (0.J�lA) Guardian, chief, commander [This name

mentioned 20 times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2:248)]
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Hiid c�; ) The Repentant [This name is mentioned 7 times in
the Noble Qur'an. (Hud 1 1 :53)]

Yahya (�) The lasting, long lived [This name is mentioned 5
times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al'Imran 3 :39)]

AI-Yasa' (� \) Spacious [This name is mentioned 2 times in the
Noble Qur'an. (Al-'An'am 6:86)]
,

Ya'qiib ('-:-'�) The following, one who comes after [This name
is mentioned

16

times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-Baqarah 2 : 1 32)]

Yiisuf (�;) Handsome, beautiful [This name is mentioned 3 7
times in the Noble Qur'an. (Al-'An'am 6:84)]

Yiisha' CJ_;;) Ascending, height [Bukhar!: 1 22]
Yiinus (�_;;) Attracted, column, member [This name
mentioned 4 times in the Noble Qur'an. (An-Nisa' 4: 1 63)]

IS

Names of the Wives :Jffft of
the Prophet �

Khadijah bint Khuwailid (...L..,., I � �Y � �� ) Incomplete
[Marriage= 1 5 years before the Prophethood]

Saudah bint Zam'ah (

".A.<

j

� ;;�_;...:. ) Sign, Land of palm trees

[Marriage=Shawwal l Oth year of Prophethood]

'A'ishah Siddiqah bint Abu Bakr Siddiq �Y.I � �..L..:> � � )

(�..L..:> Living [Marriage=Shawwal, l Oth year of Prophethood]

Hafsah bint 'Umar Faruq (J_,.JL! � � �) Lioness
[Marriage=3 AH]

Zainab bint Khuzaimah (

<\.4-1

plant [Marriage=4 AH.]

•
•
�.
-?

.__:;
-: ) Beautiful, fragrant
. u

Umm Salamah Hind bint Abu Umayyah (�I -/ I � � � f1)
�

�

Group [Maniage=Shawwal 4 AH]

Zainab bint Jahsh (� � �_j) A beautiful fragrant plant
[Marriage=Dhu-al-Qa'dah 5 AH]

J uwairiyah bint Harith ( .:...J l.:>- � �;_;.. ) A young lass
[Marriage=Sha' ban 6 AH]

Ramlah, (Umm Habibah) bint Abu Sufyan
�

(0� -/ I � ( � il) .J;j) Mound [Maniage=Muharram in 7 AH]

1'
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Safiyyah bint Huyayy bin Akhtab (�I

Choice, pure [Marriage=? AH]
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� �

?� :. )

Maimiinah bint Harith (�}.:> � ..j�) Blessed
[Marriage=Dhul-Qa'dah 7 AH]

Mariyah al-Qibtiyah bint Sham'iin (0�
Female servant [Marriage=8 AH]

�

�I �JL.. )

Jamilah (�) Beautiful, handsome
Raihanah bint Zaid bin 'Amr (3� J. �_j � �L>.u) Patel flower,
offspring [Marriage=5 AH]

Children of the Prophet ;i;.
Ibrahim ( � \.:f.� ) Servant [Zad ul Ma'ad : 1 1 1 03]
Umm Kulthfim (i;J5 fi) Attractive [Zad u l Ma'ad : 1 / 1 03]
Ruqayyah (��) Progress, development, height [Zad ul Ma'ad
y_J .}- .,. J.

1 / 1 03]

:

Zainab (�j) Beautiful [Zad ul Ma'ad: 1 1 1 03]
'Abdullah (.WI�) Slave of Allah [Zad ul Ma'ad: 1 1 1 03]
Fatimah (� L.; ) Suckling woman, weaning or abactating [Zad ul
'

.

�

/

Ma'ad: 1 1 1 03]

Qasim (r-:."l!) Distributor [Zad-ul- Ma'ad: 1 1 1 03]

The Ten B lessed Companions�� Who
were Given the Glad Tiding of Paradise
Abu Bakr Sidd!q 'Abdullah bin
'Uthman
Abu Hafs 'Umar bin Al-Khattab Al
Faruq
Abu 'Abdullah
'Affiin

'Uthman

bin

Abu-al- Hasan All bin Abu Talib
Abu Muhammad Abdur Rahman
bin 'Auf
Abu Ishaq Sa'd bin Abu Waqqas
Abu Muhammad
'Ubaidullah

Talhah

bin

Abu 'Abdullah Zubair bin Al'Awwam

0 � <f.

1

.WI� J.!-W> �yl

0W. 0-! 0 L� .WI� yl
�

� u, '-:FI ..:r. � � lyl

....9.r 0-! �) I� ..4;....o yl
\..l"" lj.J '-:F I <f. ..u......

J�lyl

'

.WI� ..:r. � ..4;....o yl
'

i l __,.,._! l <f. �j .WI� yl

Abu-al- 'A a 'war Sa '!d bin Zaid
Abu 'Ubaidah 'Amir bin 'Abdullah
bin Al-Jarrah

'

0-! .WI� 0-! .r �

I '-li

o�yl
c. �

The Martyrs of the Battle of Badr
'Ammar bin Ziyad

1--

'Aqil bin Bukair bin Abd Yam
'Auf or 'Audh bin 'Afra'
Harith or Harithah bin Suraqah
Mihja' bin Salih

� �j Lr. .)�

J:.lL. �
. � · J-9 �
. -.r. . . -.r. /

�lp Lr. �� � ._jy

..j

l.r" Lr. �.) l>- � ..:....) [.;.

e:l� c:.r. �
� lp c:_r. ��

Mu'awwidh bin 'Afra'
Mubashshir bin 'Abdul Mundhir
r--

Rafi' bin Mu' alla
Sa'd bin Khaithamah Al-'Ansari

'Ubaidah bin Harith bin Muttalib
'Umair bin 'Abd 'Umair
'Umair bin Abu Waqqas
'Umair bin Humam
Yazid bin Harith

.)

.i.:...J I �
. .r-:-"
0 � /...
. d.
'

J;.; Lr. � 1.)

/
/ ...
� Lr. 0.Jl>- Lr. o

L.a.;"} I � Lr. ...u....
0

l.S.J

¥
0 / ...

� ..l:>- c:.r. �

c/

/ -'

0
J r..j. I Lr. �
�
o / -'
Lr. �
i

L;

/
..:....) l>- .:.r. ��
0

The Participants of the Battle of
Badr from the Emigrants

thl

I

'Abd YalTI bm N�hjb Al-Lai
J
�
i'
AbdulHih bm Asad bm H1lal AlMakhziimi

'
t

-

4

'Abdullah bin Jahsh Al-'Asadi

'Abdullah bin Makhramah

Abdullah bin Maz'iin AI-Jumahl

�

bdullah bin Sa 'Id Al- 'U awi

'Abdullah bin Suhail Al-'Amari

r

----1

--

---+

'Abdur Rahman bin 'Auf Az-Zuhri

I

I

I

�

�

'"

.:r.

�4;"

J ">� J. L l J. J.ll�

L5L\II

<.5"J� I

� J. �� 4 1
�

_,;...,. J. J.JI�
- ,

�1 0y.!U J. .JJI�
-

_, , -

t.,?/'WI J+..- J. J.JI�
,- ,

l:?J ...L.J I �lr J. .JJI� 1
I

- ,

J.ll4 l

J -4-J I :.y-o J.
-l:?Y')1 �y- J. _;.;.j14

'Abdur Rahman bin Sahl Al- l:?_)L.a.;\I I � J. _;.;-_;14
'Ansari
Abu Bakr 'Abdullah bin 'Uthmiin
As-Siddiq

I

t.,?.r\11 � J. JJ 1�

bdullah bin Suraqah Al-'Adawi
i f -Abdullah bin Mas'ud Al-Hudhal
--

.;}JI

---

-'
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Abu Hudhaifah bin 'Utbah
Abu Kabshah (servant of the
Messenger of Allah �)
Abu Marthad Kinaz bin Hasin AlGhanawi

I

Abu Sabrah bin Abu Ruham Al
_
Qurashi Al- 'Amari

l?�l

�

.:.r. jl:S..G..r' yl

�;J I r� � � .:.r. ;;_;.::, ;I
l;?..r'WI

Abu Waqid Harith bin Malik Al �I � Lo .:_r. .:_;)> � lj yl
l Laithi
� __,...,I I ._j l.J::, <...>!

'Ali bin Abu Talib Al-Murtada

I d- 1..5"\ ;:"
-�jiJI ...U I � .:.r. � �
L;?Jj l o� .:_r. � � I
L;?_?J I �..> .:.r. � �
.r � .:.r. ..> l.!;
<Spl _;� � l .:_r. _;�
I

• -

--

'Amir bin 'Abdullah Al-Qurashi
'Amir bin Fuhairah Azdi
'Amir bin Rabi'ah Al-'Anzi
'Ammar bin Yasir
'Amr bin Abu 'Amr Al-Fihri

--

'Amr bin Abu Sarh Al-Fihri

.

,

.

- -

•

/

L?P 1 cr. � 1 .:.r. J �
'Amr bin Al-Harith Al-Fihri
l?P I .:_;..>WI .:_r. _;�
+- 'Amr bin Suraqah Al-'Adawi
lfo_;...W I <I.9 1 .r .:.r. J..r�
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'Aqil bin Bukair bin 'Abd Yam
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'Arqam bin Abul-'Arqam
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'Auf bin Uthi:Uhah Al-Muttalab1
BiHil bin Rabah
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Hamzah bin 'Abdul-Muttalib
Hatib bin Abu Balta' ah
Hilal bin Abu Khaula
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Iyas bin Bukair
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' Iyad bin Zuhair Al-Fihr1
Kath!r bin

'

Amr As-Salami
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Khunais bin Hudhafah
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Malik bin 'Amr As-Salami
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Malik bin Abu Khaula Al-Ju'fi

I Malik bin 'Umailah

Malik bin Umayyah bin
Salam!
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Marthad bin Abu Marthad Al
Ghanaw1
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Mas 'ud bin Rabl' ah Al-Qar1
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Midlaj bin 'Amr Al-Aslarni
Mihja' bin Salih Al-Muhajir
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Mu'attib bin Hamra' Al-Khuza'I
As-SalUli
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Muhammad, The Messenger of
Allah�
I Muhriz bin Nadlah Al-'Asadi

Mus'ab bin 'Umair Al-'Abdarl
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Qudamah bin Maz'Un. Al-Jumahi
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Rabi' ah bin Aktham bin Sakhbarah
Al-'Asadi
Sabrah bin Fatik Al- 'Asadi
Sa'd bin Abu Waqqas
Sa' d bin Khaula
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Sahl bin Baida' Al-Fihri
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Sa'ib bin 'Uthman bin Maz'un
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Salit bin 'Amr Al-'Amari
Shammas bin
Makhziimi

'Uthman
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Sa'Id bin Zaid bin 'Amr bin Nufail
Salim bin M'aqal
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Safwan bin Baida' Al-Fihri

Saib Maz'Un. Al-Jumahi
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Shuja' bin Wahab or Abu Wahab
Al-'Asadi
Shuqran Habashi
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Suhaib bin Sinan Ar-Rumi
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Suwaibit bin Sa' d Al-Qurashi
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Suwaid bin Makhshi At-Tai
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Tufail bin Al-Harith Al-Muttahtbi
Tulaib bin 'Umair

'Ubaidah bin Harith Al-Qurashi
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'Umair bin Abu Waqqas Az-Zuhri

t 'Um�ir bin 'Auf servant of Suhail
�-'Amiri
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'Uqbah bin Wahab
'Uthman bin 'Affiin Dhu-Niirain
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'Umar bin Al-Khattab Al-Fiiriiq
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Waqid bin 'Abdullah At-Tamimi
Al-Yarbui
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Yazid bin Ruqaish bin Ri'ab
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Zaid bin Al-Khattab bin Nufail AI'Adawi

Zubair bin Al- 'Awwam

'Amr
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Zahir bin Haram Al-' Ashja'I

Zayad bin Ka'b bin
Juhani
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'Abas bin 'Amir bin 'Adi Al'Ansari
'Abbad bin Bishr bin Waqsh
'Abbad bin Qais Az-Zuraqi
'Abdu Rabbih bin Haq As-Sa'idi
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'Ansari
'Abdullah
Ubayy

bin

'Abdullah

bin

'Abdullah bin 'Abs Al-' Ansari
'Abdullah bin Al-Jadd bin Qais Al
'Ansari
'Abdullah bin 'Amir Al-Balawi Al'Ansari
'Abdullah bin 'Alm bin Haram Al'Ansari
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I 'Abdullah bin Jubair bin Numan Al'Ansari

( 'Abdullah biilib Al-Mazini
'Abdullah bin
Baldhamah

Nu'man

bin
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'Abdullah bin Qais Al-'Ansari
'Abdullah bin Qais bin Sakhr AlKhazraji
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'Abdullah bin Rabi' Al-Khazraji
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'Abdullah bin Sa' d Al- 'Ansari Ali 'Ausi

1 'Abdullah bin Sahl Al-'Ansari
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'Abdullah bin Salimah Al-'Ansarl
Al-Balawi
'Abdullah bin Tariq Al-Balawi
'Abdullah
Balawi

bin

Tha'labah

'Abdullah bin 'Umair bin 'Adi
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'Abdullah bin 'Urfutah Al-'Ansari
'Abdullah bin Zaid Al- 'Ansari
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'Abdur Rahman bin 'Abdullah AlBalawi

'Abdur Rahman bin Jabr Al'Ansari
'Abdur Rahman bin Ka'b Al
Mazin!
Abu Ad-Diyah Al-'Ansari Al'Ausi
Abu Fudalah Al- 'Ansari

I

Abu 'lsa Al-Harithi Al-'Ansari

Abu Lubabah Rifii ' ah bin 'Abdul
l Mundhir

� Mulail Al-' Ansari Ad-Dubi'I

Abu Qatadah bin Rib'I Al-'Ansari
Abu Sirrnah Al-'Ansari Al-Mazani
[ .Abudllah
'Ashja 'I
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bin Al-Humair Al

'Adi bin Abu Az-Zaghba' Al
Juhani
'A'1dh bm Ma'1s Al-'Ansan

j 'Amir bin 'Abd 'Amr Al-'Ansari
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'Amir bin Salamah bin 'Amir Al.r"LY J. � J. ��
Ansari Al-Balawi
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'Amir bin Thabit Al-' Ansari
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'Amir bin Umayyah
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Amr bin Al-Jamuh Al-'Ansari
'Amr bin 'Auf Al-'Ansari
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L,?J La.;\1 1 .:;_). J. 3_;.;.
'Amr bin Ghaziyyah Al-' Ansari
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'Amr bin Iyas Al-Yamani
Amr bin Mu'adh bin Nu'man
0� J �L..... J 3;.;.
'Amir bin Mukhallad Al-'Ansari
Al-Khazraji
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'Amr bin Ma'bad
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Amr bin

Qais Al-Khazraji

Amr bin Tba'labah bin

Wahab

'Amr bin 'Uqbah bin Nayaz Al
'Ansari
An as bin Ma' adh bin Anas
Anas bin Malik bin Nadr
Anisah (servant of the Messenger
of Allah �)
'Antarah (servant of Sulaim bin
Amr bin Hadidah)
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As'ad bin Yazid bin AI-Fakih
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'Asim bin Bukair AI-' Ansari
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'Asim bin Qais AI-'Ansari
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'Asim bin Thabit AI-' Ansari
'Atiyyah bin Nuwairah
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A us bin KhawalT bin 'Abdullah
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Aus bin Samit AI-' Ansari
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Aus bin Thabit AI-' Ansari
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Bashir bin Sa' d bin Tha' Iabah
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Bishr bin Bra' bin Ma'Iiir
'Ansari
Dahhak bin Harithah AI-Kharaji
Az-

F arwah bin 'Amr AI-' Ansari
Ghannam bin Aus bin Ghannam
AI-'Ansari
Hammam bin Harith bin Damurah
Hamzah bin 'Arnr AI-'Ansari
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'Auf bin 'Afra' AI-' Ansari

Fakih bin Bishr AI-' Ansari
Zuraqi
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Hani bin Niyar Al-Balawi
Harithah bin Suraqah Al-' Ansari
An-Najjari
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Hilal bin Umayyah Al-' Ansari Al- �I} I L?.; L.,a.;\1 1 ....;. 1 � J JU>
Waqifi
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Hilal bin Mu'alla Al-'Ansari Al
Khazraji
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Hubail bin Wabrah Al-' Ansari
'Ismah bin Al-Husain bin Wabrah
'Ismah or 'Usaimah Al-'Asadi
'Ismah or 'Usairnah Al-' Ashja'I
'Itban bin Malik Al-'Ansari As
Salimi
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Ka'b bin Jamrnaz Al-'Ansari
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Khallad bin Rafi' bin Malik AlKhazraji
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Ka'b bin 'Arnr bin 'Abbad

I Khalifah bin 'Adi
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Jabir bin 'Atik bin Qais Al-'Ausi

Ka'b bin Zaid Al-' Ansari
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Jabir bin 'Abdullah bin Ri' ab
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Iyas bin Wadaqah Al-Khazraji
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Mu'adh bin Jabal
Ma 'bad bin 'Abbad AI-' Ansari

Ma'bad bin Wahab Al-'Abdi

I 'Ansari
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Malik bin Mas'Ud As-Sa'idi
I

-

Malik bin Numailah Al-Muzani

-

Malik bin Rabi' ah AI-' Ansari
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Malik bin Rafi' Az-Zuraqi

1 Ma'n bin 'Adi Al-Balawi
Ma'n bin 'Afra Al- 'Ansari
Ma 'n bin Yazld bin 'Akhnas As-

'Ausi
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Ma'qil bin Al-Mundhir As-Sulami
Mas 'Ud bin 'Abd Mas 'Ud
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Ma'mar bin Harith Al-Qurashi

1 Sulami
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1 Malik bin Qudamah AI- ' Ansari
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Malik bin At-Tayyihan
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Ma 'bad bin Qais bin Sakhr

bin
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Khubaib bin 'Adi Al- 'Ausi

Malik
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Mas'ud bin Aus
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Mu'awwidh bin ' Afra'
Mubashshir bin 'Abdul Mundhir
Al- 'Ausi
Muhammad bin Maslamah Al'Ansari
Muhraz bin ' Amir
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Mujadhdhar bin Ziyad Al-Balwi
Al-'Ansari
Mulail bin Wabarah
Mundhir bin 'Arfaj ah Al- ' Ausi Al'Ansari
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Mundhir bin
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Mundhir bin Qudamah Al-'Ansari
Al-'Ausi
Murarah bin Rabi' Al-'Amri
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Nasr bin Harith Al-' Ausi
Naufal bin Tha' labah Al- 'Ansari
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Nu 'aiman bin 'Amr bin Rifa'ah AlNu'man bin 'Abd 'Amr An-Najjar!
Al- 'Ansari
Nu'man bin 'Amr bin Rira'ah Al-
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Nu'man bin A 'qar

Nu 'man bin Sinan Al- 'Ansari
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Nu'man bin Abu Khadhamah Al'Ansari
Qais bin Abu Sa' Sa'ah Al-Mazan!
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Qais bin As-Sakan Al-Khazraji
l

Qais bin 'Amr bin Sahl
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'Ansari

Nu'man bin Qauqal
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[ Nahhat bin Tha'labah Al-Balawi

Nu'man bin Malik bin Tha'labah
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Qais bin Makhlad Al-' Ansari AlMazani

Rifii ' ah bin 'Amr Al-Juhani
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Rifii ' ah bin 'Amr bin Zaid AlKhazraji
Rifii ' ah bin Harith bin Rifii ' ah Al'Ansari
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Rifii ' ah bin Rafi' bin Malik
Rubai' bin Iyas Al-'Ansari
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Sa'd bin Ar-Rabi' bin ' Amr
Sa'd bin Khaithamah Al-' Ausi
Sa'd bin Khaula Al-Kalbi
Sa'd bin Mu'adh, ChiefofAl- 'Aus
Tribe
Sa' d bin Sahl

Sa' d bin Zaid Zuraqi
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Qatbah bin 'Amir Al-Khazraji

Sa' d bin ' Uthman bin Khaldah
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Qatadah bin Nu'man Az-Zufari
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Qais bin Mihsan Az-Zuraqi

Sa'd bin 'Ubaid Al-' Ansari
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Ghazwan
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Sahl bin 'Atik Al- 'Ansari
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Sahl bin Hunaif Al- 'Ansari Al
'Ausi
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Sahl bin Qais Al- 'Ansari As
Sulami

<.,?.J L.a.;"Yi � ; �
�)II

Sa'!d bin Suahil Al-' Ansari Al
'Ashhall

<.,?.J L.a.;"Y I � L>. J. ...J:.::,

Salamah bin Hatib Al-' Ansari

�..J J- 4..- ')L .:_r. �
_;iJ .:.r. -.::...: � .:.r. ...J:.::,

Salamah bin Salamah bin Waqsh
Salamah bin Thabit bin Waqsh

<.,?.J L.a.;"Y I � J. t! L..,

Salim bin ' Umair Al-' Ansari

<.,?.JL.a.;"YI � J. �
<.,?.J L.a.;"Y I rL I .:_r. ...J:.::,

Sallt bin Qais Al- 'Ansari

J.J W\

Salmah bin Aslam Al-'Ansari Al
Harithi

<.,?JL.a.;"YI ;,;j .:_r. .>IY::,
l,?JL.a.;"YI �_;. J. !..) �

Sawad bin Ghaziyyah Al- 'Ansari
Simak bin Kharashah Al- 'Ansari
Simak bin Sa'd Al-' Ansari

___

Sinan bin Abu Sinan
Sinan bin Saifi
Sulaim bin 'Amr Al-'Ansari
Sulam!
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Subai' bin Qais Al-Khazraji
Sufyan bin Bishr
Sufyan bin Bishr Al-Khazraji

1': ...
.J� .f. �
�)..,a.;\! I � IJ .:.r. �

Suhail bin ' Amr
Suhail bin Rafi' Al- 'Ansari

�,
�J L,a.;"'j/1 ...:.,)\;.. .:.r. �
�J L,a.;\11 0� .:_r. \...�1-'.

Sulaim bin Harith Al- 'Ansari
Sulaim bin Milhan Al-'Ansari
Suraqah bin Arm bin 'Atiyyah Al
Khazraji
'

Suraqah bin Ka'b bin ' Amr
Swact bin Zaid Al- 'Ansari
Khazraji

Al-

Thabit bin Akhram
Thabit bin
'Ansari

'

Arm

bin Zaid Al-

Thabit bin Arm bin Zaid bin 'Adi
'

Thabit bin Hudhail

Thabit bin Khalid bin Nu'man AI
' Ansari

•

�

.J� .:.r. 0 .:.r. .i l_;,
�JL,a.;\II ...L;j .:.r. �1_:;...::,
<-F" J_;;.J I

i

_,>- l .:,r. � �

�

.J.:j .f. .J� .:.r. � �
�J L,a.;\1 1

� ...u:. .:.r. .J.:j .f. .J� .:.r. � �
tY- .0. .:.r. � �

�

-t- - --

Thabit bin Jidha'

Thabit bin 'Ubaid Al-' Ansari

'l.,"
� .:.r. � .:.r. �-� .f. .J� .:.r. .il_;,
<-F"J_j>J I
•

Sulaim bin Qais bin Qahad

0 k.U .:.r. ...LJ L>- .:.r. � �

�
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�)L.a.;\! I ¥, .:.r. ��
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Tha' labah bin 'Anamah bin 'Adi

· �
Jr ...r. JL>
...r.
.
.

Tha' labah bin Hatib bin 'Amr

.

Tufail bin Malik Al- 'Ansari
'Ubad bin Qais Al-' Ansari Al
Khazraji
'Ubad bin 'Ubaid bin At-Tayyihan

'-? J L.a.; 'l' l u-::i u: ) �
<..FJ_j.>JI
;

.

1 /:
I . "- 1 u: � u: ) '-:-"
0'+.:-'1

'-?J L.a.; ")/ I u-::i u: .� �

'Ubadah bin Qais Al- 'Ansari

j;.

'-? J L.a.; 'l' I ...:...,. L> 0: o) L;':-

'Ubadah bin Samit Al-'Ansari

.-" ..- -'

'-?J L.a.;\1 1�Y. I ...r. _d.
.. .
;
'-?JL.a.;'li l V' u: ¥

'Ubaid bin Abu 'Ubaid Al- 'Ansari

.

Jl

'-?J L.a.; \1 I 0 L?.' ...r. _d.

'Ubaid bin Tayyihan Al-' Ansari

-

'Ubaid bin Zaid bin 'Amir AzZuraqi

J

Ubayy bin Thabit Al- 'Ansari

�1

'Umair bin Haram bin 'Amr bin

·

-·

...} J) l ..r" � u: ..l:j u: �

+

Ubayy bin Ka'b

·

-·

'Ubaid bin Aus Al- 'Ansari

I Jamuh

I<�
· �
'-?J L.a.; \J I ..!1] L.. ...r.

._; �J i u: ·��

'Ubadah bin Al-Khashkhash

' Umair bin 'Amir Al-Khazraji
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Tha' labah bin 'Amr bin Mihsan

' Umair bin Al-Humam
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I

'Umair bin Harith bin Tha'labah
Al- ' Ansari
' Umair bin Ma'bad bin Al-'Az'ar

1

'Umair bin Nayar Al-' Ansari
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.� �

.

'Umarah bin Hazm Al-'Ansari
'Umarah bin Zayad bin As-Sakan

�

�

/

Unais bin Qatadah bin Rabi'ah
'Uqbah bin 'Amr Al-'Ansari
'Uqbah bin Rabi'ah Al- 'Ansari
'Uqbah bin ' Uthman Al-'Ansari
'Uqbah bin Wahab bin Kaldah
-

'Uqbah bin ' Amir bin Niibl Al
'Ansari
Usaid bin Hudair bin Simak

i

Usaimah Al-Ashja'I
'U sair bin ' Amr Al- ' Ansari

'"

0 ,

<,?)..,.NI 0c U<r t.o U< �
.!.l� J. � J. �i

L;?J�\IIJ� J. _;::, 1

�

' Utbah bin 'Abdullah bin Sakhr
' Utbah bin Ghazawan
' Utbah bin Rabi'ah Al-Baharani Al
'Azdi
'Uwaim bin Sa'idah bin 'A'ish

�

·�

.J IJ.J- J. �

I
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'Uwaimir bin Ashqar
Wadi'ah bin 'Arnr Al-Juhani

� �-'r ..:r. ��_,
L,?.Jt...a;\I I V"" �� ..:r. .u;) � .i;)

Wadqah or Wadfah bin lyas Al'Ansari
Yazid bin Akhnas As-Sulami
Yazid bin 'Amir bin Hadidah AlKhazraji
Yazid bin Harith Al-' Ansari
Yazid bin Mundhir Al- ' Ansari AsSulami
Yazid bin Thabit Al- 'Ansari
Yazid bin Tha' labah Khazamah
Zaid bin Ad-Dathinah Al-Biyadi
Zaid bin 'Asim Al-Mazan! Al'Ansari

t

o ...l: ..l>- ..:r. r � ..:r. ...\.:�

�.J_;;.J I
L? .J La;\1 I ..::.,.J L:.- ..f. ...\.:�
�� L,?.Jt...a;\I I .JL ..:r. ...�.:�
L,?.J L.a;\11 �t.; J. ...\.:�
.._....r-: -:

Zaid bin Sahl Al-'Ansari
Zaid bin Wadi'ah bin 'Arnr
Zayad bin Labid Al-Bayadi

.

�WI �.:i.ll ..:r. �j
.jjWI r� J. �j
L,?).,..a.;\1 1

Zaid bin Aslam bin Tha'labah Al- _;�1
'Aj lani
Zaid bin Muzuyun Al-'Ansari

·
� J.
. ;.,.y!.

� ..:r. r-L 1 ..:r. �j

L,?.Jt...a;\1 1 J-�l ..:r. �.:;
<.5.J La;

\1 I J+..- J. �j
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�WI .AJ ..:r. �L!:j

The Commander Companions ;�
of the Prophet �

..;l.h. .:.r. .i.JI 4
� ...r. .WI...U.
.

'Abdullah bin Hudhafah

.

'Abdur Rahman bin 'Auf
Abu 'Ubaidah bin Al-Jarrah
Amr bin Al-'As
'Asim bin Thabit

-

Hudhaifah bin Yaman

'

L>� .:.r. �l.;
.

i b -1-l .:.r. ...;!:

'Ikrimah bin Abu Hi sham

....
.
. .J L.b -/ I <.f.
�
•

Ja'far bin Abu Talib

Nu'man bin Muqarrin

"'

�L; .:.r. � �
c...S L I .JJjl .:_r. )_:;....;.

Darrar bin Azwar Asadi

Muthanna bin Harithah

j

...

.

...,.. 1J� .:.r. .wu.;.�
0y- .:_r. �.} l �
cl�l .:.r. l .J.;.:. yl
U""" W I .:_r. J�

'Abdullah bin Rawahah

l Jarir �in : Abdu�lah bin Jabir
r Khahd bm Wahd

•

�

'Abdullah bin Jabash

J.
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The Commander Companions ,$, of the Prophet =-

.Jr J. tli;j

Qa'qa' bin 'Amr
Sa'd bin Abu Waqqas
Sa'Id bin Al-'As
Salmah bin Qais
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Shurahbll bin Hasanah
'Ubadah bin As-Samit
'Ukashah bin Mihsan

� J. ��

,

'Usamah bin Sa'Id

� J. <I..o L....I

'Utbah bin Ghazawan

0\.J.}' J. �

Zaid bin Harithah

,,

�).> J. �j

The Eminent Female Companions ¥�
of the Messenger of Allah �

Asma' bint 'Umais bint Ma'd
Asma' bint Yazid
Asma' bint Abu Bakr As-Siddiq
Fatimah bint Al-Khattab
Fatimah bint Asad
Fatimah bint Qais bin Khalid

r

Hamnah bint Jahsh

--+----

Hind bint 'Utbah
Khansa' bint 'Amr Tamadir

I Khaulah bint Hakim

Rubayyi ' bint Mu'awwidh bin
'Afra'

I Safiyyah bi�dul Muttalib

t
I

�

Umamah bint Abu Al- 'As
UmmAbu Hurairah, Umaimah bint
Subaih or Sufaih bint Al-Harith

�

��J� ...:..:..: .. L.::..:.:>� ...:..:..: .J.;

-
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c
- �� ..l.:->- ...:..:
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'

.J.ll..l.:->- ...:..:..: ,.L..i..;,

Shira' bint 'Abdullah
Sumayyah bint Khabbat

- ·
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The Eminent Female Companions::C\fi ofthe Messenger
Umm

Aimen

Barkat
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bint

Tha'labah

I

Umm 'Ammarah N asThah bint
Ka'b
Umm 'Atiyyah Nasibah bint Al
Harith
Umm Hakim bint Zubair

I

�

urru:

Ham Fakhtah bint Abu

•

_;::j � � i l
� l1 � � � �[j J� rl

I

Umm Haram bint Milhan
��

lu

�

Kulthilm bmt 'Aq bah

- �-

mm Ruman bmt 'Am1r bin

' Uwaimir

Umm Sulaim Sahlah bint Milhan

Umm Al-Fadl Lubabah bint Al
Harith

; I : / i-:, I
0 L.:.r..l. c..:.- .. �
r-- r

Zamab bmt AbU Mu'awiyah
amab bmt Abu Sahmah

I

_______

�

c.,..! WI � ;_;t.;J JM I il
�

'

Umm Warqah bint 'Abdullah

I
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The F etnale Companions �-:; Who
Learned the Qur ' an by Heart

'A'ishah Siddiqah
Hafsah
Urnm Salamah
Urnm Warqah

The Female Companions ::!'&J Who Learned
a Portion of the Qur ' an

Hind bint 'Usaid
Ra'itah bint Hayyan
Umm Hisham bint Harithah
Urnm Sa' d bint Sa' d bin Ar-Rabl'

�) �.;...

...::...:.: r � r '

e:::) ' � ..u... ...::....;.., ..u... r '

The Exegete amongst the F etnale
Cotnpanions Yf'&J

'A' ishah Siddiqah
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The Traditionists an1ongst the Fetnale
Companions diJ: of the Prophet �

'A'ishah Siddiqah
Asma' bint Abu Bakr
Fatimah bint Qais
Umm 'Atiyyah Al-'Ansariyah

"-!_}.�\ll � i l

Umm Hani Al-'Ansariyah

"-!..>L,a; \11 dlft, i l

Umm Salamah

� il

The Female Jurist and Scholar
Cotnpanions YJ,\.,�

'A'ishah Siddiqah
Asma' bint Abu Bakr
'Atikah bint Zaid
Fatimah Az-Zahra'
Fatimah bint Qais
Hafsah bint ' Umar
Haula' bint Tuwait
Juwairiyyah

_?-.: ':II � L.,...., I
..

�j �

;_<:; �
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Laila bint Qanif
Maimunah
Safiyyah
Sahlah bint Suhail
Umm Ad-Darda' Khairah bint Abu
Hadrad Al-'Aslam!

..:>_)..J;:. c/ 1 � -o� �I..:>_)J l rl

�\II
�I i i

Umm 'Aiman

\

Umm 'Atiyyah

� il

Umm HabThah

:;:j

Umm Salamah
Umm Sharlk
Zainab bint Abu Salamah

� �� � �j
/

The Expert in Heritage amongst the
Female Companions ci'�

'A'ishah Siddlqah

The Expert Female Companion cj� in
the Secrets of the Shariap

Umm Salamah
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The Orator Female Companion L!tt

I Asma' bint Yazid bin Sak_an
The Interpreter of Dreams
Asma' bint ' Umais bin Ma'd

The Expert Female Companions ::lift in the
Science of Medicine and Surgery
Hamnah bint Jahsh

'II
"'-' _) LWI r.5-::'

Laila Al-Ghifliriyah
Mu' adhah Al-Ghifliriyah

r

Rubayyi ' bint Mu'awwidh
Rufaidah Aslamiyyah (sh� had a

_

+

:Jy-;> � �_)
. .., .., ,

�,

� I •�_;

hospital)
Umaimah bint Qais
Umm Atiyyah

�

---

Umm Kabashah Al-Quda' iyyah

Umm Muta Al-Aslamiyah
Umm Sulaim

4...s.
-

L..a.il l ....:
:...5 I
. i
, J

�\l � t.� r� I
r r1
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Urnm Zayad Al-'Ashja'iyyah

The Eminent Poetess amongst the
Female Companions 2d�

'Atikah hint Zaid
Hind hint Harith
Hind bint Uthathah
,...9 1 J
L

Kabasha bint Rafi'
Khans a' hint 'Amr
Maimunah

bint

...:.:...;.., �
.

«:}: w I� ...::..:..; .._;.r-:1'
J,

'Abdullah

Balawiyyah
Nu 'm, wife of Shammas
Qatilah

hint

An-Nadr

Al-

' Abdariyyah
Ruqayyah
Sa' da hint Kurz

I Safiyyah bint Abdul Muttalih

I

Um�mah Al-Mazidiyyah

Urnm Aiman

Zainah hint 'Awwam

+- -

�...L;_;J I <Lo l.. l
/
�
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The Scribes amongst the Female

Companion.s r:t'J5 of the Prophet -�

1

Hafsah bint 'Umar bin Al-Khattab
Shira bint 'Abdullah
Umm Kulthum bint 'Aqabah

The Traders amongst the F e1nale

Companions t/J:t of the Prophet�

Asma' bint Mukharribah
Haula' bint Tuwait
Khadij ah Al-Kubra
Malikah Umm As-Sa'ib
Thaqafiyyah

t.>_,s:.l l � ..1.>

........; U \ i I o:.J...
.

Chapter: 5

· �

Qur ' anic Names for the Muslim Males
and F emales
•

The Blessed Names taken from the Noble Qur'an

•

The Qur'anic Names according to the Roots of the Words

•

The Qur'anic Names as their Derivatives

Qur ' anic Names for the Muslim Males
Aban (0�1) Clear, manifest
'Abbad (� � ) Worshiper,

Adhin (0�1) One who permits,
allows, watcher, attendant

servant, adorer

'Adil (J�\S.) Just, fair,

'Abbas (_,.... � ) Very stem and

equitable, unbiased

austere, lion

'Abid (�IS.) Worshiper, adorer,
servant

'Abir (_d )A wayfarer,

perfume composed of various
aromatics, numerous

'Abdan (01�) Worshiper
'Abis (-.r-? IS.) Austere, stem,
lion

'Adil CJ�) Equal in weight
or measure, like, parallel,

brother in law

'Adnan (0C.l;.) Everlasting,
eternal, unchanging

Alaq (j�T) Horizon,

distant

regions or lands

'Aflan (0�) Very merciful,
forgiving

Abrar (/ ) ) Pious,

Aflah (�!) Most successful,

Absar (}.�1) Eyes, sagacious,

Afrah (ojl) Clever, gifted,

Adhin (0-:�1) Guarantor, chief,

Ahad (�I) Alone, unique
'Ahid ( � ) A confederate,

benevolent, philanthropist
discerning

leader

prosperous

having bright face
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bound by a covenant, old

Ahmad (�l) Eulogist, most
praiser

Ahmar (_;.;. \ ) Red
Ahsan (�I) The best
'A'idh (��) Seeking shelter,
wanting protection

'Ajlan (0��) Hasty, speedy,
quick

Ajmal ( � \ ) Most beautiful,
handsome

Ajwad (�\ _:;.,;.. \ ) Generous,
bountiful, munificent,
sagacwus

Akhlaq (J)\;..\) Moral, ethics,
manners

'Akif (......6 � ) Devoted to,
/

preserving in, keeping to

WISe

'Ali ( � ) High, elevated,
lofty, eminent
/ '/

Altaf (..J lhl l ) Gentleness,
benevolence

Amanat (..:.i�\)

Trustworthiness, faithfulness,
one who confides in everyone

Amim ( � \ ) Tall statured,
high

Amin (� I) Trusted, honest,
confided in

Amir (�I ) Chief, leader, lord
Amjad (�\) Glorified,
illustrious, more noble

'Ammar (J�) To populate,
make inhabited

Akil ( � \ ) Chum friend,

'Amr (3_;.;.) Population,

Akram (i_j\) Most honorable,

ideal, model

boon companion, great eater
exalted, illustrious

'Ala'

( .. �) Highness,

sublimity, dignity, superiority

Albab ('--:-" l;J I) Intellectual,
'/

inhabited

Amthal Cj;l) Optimum,
Anll CcR I) To get, obtain,
attain, achieve

Anis ( � \ ) Intimate friend,
socialable, tamed

Qur 'iinic Names for the Muslim Males

Ansar (�) Helpful,
supportive

Anwar (�;\) Illuminated,
radiant, bright
0"

Anwar ()yl ) Lights
Anzar (_,1.;1) Observer,
� ..-

guardian, watcher

115

sagacwus, skilful

'Arif ( 0 J �) Knowing,
familiar with, patient

'Arif ( u.:.;.) Chief inspector,
/

overseer, monitor

Arqam ( ��I) Writer, sign
bearer

'Aqib ( � �) Coming after
'Aqib ( ,. ��� ) That which

Arshad e.G��) Guide, directed
As'ad (£1) Luckiest,

'Aqid (�) Ally, confederate,

Asghar c;...:, \)

follows sequent, in order

bound, one who joins a
contract

'Aqil ( � �) Wise, sensible,
intelligent, sagacious

'Aqil ( � ) Wise, intelligent,
sensible

'�

Aqmar (_;.;I) Bright with
moon light, dusky white
dingy

Aqra' Ct)l) Knocker, to draw
near home, to give the best

Aqwas (...r"_;; I ) Sharp, clever,
'�

experienced

Arib (�)) Shrewd,

happiest, helpr

Smaller,

junior, minimal

Ash'ar (_,;jl) Sensible, hairy,
most knowing, poetical

Ashlaq (J�l) Pity,
compassions

Ashir ( � �) Tenth, one who
receives the tithes

'Asib (�) Critical, crucial,
serious, difficult

'Asil (J:" �) Beehive, a

gatherer of honey, praised,
qmvenng

'Asim ( � �) Protector,
guardian, defender

Qur'iinic Names for the Muslim Males

'Asim ( � ) Defender,

Atyab (�I) Perfumed,

Asjal (�I)

'Ann (0y) Aid, help,

protector

Wealthy,

generous

scented, pure, sacred

assistance, aider, assistant

Aslam ( � I) Immune, intact,

Ausaf (wG)I) Qualities,

Asrar ()_r:.l) Secrets
'Assai (JL.:..i- ) A gatherer of

Ayas ((.)"" � I) Hopeless,

�

�

flawless

honey

'Assar (.J L.:..i. ) Difficult, hard,
indigent

Athir (� I) Noble, exalted,
favorite

'Atif (.....J, li) Affectionate,
�

kind, sympathetic

'Atiq (�) Ancient, good,
excellent, choice, generous

'Atiq (_;; Li ) Shoulder, free
'Atiyyah (�) Act of giving,
gift, salary or wages

'Attaf (..._;� ) Affectionate,
kind

'Atiif ( ..._; �) Affectionate,
�

kind, pitiful, loving
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attributes

despaired

y

Ayyiib ( '-:-'Y.'l ) One who
returns frequently

Azhar (_}.j\) Radiant, shining
moon

'Azib ( '-:-'j Li) Distant, remote
'Azim c1 � Li ) Resolved to or
on, determined to

'Azim C �f ) Firm, decided,
resolute

'Azim (1.:�.;) Great, immense,
grand, important

Azraq (J�j\) Blue
Badi' C d:9 Splendid,
astonishing, inventor,
discoverer

Bahij ( �) Delighted, happy,
pleasant

Qur 'anic Names for the Muslim Males

Ba'ith (...:.. _:!) Envoy, delegate
Bakir (�) New, earlier
Bakir C_; �) Premature, early
Bakr (_,5��') Early morning
Baligh C e) Eloquent, well
0

spoken, profound, serious
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enlarges, makes plentiful

Bishr (� ) Joy
Budail CJ.:i;) Reward,

compensation, substitute

Buhairah ( o;.;..;) Lake, a
small sea

Bara' (.,.\_:; ) Innocent of, free

Bukair (�) New, early,

Barkat C...::;
:.S ) Blessing,

Burhan (L.JL.,l;_::) Proof,

Basharat (...::..>��) Good news,

Dabir C_r.l;) Root, origin, part,

from

prosperity, fortune

unprecedented
evidence

good omen

following

news, evangelist

laughs much

Bashir (�) Bearer of good
Basiq (J-..> �) Lofty,

exceedingly white cloud, tall
palm tree

Dahhak (!l�) One who

Dahik (�W) Laughing,
bright, happy

Dhakir (��) Having a good

Basir (�) Discerning,

memory, more rememberer

Basir (_,...., �) Observer, one

continuing, enduring, lasting

shrewd, well informed

Da'im ( � \;) Always,

Basit ( �) Naive, simple,

Damir (�W) Lean, thin
Damir (�) Conscience,

Basit ( � �) Who amplifies,

Daris (u"_);) Illegible, one

who sees, intelligent
modest

heart, secret thought
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who studies, a road much
beaten by passengers

Darrak (!JI�;) Intelligent, one

who comprehends

Darrar ()_;; ) Most harming
Dawiid (�_,1;) Friend,
compamon

slaughtered, sacrificed

Dhahlb ( � �) Gilt, gild,

having gilt lines

Dhahil ( � �) Absent, to melt
Dhakir <;I�) Rememberer
Dhlshan C.J��) Important,

weighty, momentous
,

Dhuhaib (��) A piece of
'

�

'

Dhulkifl (� 1_,�) Guarantor,
one who cares for

Dhul-Qarnaian (� ��_,�)
,....

_.... o

J.

Having two horns
�

Dihaq (!J�) Full, abundant
Diya' (.-t;.,o) Light, brightness,
gleam

Dumair (�)
,

Secret, innermost
,

Dumam (i�) To join, a

string, cord to draw and join
a thing

Dhablh ( �� ) Cut,

gold
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,

Dhun-Niin (l.JjJI_,�) Jonah

(of the great fish), title of a
Prophet�\

Fadal (�) To remain over,
exceed, excel, superflous

Fadil (�u) Superior,

virtuous, generous

Fahlm ( � ) Very intelligent,

discerning, sagacious,
judicious

Fa'id (�u) Plentiful,

superabundant, excess,
COpiOUS

Faid (�) Abundance, flow,
affluence, emanation

Faidan (l.JI �5) Flood, plenty,
great gift

Faisal (�) Judge, arbiter,
sharp sword

Fa'iz (�u) Successful, one
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who escapes

Fakhir (..r:-[j) Excellent,
superior, fancy, superb

Fakhr C)j) Glory,

excellence, pride, honor

Fakih ( 4Slj) Cheerful , merry,
to jest with someone

Falih (�[j) Successful,
prosperous
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breakfast

Fayyad (��) Bountiful,

munificent, overflowing
(river)

Fu'ad (.)!;) Heart, soul, mind
Fudail (�) Distinguished,
� '

excellent, noble
,.

Furat Cui)) Sweet water
Furqan (.J[j ) )Test or
�

,.

Farah Cc.J) Joy, gladness,

festivity, happiness

distinction of truth and error,
proof down

Farhan C.JI_; J) Glad, happy,

Ghaffiir (..!�) Merciful,

cheerful

Farhat (�j) Occasion of

joy or gladness

Farid (...\:) ) Unique,
matchless

Farih ( .J lj) Skilful, brisk,
o

active, lively

� �

forgiving, tolerant, ready to
forgive

Ghafir (�\i) Forgiving
Ghaffir (.JyU:- ) Merciful,
'�

forgiving, condoling

Ghalib (� jj:. ) Victor,
conqueror

Faruq (J.J ��) Distinction of

Ghamam (i�) Cloud, white

Fatih ( � �) Opener,

Ghani Ct..i!- ) Rich, in

Fatir (_,� [j) Creator,

Ghazi (t?jli) The participant

truth and error, fearing much
conqueror, indicator

originator, one who has eaten

clouds

comfortable circumstances

in a Gha:i'wah, one who goes
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for a fight

Hamd (�) Praised,

Ghiyath (0l;':-) Aid, succor,

praiseworthy

an aider
0

�.

Ghufran (01_;?) Pardon,

Hamdan (01.4.>-) Praiser, a
great praiser

forgiveness, remission,

Hamid (�) Praised,

condonation

louded, commended

Habib (�) Sweetheart,

Hamid

beloved, lover

giver

Habit (�)

Emaciated, to

descend

Hadhir (f.�) One who gives
cautions or warning

Hadhir ()t;. ) Cautious,
ready, beware

Hadi C..s � L,;) Guide, leader,
-

/

(..l.ot;.)Praiser, thank

Hamil ( � ) Captive,

foundling, stranger, guarantor

Hamil (� t;.) Pregnant,

bearer, laden with fruit

Hamir (.r-!-) Red skin
Hammad c��) One who
praises most, a frequent

conductor, pilot

praiser

Hadid (J.:,.t;. ) Iron
HaiiZ (.t_;;. ) Guardian,

Hamiid c�_;;. ) Praised,
eulogized, praiser

Hajiz (_r:- t;.) Barrier,

Hamiil (J�) Patient, wise
Hanif (�) Sincere in

Hakim ( � ) Wise, sage,

Haqqani (-ill;.) One who is

governor, watcher
partition, a just judge

religion, true, orthodox

judicious

genuine, justness, rightness

forgiving

close

Halim ( � ) Gentle, gracious, Harij Cc:f> Narrow, tight,
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Harim (�� )Venerable,

apartments of the women

Hariry (�...r../- ) Silk weaver,
silk manufacturer

Harith ( ..::./...: ) Ploughman
Harrar ()_?.) Silk trader, silk
manufacturer

Harlin CJ_,�L.,;; ) Name of a
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handsome, pretty, pious

Hatib (J[;_) Wood collector
Hilal (J�) New moon,
crescent, the first and last

quarter of the moon

Hujjaj (c_�) The pilgrims
to Makkah

Hussain ( � ) Good,

Prophe �\, chief, one who

handsome, a high mountain

Hasan (:_r..;- ) Handsome,

articulate, well spoken

-

leads, strong

nice, pleasant
Hasanat (...;... !:- � ;_) Good deeds,
benefits, alms

Hashir (.r3'[;_) Gatherer,
assembler, collector

Hasib (�)
One who
�
throws stones

Hasib (�) Esteemed,
avenger, sufficient

l'jaz (j�l) Eloquence,
'Abdan (01�) Worshiper
Ibrahim (�I?) Servant,
name of the exalted

Prophet�\

ldris (�_;.)1)� Knowledgeable,

�
educationer, name of a
Prophet�\

lhsan (0�1) Kindness,
benevolence, virtue

Hasin ( � ) Well fortified,

Ijlal (J�I) Esteem,

Hasnain (�) Two

exaltation

beautiful (persons)

lkhlas (V'"" ��) Sincerity,

consciousness, honest

Hassan (0L..:..; ) Very

Ikram ( i l_?�) Honor,

inaccessible, immune

0
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hospitality, tribute

name of a Prophet�\

'lmad c�w)

Isbah C c�� ) Brighten, to

Support, pillar,

lofty building

come in the morning

'lmran (L.JI-2 ) Building,

lshfiiq (JCjl) Sympathy,

populous

Ishhad c� �l ) Witness, to

civilization, prosperity,

Imtinan (081) Gratitude,
debtedness

Imtiyaz (j��) Distinction,
characterized, excellence
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compassiOns

make a witness, to testify

Isma'il C J::- �� ) 0' Allah !

listen, happiness, brave, name
of a Prophet�!

ln'am (i�� ) Gift, favor,

'lsmat (�) Prevention,

Indimam (i��) Joining,

sinlessness

boon

entry, gathered, collected

'Irian (L.J�.%) Knowing,
informed, learned

Irshad c�G�I) Guidance,

defense, self restraint,

'Itban (L.J�) Admonishment,
friendly reproach, censure

Jalal (J:>�) Splendor,
loftiness, power

counsel, advice

Irtada (���) To be satisfied,

Jalib (�l.:;-) Importer, fetcher
Jalil (�) Great, sublime,

pleased (with) consent (to)

'lsa (�) Life giver,

glorious

Jalis (�) Companion,

'lsam (i �) Strap, cord for

Jamal (J�) Beauty,

protector from sins

tying a water skin, look

Ishaq (J��) Laughing,

intimate friend
elegance, graceful

Jamil ( � ) Handsome,
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beautiful, fair, favor

Joudat ( ::.. ;_?.)
.
.

Goodness,

excellence, partition, obstacle

Junaid (.�) Pious, a small
army

Ka'b ( � ) Heel, glory,
honor, bottom, tail

Kadih C c: L5> Toiling,

industrious, laborious

Kafil ( �) Guarantor,
warrantor, sponsor

Kalim ( �) Wounded,
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reveals, discloses

Kashif ( � LS) To reveal, to
/

disclose, to inform about

Kasib ( '-:--:" L5) Winner, gainer
Kathir C_r.j) Much, many,
numerous, abundant

Kazim (� l5) Repressor
Khabir c_;; ) Well informed,
skilful, specialist.

Khadad c�w;:.) A thornless

plant, languor and pain

Khadir (�)

Green,

injured, speaker

verdant

completeness, completion,

good deed, choice

Kamal (J�) Perfection,

integrity

Karamat (�l j ) Dignity,
honor, respect, charisma,

miracle

Karim ( �_?) Generous,

Khairah (o;;.) Good thing,
Khairiin ( 0.J �) Better, good
Khalaq (J � ) Portion, a
good and just share, creator

Khalid (�)
/

Eternal,

durable, unalterable

born, noble

Khalid (...Ll � ) Eternal, ageless,

reiterate, redoer, title of Ali�;;,

Khalil (�)

liberal, kind, hospitable, high

Karrar (}j) Repeater,

Kashshaf Cwlls-) One who

unalterable

Friend,

Intimate and sincere friend
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Khali:q (�) Fit, appropriate,
/

perfect and complete

Khaliq (__;j�) Creator,

a

worker
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pleasant, delicate, thin
y.

Luqman CJ�) Wise,
experienced
, y.

Lutf (�) Kindness,

Khallad (,) -); ) Immortal,

friendliness

durable, unalterable

Ma'n (_;.;) The drawing of

Khamid (..u,�) Silent,
/

motionless, silent and dead

Khanis (�) To recede, one

who remains behind

Khansan (0L_:;.) One who
hides oneself

Kibriya (��) Pride,

water, stream, beneficial

Ma'ab (

;[� ) Retreat, resort,

.
.
7
..

recourse, place to return to

Ma'adh (��) Refuge, shelter,
asylum, sanctuary

Ma'arib ('"':-')�) Purpose,
goals, aims

adequacy, full supply

Madid (...�.;� ) Long
Mahdi (LS�)
Rightly guided,
-

Kuraib (�:?) Anguished,

way

haughtiness, grandeur, glory

Kifiiyat (�� ) Sufficiency,
y.

suffering one, grieved

Labib (�) Intelligent,

rational, �ise, sagacious,
prudent

Lahim (�) Fat, plump
La'ib (� 'J ) Player, athlete,
sportsman, sport, gymnast

Latif (�) Gentle, soft,

/
directed, showed
the right

Mahis (�) Strongly
twisted

Mahmiid

(,) �) Praised,

eulogized, commended

Maimiin (0_;.;; ) Fortunate,
auspicious

Maisarah (o�/:: ) Ease,
affluence, wealth
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Majid (�[.;) Glorified,

thanked, worthy of thanks,

exalted, noble, generous

praiseworthy

Malbiib ( '-:-' ;,t;) Highly
0

Masriir (.J�� ) Happy, glad,

Malik (...1J l,; ) Owner,

joyous, jolly

proprietor, possessor, holder

lucky, happy

Ma'mar (_;..;.; ) Inhabited,

Mathil ( � [.;) Standing,

intelligent

populated

Mas'iid (.)�) Fortunate,

appearing, presenting oneself,

Mamiin (0yl,;) Safe, secure,

to resemble

Mansur (.J�) Helped,

identical, equal, picture

trustworthy, honest, faithful
advocated, defended,
�

Manziir C.Jfo) Viewed,
visible, visual, perspective

Maqbiil (J ji;) Accepted,

agreed to, admitted, received

Maqsiid ( .)�) Intended,

meant way, resolution
J-

Marghiib ( '-:-'y. _:,;) Desirable,

wished for, in demand

Mathil ( � ) Like, similar,
Matin (�) Solid, strong,

firm, durable, heavy, danty

Matliib

�

0

('-:-'�) Claim,

sought or desired object,
wished for, wanted
0

Mazhar (�) Manifestation,
expressiOn, appearance,
figure

Midh'an (0�.lo) Submission,
0

Marjan (0�_:,; ) Coral, red

yielding, obedient, docile

Mashhiid ( .)_,;.: : ) Witnessed,

kind, gracious

gem, beads, pearls
attended, seen

Mashkiir (.J�) Laudable,
J-

0

0

Mikram C r l� ) Generous,
Munawwar (.J;_: )

Enlightened, illuminated,
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Mu'ayyid

bright

Miqdad (�l.:ii. ) One who
/

breaks, cuts things

Miqdam (il�) Intrepid,

fearless, adventurous, first in
attack

Mi'raj C cl � ) Ladder, stair,
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(�j:) Helper,

supporter

Mua'zzam (�; ) Exalted,
made great, glorified,
honored

Mubarak (j��) Blessed,

lucky, fortunate, auspicious

steps

Mubashshir C)�!) Bringer of

Misbah C c� ) Lamp, bulb,

good news, harbinger, portent

Mishab ('":'"'�) Very

manifest

light, burner

obedient, compliant

Miskin ( � ) Poor, pauper,
miserable, humble

Mithaq (J�) Compact,
alliance, covenant

Mubin (�) Clear, plain,

Muddaththir c)l;) Covered

with, wrapped in

Mudhi'n (U:.i;) Submissive,

yielding, tractable, docile

Mufti ( � ) An Islamic

Mithqal (J�) The weight,

lawyer who gives judicial

Moudud (�J; y) Wished for,

Mughirah (o�) Attacker,

Mu'aiqib (. . -��;! ) Coming

Mughith (�) Aider, one

after, follower

who gives succour

Mu'awwidh (��) One who

Muhadir (� �) Lecturer,

equal in weight, a coin

beloved, desired

decision, opinion

aggressor, marauder

gives shelter, protection,

lector, reader, speaker

asylum

Muhajir (_r.�) Emigrant
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Muhammad (�)

Praised,

praiseworthy, laudable

Muhit (�) Ocean,
environment, perimeter,
familiar with surrounding

Muhsin (�) Chaste, pure,

virtuous

Muhsin (�) Beneficent,
charitable, humanitarian

Muhtasib (�)
Reckoner, taker of accounts

Mu'Id (�) Repeater,
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pleasant, delightful

Mukarram (i j;) Honored,

venerated, venerable

Mukhlid (�) Slow in
becoming hoary

Mukhlis (�) Sincere,
honest, loyal, devoted,
constant

Mukhtar (.J�) Chosen,

selected, fancy, excellent,
supenor

Mumtaz (j�) Excellent,

reiterate, lecturer, assistant

first rated, fancy, fine, super

professor

Mundhir (.JB) Warner,

Mu'izz (�) Bestower of
honor, grace or glory

Mujaddid (.:.W) Renewer,
originator, innovator,

reformer

Mujahid (...u, � ) Struggler,
freedom fighter

Mujammi' (F) Collector,
compiler

Mu'jib (�) Admirable,
impressive, appealing,

exhorter, cautioner

Munib (. . -�: ) Repenting
Mun'im (�) Benefactor,
beneficent

Munir (� ) Shining, brilliant,
giving light

Munkadir (.J£) Muddy,
turbid water

Muqaddas (_,..., ..u... ) Sacred,
:;:; / y.

divine, sanctified

Muqaddim (i..U... ) Presenter,
� � .,
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donator, petitioner, brave,
courageous

viewer, observer, watcher

Muqarrab ('-:-'�) Close or

prosperous

intimate companion, favorite

Muqatil (�Li:) Fighter,

Miisir C.r;; ) Rich, affluent,
Muslim (�) Muslim,

believer peace loving

combatant, warrior

Mustajab ('-:-'�)

coming, approaching

Completed with (request),
answered (prayer)

Muqbil (� ) Arriving,
Muqim C r-.�� ) Inhabitant,

Mustansir (�) The

Muqtada ('-2 \��� ) Model,

Mustanir {__;_-� . �) Enlightened,

Mu'ayyad (��) Helped,

Mustaurid (�J�) Importer
Mutahhar c_,.:h�) Purified,

remaining, living, dominated

pattern, example, one who is
imitated
supported

Murshid C -L3'_:;) Guide, leader,
pilot, adviser

Murtada (�_:;) Well

pleasing

Musa c_;,y) Name of a

Prophet �. caught from water

Musahib (��) Acompany,
attendant, companion,
comrade

Mushahid (..u8) Spectator,

seeker of help, assistance

illuminated

sterilized, cleansed, purged

Mu'tasim ( � ) One who

seeks the protection, defense

Mutayyab ( �h�) Perfumed
Muthanna (� ) A dual,
,.

double, dualized

Muti' Cci�!) Dutiful, loyal,
devoted, pious

Mu'tib (�) One who
reproves, censures
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Muwahhid (� y) Unitarian,

believer in the Oneness of
Allah
::; ..-

j)

•

•

Muzaffar Cfo) V1ctonous,

beneficial

Naihan (0�) One who
forbids, bans, interdicts

Na'im < r-:.:;) Enjoying life,

conqueror, triumphant,
winner

well being, blessed

Muzzammil C�j.!) Covered

plant, shrub, origin

with, wrapped in

Wabil CJ.I.J) Shower of rain,
-

downpour

Nabit (G.;�) Sprouting,
germinating, new

Nadhar C)�) To dedicate to
good, to make a vow

Nadhir C.r-0-�) Warner,

preacher, vowed, harbinger

Nadir (�) Brilliant,
shining, blooming, verdant

Nadir (� �) Moss, very
green, flourishing

Nadr (�) Soft, beautiful,
blooming, verdant

Nafi' ( � �) Useful, helpful,

beneficial

Nafi' C e) Very useful,
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Najm Cr) A star, stemless
Namir (..r.;) Delicious, pure,
healthy, clear

Nashi ( � �) Youth, young
man

Nashit (.1..;, �) Nimble, active,
energetic, lively, gay

Nasih < e �) Advisor,
counselor, exhorter

Nasik (��) Ascetic,
anchorite, solitary, recluse

Nasil C J.: �) Swift, haste
Nasim (�) Breeze, a soft

movement of the air, zephyr

Nasir (.r"'�) Helper, defender
Nasir (�) Helper, defender,
advocate, champion

Nasr (�) Support, help,
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Qasif ( � t.;) Touchy,

succor

Natiq (J.bli)

Articulate,
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thunder, roar

speaking, able to speak,

Qasim (r-:"t.;) Divider,

radiant

distributor, divisor

bright

Qasim ( � ) Participant
Qaswar (.J_r..; ) Lion, shooter,

Nayyir (;;) Shining, radiant,

Nazil CJ.j) Guest, boarder,
,

resident, occupant

Nazir (�G) Viewer,

supervisor, inspector, director
, ,

caster of weapons, hunter

Qawim (�f) Right, straight,
sound, orthodox

Qawwam (il_;i ) Goodly

Nudar (_;l..a..; ) Pure (of gold,

nature, justness of proportion

Niih C c.__,.;) Name of the

supervisor

.

silver)

,

Prophet%!ll, lamentation, one
who consoles

Nu'man C:.>�) Blood, cattle,
,

blessed

Niir (.Jy ) Light, brightness,
,

gleam, illumination

Qadhdhafi C.j i.l.;) Catapult,

Qayyim ( � ) Manager,
,

Qurban (0�]) Sacrifice,
offering, companion of a king,
immolation, host

Rabbani ( � ��) Pertaining to
a master or lord, divine

Rabib C.-:-��) Reared,
fostered, nourished .

rower, Ballisa

Rabit ( ��) Bound, ascetic,

Q'aid (�) A companion in

copular

sitting, preserver, guardian

Rada (lb �) Contentment,

father, locust

Qamar (_;..9 ) Moon

consent, acceptance, much
desired object, prolonged hair
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Rafi' ( � I�) High, to give

observer

dignity, elevation

Raqim ( ��) Tablet, slab

Rafi' ( ��) High, elevated
Rafiq (� �) Companion,

with an inscription, book

comrade, friend

right way, guided

Raghib ( � I�) Desirous,

Rashid

longing for

right, be rightly guided

Rahil (�� ) Departure,

Rashid (�I�) Follower of the

Rasid

(��) To follow the
(...L.p l�) Guard,

migration, travel

watchman

Rahim (r-:- �) Compassionate,

Rasikh C e l�) Firm, stable
Ratib ( ��) Humid, tender,

merciful

Rahiq (0-::->- �) The choicest,

fresh, delicate

sweetest wine

Raziq (Jjl�) Provider, one

Rahmat (��) Mercy, pity,

who furnishes with the means

compassiOn

of living

Ra'ib ( � I�) Terrifying,

Ribah (C.��) To obtain, profit,

causing fear

(name of the Prophet's

Raihan C)��) Child,

servant)

property, fragrant plant

Ridwan (01_;...::,. ) Satisfaction,

RajTI (� �) Walker, stern,

contentment, agreement

firm

Rila'ah (�� ) Loudness,

Rakib ( � I�) Rider,

vehemence (of voice)

..

passenger on the board of a

Rishad (..)G.) Right

ship

procedure, right guidance

Raqib ( � I� ) Watchman,

Rishdah (o.J.j,..J) A mode or
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manner, noble

Riyad (...rb �-;) Gardens
Rouhan C... - j ) Pleasures,
1

Sa'd (..k..... ) Good luck, lucky
Sa'dan (JI...u.... ) A thorny

plant, a tract, pasture

fragrance

Sadaqat ( -.::,.j l .l...::> > True,

Sabbah <c..L:...o ) Morning,

sincere, love, affection

early part of the day

Sadat (..;_.\.)L.. ) Chief, lord,

Sabbar ()�) Very patient,

pnnce

tolerant

Sadid

Sabhan (ul:.:....., ) Beautiful

'

( .u .h. ) In the right

direction, pursuing a right

comely, bright

cause, true

Sabih (� ) Beautiful,

veracious, truthful

handsom�, comely

Sabiq (_;_,L..
) To race,
;

compete, rival, precious,
outstrip

Sabir ( ..� W.,) Patient
Sabir (,�) Patient, surety,
..1•

chief

;

Sabit ( ...6: L..::.. ) Long haired, tall,

Sadiq ('-'�L..:- ) True, sincere,
Sadiq C....;: ...w: ) True friend,

intimate companion

Sadis (._r-�L) Sixth part, six

years old, one of the teeth
;.

Saffah �c_l.:....o ) The forgiving,
one who forgives

Safir ( .+) Ambassador,

of good stature

messenger, mediator

Sa bur (J_;;;, ) Patient,

Safran (.:;\_:;...;;, ) Yellow,

forbearing, long suffering

Sa'adat (..::,_, ; �) Happiness,
felicity

an

whistling

Safwan (JI�) Rock, soft

and smooth stones

Sahab (__,b....::, ) Cloud
0

'

the
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whole of a day
Sahir
Awake, to keep
awaking
Sa'ib
Right, faultless,
prudent, pertinent
Sa'id J ) Happy, blissful,
auspicious
Siddiq
True, just,
always veracious, charitable
Sa'im j , Fasting, faster
Sa'iq r ·jL Driver, chauffeur,
cheif
Sajid L ) Humble,
submissive, worshiper,
prostrate
Sajjad (.)� : Extremely
humble, simple, great
worshiper
Sakhr ( �) Rock, great
mass of rock
Salam c I� Intact,
antecedent, captive, surrender
Salamah """' ../- Safety,
intactness, integrity, fitness
Salih Ce:JL.o) Good, fit, just,
""

·

•
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virtuous
Salik .w. Traveler
Salik � JI L Traveler
ordinary, polite
Salim
Sound, safe,
without blemish
Salim " Sound and safe,
secure, intact, correct
Salkan �.>.. Arranged
Salmah
J Tender,
delicate
Salman t .:. L;I ) Peace, intact
Samad
Lord, master,
to remain firm, be steadfast,
solid
Sami ( � L... ) High, lofty,
exalted, sublime
) Eternal,
Samid
everlasting, firm
Samit (._..., L.o Silent, taciturn,
soundless, speechless
Sarib ( JL,) Appearing,
going forth or away at
random
4-..<:'

_

,._

'

_.
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Sarid (.:>.JL:.) Stitcher

Shafi' c 0��.) Intercessor,

Sarif (�_,..;, ) Fresh milk, dry

mediator

tree, a certain dye

Shahid C..u.G) Eye witness,

Sarikh

C t! L;:.) Crying out,

angel, evedentional example

C r! L;:.) Cutting, sharp

recogmzer

shrieking, calling for help
Sarim

Shakir c; G) Thankful,
}

�

(sword), brave, energetic

Shakiir (.J_p) Very grateful,

Sariyah (�.JL:.) Column, pole,

thankful, recognizer

ship mast, a company, night
ram

bright

Sarmad (..C_:,..:. ) Perpetual,

Shammas c__,... l!.i. ) Sunny,
Sharib ( �)) Addicted to

eternal, long night

drink, companion in drink

Sa'iid (.:>;_.;,) Act of

Sharid

ascending, climbing

driven away

Sa'iid (.:>_;.::. ) Prosperous,

Sharik (�_r.) Partner,

fortunate

Sayyib ( . �;,) Having or
,

C�)) Expelled,

associate, fuend

Shariq (cj.J G) Rising sun,

pouring forth rain

shining, eastern side

Sha'ban C:>l�;j.) Imperfectly

Shihab (� � ) Brilliant star,

deal, the 8th month of the
Islamic year
Shaddad (.:>llj) Strong,

shooting star, flame, alert
}

Shu'aib (�) Name of

powerful, stout and sturdy

a Prophet�!, a repairer of
cracks in wooden bowls

Shafi' c � G ) Intercessor,

Shuraih c c;_r.) Long slice of

petitioner, mediator

}

meat, exposition, explanation
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Sibt ( .1.:...
.. ) Lank haired
. ....

'

tall

'

of good stature, children
Sibtain ( � ) Two
grandchildren, the
distinguished children
Siraj C clf:" ) Lamp, light
Subhan C)�) Praise,
exalted, high
Sulaik ( � ) Traveler
Sulaim C r-�l:. ) A little safe,
sound, almost good
Sultan (.:.> � ) Sultan,
absolute ruler, command,
emp1re
Suraqah C-il_;.) Stolen
Suwaib ( �_;..;, ) Right,
correct
, To please, delight,
Tab ('-:"'L1)
appealing to
;
Tabassum ( 1, ) Smiling,
smile
� ......
Tafaddul CJ..a...i; ) Superiority,
preference
Tahir (�L1) Pure, clean,
holy
/

Takrim
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Cr-:__,s::; ) Tribute,

hospitality ,
Talhah ( � ) To be tired,
fatigued, lean, banana tree, a
kind of thorny acacia
Talib (�L1) Student, seeker,
pursuer, demander
Taliq CJ::lb ) Freed,
emancipated, cheerful
Talq (,;..lb ) Free, open, shot,
gunshot, share, shackle
Tanvir C..r...f.;) Illumination,
edification
/

Tanzil-ur-Rahman
'

c_;.;.. )I J;;) Revealed or
sent by the Compassionate
(A l l ah)
Taqi ( �) Devout, pious,
Godly
Ta'ib (,7...£) Repentant,
contrite
Tarif (�_)) Rich, affluent,
opulent
Tariq (J.Jl1) Striker, visitor
at night, morning star

es
a J�
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Tasadduq (J..L,a.j) Alms
giving, beneficence
Tasnim (1,:� :;) A brook,
stream in Paradise
Turab (":"'I)) Earth, soil
Tawwab (":"'I_;;) Most
forgiving, merciful
Tayyar (}�) Swift, pilot,
flier, airman, navigator
Tayyib (�) Good, pleasant,
agreeable, alive, nice
Thabit (<..:�:....: [; ) Firm, stable,
permanent, established, still
Thaqalain <fi )Two worlds,
two creatures, human being
and jinn
Thaqib (�t;) Bright star,
sharp, penetrating, shining
Thaqib ( . :�; ) Very red like a
flame of fire
Thamir (� ) Fruitful
Thawban (L!�j) To return, go
back
Tawufiq (�_;;) Conciliation,
harmonization, tuning
'

?

,
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Tawhid (...l;:>-_).; ) Belief
in the Oneness of Allah,
monotheism
Tawqir (�_).;) Reverence,
high regard
'Ubaid ( ��:�� ) Servant, slave,
worshiper
'Ubaidah ( -t;; ) A humble
servant
'Umair (_;.;l) Flourishing,
cultivated, inhabited
'Umar (_;..l- ) To live a long
life, age, life span
Umayyah (�I) Motherly,
maternal
'Uqbah (�) A mark, sign,
tum, the last that remains
'Urwah ( j }- ) Loop, handle,
buttonhole, environment of a
town, tie
Uthrah (o}l) A mark, family
honor and glory
'Uwaim ( �_:;; ) A year,
swimmer
'Uzair (;-:./ ) To support,
o

j

' j

o

o?
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strengthen

Cc.L:. j) Bright day,
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Waqar (.Jt.;)) Gravity,

dignified bearing, majesty
beautifully white, clear, lucid Waqid (�\)) To kindle, burn
Warith ( ...:_,)3) Heir, inheritor,
Wadid (..l:..)) ) Friendly, nice,
successor
affectionate
Warraq (Ji) � ) Paper maker,
Wadiid (.)3;)) Lover, wann
stationer, rich
hearted, affectionate
Wasif (�13) Praiser, one
Wahab (.......;.) ) To donate,
who describes
grant, bestow upon
Wasil (� 3) An intimate
Wahhaj ( L ) Intensely
compamon
glowing, illuminated
Wasil ( '� l , To unite, bring
Wahib (.._� ) Grantor,
'-' ' ./
together
donator, generous, liberal
Wathiq C�J) Strong, secure,
Wahid ( -L , ) Unique,
tight, intimate friend, reliable
separated from others
Wathiq (0-' 3) Self confident,
Wahid ( ..t>- 3 1 One, single,
convinced, sure, to make a
umque
covenant
Wa'id (��-"' Promisor,
Wazin ( ' . ,./ Weigher, of full
promlSlng
weight or quality
Wajih (
) Notable,
Warith ...::...
Successor,
dignitary, chief, prince
heir, inheritor
Wakid ( ....S Solid, sure,
Yahya r '"='?...: The living,
affirmed, confirm
having means of subsistence
Walid (
Offspring, boy,
Ya'la �) Elevated, high,
slave, infant
Waddah

�-'

�. >-

n

,__,
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enacted

Ya'qfib ( "-:""�) Follower,
j

successor, name of a
Prophet�\
Yaqzan C.Jlht) Awake,
watchful, cautious, attentive
Yasar C�) Easiness, facility
Yasir (-"'::' 0 To be easy,
gentle with one, to take on

138

left

(�;) In excess,
mcrease
Yfinus (� Y-) Polite, affable,
social, name of a Prophet'hl:\1
Yfisuf CU..:_,.) Name of a
Prophe :.;1..1
Zafar (_ri.j;) Success, victory,
having long nails
Yazid

Jo j

� �
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'Abidah ( � l$. ) Worshiper,

()_:;;. 1 ) Having eyes
intense black and white,
adorer, obeyer
beautiful
'Adilah (��) Excellent,
'Aini C-.;f) Eye witness,
generous, old, emancipated
witnessed
'Adilah (J�l$.) Fair, just,
'A'ishah (�\$.) Alive, living,
impartial
existent
'Adimah ( ��) Lacking,
'Ajilah ( �) Hasty, speedy,
wanting, having lost
quick
'Adinah (��) A piece or
'Akifah ( �\$.) Engaged in,
patch in the bottom of a
bucket
keeping to, occupied with
'Adlah ( J�) Equal, seeker of 'Aliyah ( 4.)\$-) High, elevated,
sublime
just
'Afiyah ( � \$.) Good health,
Aman (0[.;1) To be safe,
protected, guarantee,
soundness
'Ahidah ( y ) A confederate, immunity, pact
'Amarah (oj�) Habitations
bound by a covenant, old
and cultivation, a building, a
Ahmarin (..J-!_;;. 1 ) Redness,
tribe
brown
o

o

Ahwar

Qw·'iinic Names for t!!.E_ Mu�_lim Rem_
I4 0
ales
_
_-===-- __
----:----: _
'Amilah <¥> Commercial
knowing, knowledgeable
_
_
_
_
_

correspondent, agent
'Arifah ( .JJ ls. ) Knowing,
Aminah ( .1) Honest, true,
patient
loyal, faithful, constant,
'Arij ( �.)- ) High, elevated,
upright
firmly e�ecuted affair
Aminah ( .C,T) A protector,
Arikah (��)) Throne, couch,
believing woman
sofa
'Amirah ( � ) Inhabited, a
'Arish (J-; �) Booth, shed,
flourishing state, well stocked carriage
'Amirah ( , .... LS:.) Inhabitant,
'Asifah (��) Swift and
staying, abiding in a place
violent wind, gale
Ammarah o)�l) Sign,
'Asimah (
c.) Secure,
instigator, inspirer
defended, protected
'Amrah (, ��) Necklace, head 'Asimah ( � [;.) Capital,
covenng
defended, protected
Anisah 1 �I) Genial, mce,
Asma l t;...:\) Height, grandeur,
friendly, sociable
greatness, sign
'Aqilah (�) A noble
'lsmat ( ��) Defense,
woman, modest, highly
protection, perseverance,
esteemed
sinlessness
'Aqilah ( � �) Intelligent,
'Atifah (�LS:.) Sentiment,
wise, comber of hair, heirs
affection, cause of inclining
Aqsa (�l) Farthest, remoter, 'Atiqah ( �) Excellent,
more distant
generous, old, emancipated
'lrfiinah (..,I[j"./'.>:-) More
'Atiyyah ( �) Gift, grant,
�
-�

./ �

./
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donation, bonus

Birkah

'Azimah ( '-"-' · - '

tank

•..-'

Determination
'
Azka <ji) Thrive, cause to
'-:F
increase, pure, good
Bahjah (""""� ) Joy, gladness,
beauty, splendour
Baida' <-L.a.-) White, clear,
pure, silver
Baidah ( ,..: l An egg, helmet,
white
Barirah(o , Pious, justified
Barizah (o , L.. l Prominent'
salient, important' embossd'
in relief
Basharah (o �) Skin'
epidermis, surface cultic,
generous
Basamah \ �..;) Smile
Basimah (��) Smiling
Basitah (�) Little, simple,
modest
Bazighah (c.$- j�) Rising,
bright
"

-

0

(;s

Bisat ( .1 L

)
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Pool, basin,

) Wide, plain,

carpet, rug
Bitanah ( ""' ' Living, inside,
intimate friend, secret
Brakat ( .__5 Blessing,
happiness, abundance,
prosperity
, ) Good news,
Bushra
good omen
Dahwah ; " Early part
of the day after sunrise,
extending of the day
Damirah ( -::- ) Secret
thought, heart, grapes
Damrah ( � To be lean,
thin
Daniyah ( - ) Approaching,
coming, drawing near
Dhakirah ( ,_,sJ.)) Memory,
faculty of memory, one who
remembers
Dhikra \"<;_?� ) Remembrance,
admonition, repentance
0

"""'
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Dub a (�) Morning light,

forenoon

(���) Darkness,
dark cloud, gloomy weather
Fadalah cJ�) A redundant,
remaining portion
FadTiat (�) Virtue,
excellence
Fa'iqah (��) Superior,
excellent, surpassing
Fa'izah (o� �) Victorious,
winner, a thing that rejoices
Fakhirah (o� l.9) Glorious,
excellence, costly
Fakihah (�) Mirthfulness,
jetting, merriment
Farah <c.J) Joy, festivity
Fardah (o� j) Single, only,
individual
Farhanah (�L;;. j) Glad,
rejoicing, happy
Farhin (� j) Rejoicing,
glad, happy
Farihah (�j) Rejoicing,
joyful, delightful
Dujanah

-

-

/

Farihah ( .u;J �)
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Beautiful,
comely girl, young woman
Farshah �j)) A track, bed,
mattress
Fasihah ( �) Eloquent,
chaste in language
Fatahah (�b) Support, help
Fiddah (�) Silver, para
Firdous (,_,... .)� �) Paradise,
garden
Fauziyah (�j_).9) Escape,
success
Ghadiyah (�..)�) A cloud that
rises in the morning, rain in
the morning
Ghafilah ( �) Heedless,
unmindful, soft, tender,
verdant green
Ghaira (<.>_:.;I.) Care for what
is sacred, to avoid suspicion
in jealous
Ghina (�) Riches, luxury,
song, chant
Habibah ( 0) Attractive,
beloved, well liked
-

/
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Habrah Co,;; ) To embellish,

make happy
Hadiqah (��) Garden
Hadiyah (��L,;) Guide, leader,
guided
Hajirah ( _?.-L,;) Mid-day,
noon, emigrant
Halimah ( �) Gentle,
patient, mild, gracious,
clement
Hamdah ( :t_;;. ) Praised,
praiseworthy
Hamidah ( � ) Praised,
deserving thanks
Hamilah ( �) Shoulder
belt of a sword, locket
Hamimah ( �) Relation,
intimate friend, cherished,
hearty
Hamra' ( ,.T.-;.;- ) Red, ruddy
Hanifah ( �) Sincere
Muslim, monotheist
Haqqah (Jt;:.) Right, truth,
reality
Harirah ( o_:;:_?-) A piece of
o

�

o

o

�

�
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silk

Harrarah (o)_�-) A woman

trader of silk

Basin (�t;:.) Chaste,

virtuous

Hasinah ( � t;:.)

Chaste,

virtuous
Hasna' ( L:.;.) Good, fair,
beautiful
Hasna (� ) Chaste,
virtuous, continent, married
Hassanah ( .G L.:;.) Fair,
handsome, excellent
Hijab ('-:-"' � ) To hide, cover,
veil, prevent, intervene
His bah ( �) Calculation,
counting, reckoning
Huda (L.S�) Direction,
guidance in the right path
Humaira' (,_J�) Red,
surname of 'A'ishah t�"'
. Humada <0;�) Praised,
praiseworthy, eulogized
Humrah ( _:;;. ) Redness,
blush, dust of red brick
._

�

o
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(J.:_;-) Handsome,
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(�_?) Noble lady,
precious object
better, good result, kindness
Kawthar (}_j5) A rich man,
lbriq (�;� ) A beautiful,
splendid and brilliant woman, great blessing, a river in
Paradise
pitcher
'iman (0�1) Faith, creed,
Khafiyah (�l>-) Secret,
belief
hidden thing
Kha'ifah ( ��) Timid,
'lmranah (�\ ;...:- ) The
fearing
inhabited, well stocked land,
a flourishing state
Khaithamah ( �) Having
lsbah <c.��) Dawn, coming
. flat nose, broad ears
in the morning
Khudrah (o;v:.. ) Greenness,
verdancy, vegetables,
'Ishrat (...::,;)--: ) Association,
social fellowship
greenery
Khalidah (o:U�) Immortal,
'lzzah ( o _)..:. ) Mighty, glorious,
noble, prestige
endless, perpetual
Jabin (d,) Forehead
Khalilah ( �l:>-) Intimate
friend, comrade, sweetheart,
Jalilah (�) Lofty, sublime,
lover
venerable, significant
Khaliqah (�l>-) Creature,
Jamilah (�) Beautiful,
mankind, nature, meanness
graceful, pretty, lovely
Khansa' ( .. L::..:..o- To hide,
Kanzah < oy-5) Treasure,
recede, retire
buried treasure, gold, silver
Khashi'ah (��) Humble,
Kashifah (�LS) Revelation,
low, showing reverence,
exposure, test
Husna

/

Karimah

/
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ernest

(�_;5) Planet, star,

Kawkab

a white spot in the eye
Kubra Cc..5?. ) Greatness,
nobility, glory
La'ibah ( � '}) Player,
sportswoman
Laila (_);J) Night, noctumal,
nightly, wise
La'iib ( yJ) A sportful
woman, playful, gamesome
Lubabah (�tJ) The purest,
prudent, rational
Lubainah (SJ) Milky, a little
milk
Lubanah (�l;l) Desire, object
Lubna ( ,.:.:1)
. A tree found in
Syria in abundance
Lubnah C0) Milky, milk like
Mata' Ctt.:;) Goods, profits,
personality
Mabshiirah (e)�) A
woman perfect in every
respect
fo

I

._;

'

'

-

'-'

' j

j

j

Mahdiyyah ( �� ) Rightly

guided, presented, offered
Mahmiidah (o;� ) Praised,
praiseworthy
Ma'idah ( � L; ) Table, dining
table, a surah in the Qur'an
Maimiinah ( ai;.;; )
Prosperous, lucky, blessed,
auspicious
Ma'irah ( � t_; ) One who
brings, conveys
Majidah (o�G) Noble,
glorious, illti'strious
Malikah (..,_� ) Master
Mani'ah ( �; ) Impregnable,
inaccessible, invulnerable
Mansiirah (o)�) Aided,
supported, victor
Maqsiidah ( ;� ) Aimed at,
desire, intended
o

o

o

Maqsiirah

(o)�)

Shortened, limited, bleached
Mardiyyah (�;> Well
pleased
Mari'ah (�;) Rich in

Qur 'anic Names for the Muslim Females

pasturage
Marihah (�;) Exceedingly
happy
Marwah (o_J_:,.;) Name of a
mountain in Makkah
Maryam ( �_:,.;) Mary, virgin,
maidenhood
Mashiyah (�t,;) Walker,
pedestrian, flocks, cattle
Mastfirah ( oJj..:..;, ) Hidden,
concealed, invisible, marked
Ma'siimah (�� ) Sinless,
impeachable, unerring
Maziyah (�jl,;; ) Merit,
excellence, superiority
Misbah ( [.� ) Lamp, light,
burner
Misbahah ( �) Rosary,
beads
Mu'azzamah

(a�h;!)

Glorified, exalted, venerable,
glorious
Mubashshirah ( _:;.��!) Bearer
of good news, preacher
Muhsinah ( � ) Beneficent,
o
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charitable, doer of good
deeds
Mufidah (�) Abundant,
overflowing, affluence
Mumtaz (j�) Excellent,
distinguished, superb
Munawwarah

( �� )
o

Enlightened, bright, shining
Munirah ( �) Shining,
brilliant, bright
Muqaddas (Li"�) Sacred,
holy, sanctified
Musarrat (...::.,;� ) Joy, delight,
pleasure, happiness
Mutahhirah ( o�:) Purified,
cleansed, sterilized
Muznah e.G;; ) Rain, cloud
Nabitah (�C) Young woman,
offspring, iilexperienced
Nadirah (o�) Brilliant,
blooming, verdant
Nadirah ( _:;..,o C) Freshness,
bloom, softness, verdant
Nadiyah (�.)C) Caller, inviter
o

-:; ..... ;;.

o
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Nailah ( �)

Something

obtained

Na'ilah

ca.bL) Attainer,

winner, achiever
Na'imah

(wL) Soft, tender

to the touch, fine, easy
Na'imah (w�) Sleeping,
sleeper, lying down
Najiyah (��) Swift, saved,
rescued
Najiyyah C?.-L.;) A secret,
confidential friend, swift
Najmah (�) Star, a
stemless plant, shrub, origin
Najwa (t.S_P..S) Secret
communication, tribute
Nakhilah ( �) Palm trees,
dates, date palms
Nashi'ah (��) Young
woman, juvenile, youthful
Nasirah (o�) Helper,
defender
Nasirah (o��) Helper,
protector
Nasiyah C...;..o �) Forepart of
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the head, forelocks
Ni'mat (�) Blessing,
favo� mercy, grace
� �
Nubdhah (o.i.;.;) A fragment,
part, section, side, article
Nusrat (..::.,.� ) Succour, aid,
assistance, triumph, victory
Qadamah (�Ji) Bold,
courageous, brave
Qa'idah (o.J_.�) A female
companion, sack, woven mat,
wife, heap of sand
Qamra' (.,.!_;..; ) Moon-light,
moon lit, bright
Qani'ah (...;.; L.;) Contented,
satisfied
Qanitah (.2�) A devout
woman, pious, assiduous,
prayer
Qaribah (�j) Near, closely
related, neighbor
Qasirah (o�l.!) Modest,
chaste
Qatilah (�) Martyred,
killed, murdered
J

�

�
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(Q) Upright
position, firm, straight
Qidah (o..t9) Good example,
pattern, model for imitation
Qirtas C...r Lb..J ) Paper, a sheet
of paper, a book
Quddiisiyah (�3.:i.9) Pure,
very holy
Qudwah o ..u) A pattern,
an exemplar, an object of
imitation
Qumrah o�) Whiteness,
greenish, white, a dingy
white
.
·,.:JI ;; �j)
-Qurrat-ui-'Ain ( uWater-cress, darling, that by
which the eye is refreshed
Qurshah ( �_;) Bearing a
bright, shining face
Rabi'ah ("""-! \ )) Fourth
Rajiyah (...__,_ \ J) Helpful,
expecting for, looking
forward
Rabihah (�\,.�) Successful,
profitable
Qayyimah

_

'

'
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Rabiyah (GI) Hill, mound,

hillock, knoll
Rawdiyah ( �� �-') Verdant,

blossoming, green
Radiyah ( -"1 Content,
satisfied
Ralaqat (..;...j l.3_) Good
companions, friend
Rafi'ah (0)) Referred, high,
elevated
Raft' ah ( w I) Raiser, a hard
and elevated tract of land,
elevated
Rafidah (o�)) Excellent
supporter, aider, an assistant
Rafidah (o.J.Jij) Timber
supporting the roof, aid giver,
supporter
Rafiqah ( �) Gentle, kind, a
traveling companion
Raghibah (� ,) Much
desired object, generous,
valuable gift, wealth
Rahil (J::: ) ) Departure,
travel, migration,
�
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immigration

Rabitah

A she-camel
strong to journey and strong
to be saddled
) Riding camel,
Rahilah
traveler, emigrant
; ) Fragrant
Raihanah (
plant of any kind, child,
property, means of living
Raji'ah
Returning,
coming or going back
Rajilah
Firm and
steadfast in walking
Rashidah o.J. ) Rational,
sensible, prudent, satisfied,
with pleased, content
Rashidah ( �...L I) Adult,
grown up, follower of the
right, major
To be fresh,
Ratibah (
tender, cool
Rawasiyah
I_) ) Firmly
fixed, immovable, mountain
Rawdah ( ...,:, �<)) Garden,
meadow

bound

Rahilah '

/

,
,

b..

•
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Tied animals,

, ) To be
pleased, satisfied with,
content
Rif'at
Elevation of
rank, dignity, honor
Rummanah ( ..., L, J)
Pomegranate
Ascent, the
Ruqayyah
act of ascending
Saba
Name of the city
of Balqis
Sa'bah
) Difficult, hard,
distressing
Beauty,
Sabahat
comeliness
Sabbah <cs > Morning,
early part of the day
Sabi'ah
) Seventh part,
a seventh
Sabihah .,_;.___ ) Morning,
bright
) Patient,
Sabirah (
enduring, forbearing

Ridwanah

'.

1
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Sabirah

(oj.G>) To be patient,

endure patiently

Sadaqat (�l.:i..;, ) True,

truthfulness, sincere friend
Sa'diyah (��) Fortunate,
prosperous, happy
Safihah ( �) Broad, flat
stone, plate of metal
Safinah (�) Ship, boat,
vessel
Safirah (o_:;._� ;.) Ambassador,
mediator
Sahar C.;:..:., ) Early morning,
dawn
Sahab ('-:-'�) Cloud, the
whole of a day
Sahirah (o� L.) Sorceress,
enchantress, witch
Sa'ibah (�L.) Left, forsaken,
relinquished
Sa 'Idab ( o�) Fortunate,
prosperous, happy
Sa'imah (�L,;,) Observing
fast
Sa'irah (o�L.) Walker,
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advancing, the remaining
Sajidah (o�L.) Humble,
submissive, prostrate,
worshiper
Sajjadah (o;t.;._::, ) Prayermat,
carpet
Sakhrah ( o�) Rock
Sakinah ( �) Calmness,
quiet, tranquility
Salamah (...; :>C., ) Peace, quiet,
perfection, free from faults
and evils
Salihah (...;J � ) Good, proper,
good deed, fitting
Salimah ( �) Stones, tender,
delicate
Salamah (�) Tender,
delicate
Safimah ( �) Sound, intact,
perfect, flawless
Salma (� ) Safe, secure,
free from evils
Salwa Cs�) A certain salty
meal granted to the children
of lsrail
/

/

0
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Sami'ah (� L..::. ) Listener,

hearer

Sami'ah

;

(�) Listener,

hearer

Samidah ( o � ) A lofty,

hard elevated rock
Saminah (�) A woman
rendered fat or plump by
nature
Samiyah ( .._;.., L..::. ) High,
elevated, sublime, lofty
Samma' C��) Rock, hard
stone
Samrah ( o� ) Evening or
night entertainment
Samya Ct;:.... ) High, elevated,
great
Samiyyah ( ·� :. ) High, any
canopy covering over the
head of a person
Sana ( L::, ) Lightening,
brilliance, radiance
Shariqah C.i}.�) Shining,
eastern side, side next to east
Sa'iqah (�G) Thunderbolt,
4
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death, deadly torment
Sarirah (o'j__r) Secret,
mystery, hidden thought,
heart
Sariyah (�JL..::. ) Column,
post, night-cloud, a company
traveling at night
Saudah ( o ;Y..::, ) A land in
mountain where blackness
prevails
Saumiyah (�j...o ) Fasting,
fortress
Shafi'ah (�) Intercessor,
;
mediator, petitioner
Shafiyah (�W) Curing,
healing, recovering
Shahidah (o..u.W) Eye
witness, evidential example
Shafi'ah (wW) Intercessor,
mediator, petitioner
Shakilah (�) Handsome,
beautiful
Shakirah (o� W) Thankful,
grateful, appreciative
Shamsah ( �) Necklace,
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collar, kind of comb
SulHinah (.i�) Love,
affection
Sharifah (..j)...-'") Honorable,
dignified, noble
Sumairah ( o��� :) A partner in
conversation by night
Shira' (..l..Q_..-'") To cure, heal,
relieve from doubt
Sumayyah ( ..�� -".. ) High, lofty,
Shihabah (��) Brilliant star, eminent
..
shining, sharp, alert
Sundus (_,.., ..l:.
....,.. ) Thin, fine
silk
Shira (Li.;) Brink, edge,
border, cure, recovery
Siirah (o��) Sign, power
Siddiqah ( �io) True, just,
Tabassum (1, t5) Smiling,
righteous, charitable, friend
smile
Sidrah (o�...L. ) A lotus-tree
Tabi'ah (�G) Follower,
successor, companion,
Sima (�) Sign, mien,
disciple
countenance, visage
Tahirah (o�l1) Pure, chaste,
Sughra (lS�) Smaller
innocent, virtuous
woman
Tahrim Cr-::� ) To proclaim
Suhailah (�) Easy, simple
sacred, unlawful
Suhbah (�) A covering
or film upon eye, remains of Tahsin (�) Embellishing,
adornment, approval
water in a pool
Ta'ibah (<0L;) Repentant,
Sahlah (�) Smooth, soft,
penitent, contrite
plain and level
.
Tajalla (�..i) To become
Suknah (�) Peace and
clear, plain, evident, manifest
tranquility, ease
Tal'at (...:.,..;,.u, ) Face, aspect
�

�

'

�

�
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Tanwir (_r-}3) Enlightenment,

illumination, edification
Tanzilah (.J.:;;) Bringing
down, act of lowering
Taqdis (��) Sanctification,
hollowing, conservation,
dedication
Tasnim ( 1, -� 0::) To ascend, a
fountain in Paradise, ride
upon, advance
Tathir (�) Purification,
cleansing: sterilization
Tathmin (:,._��:) Valuation,
estimation
Tayyibah ( �) A good thing,
pleasant, agreeable
Thabitah ( �) Firm,
established, certain, constant
Thalithah (dG) Third
Thaman (�) Price, value of
thing
Thamin (� ) Costly,
precious, valuable
Thaminah ( �) Costly,
valuable
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( � G) Eighth
Thamirah (.�) Profitable,
Thaminah

productive, fruitful
Thamrah (o_;j) Fruit, knot at
the end of a whip
Thamrin <-:r-_;5) Fruit, gain,
profit
Thaqibah (�G) Bright,
penetrating
Thawbanah (.G�j) A clothed
woman
Tibah ( -.;1) Lawfulness,
willingness, goodness,
blindness
Tuba <J.J-1) Blessedness,
happiness
Turfah (<l9 _:,.;) Ease, luxury,
comfort
'Ubaidah ( .:i.;; ) Female
servant
Ufaq (�I) Horizon, region,
border
'Ulwah ( p) The higher or
highest part
Umamah (��I) Leadership,
,

�

,

o

�,

o
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dignity of an Imam, name of
the Prophet's granddaughter
Umaimah (�\) Mother,
Guide
'Umrah (o�) A visit,
repairing of an inhabited
place, pilgrimage
'Uqba (� ) The end, last,
consequence, result
Qurbah (�}) Nearness of
place, position or grade
'Uriij < c_jj) To ascend,
elevated, high
'Uyainah <2;; ) A small
spring, watcher, observer
'Uzlah <J}) Hight, elevated,
firmly executed affair
'Uzma ( � ) Great,
immense, important, hard,
terrible
Wafii (l.9 _)) Faithfulness,
devotion, faith, to pay the
debt
Wafiyah (�\.)) Faithful,
trustworthy, one who keeps
'

'

0 '

her word
Wa'idah
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(o�I.J ) Unique,

separated from others
Wahidah (o� .)) One who
makes a promise or an
appointment
�

Wajahat

(u�.J)

Consideration, dignity,
authority,
Wajidah (o�I.J ) Finder, rich,
possessing competence
Wajihah (�_)) Dignified,
distinguished, handsome lady
Walidah ( o �.J ) A young
woman, a maid servant
Walijah (�_)) Trust, resort,
entrance
Waqidah (o.Jjl_)) One who
kindles (fire) lights (a lamp)
Waqiyah (.;,;; \.)) Protector,
preserver, defender
Wasifah (�\.)) One who
describes, qualifies, praises
Wasilah (�_)) Cultivation,
fertility, friendship
�
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Wasilah (.U....:. I .J) To bring

closer by affectionate conduct
Yaqfit (u _,!�) Corundum,
ruby
Yasirah ( o�) Wealthy,
affluent, faceable, easy
Yumainah ( �) On the right,
to the right
Yumnah (.c.;.;) Blessed
prosperous, successful
Yusairah ( o�) Wealthy,
prosperous
Yusra (c.?�) To be easy,
docile
Zafirah ( � ) Successful,
triumphant
Zafirah ( � Lb) Victorious,
triumphant, successful
Zafrin (:,:).1) Successful,
victorious ; lucky
Zahidah ( o J..a.!j) Ascetic,
virtuous, indifferent
�

-

o

o

'

Zahirah ( o�) The point
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of mid-day, �hen the sun
declines
Zahirah (o�l) Shining,
bright, brilliant
Zahra' ( .. l_).j) Flower,
bloom, beautiful lady, title of
Fatimah t--��
Zakiyah (a.;51j) Most virtuous,
pure that which purifies,
mcreases
Zakiyyah (�j) Pure, good,
to grow, increase
Zarqa' ( .. �Jj) Blue, sky,
heavens
Zihrah (o_). j ) Aid, assistance,
support, help
ZiU-i-Huma (� � ) Shadow
of phoenix
Zubaidah ( .:l.;j ) Selected,
virtuous
Zubdah ( o .l;j) Cream, pnme,
best part of a thing
o

-"" o �

•
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Islan1ic Natnes for the :vt:usliln Males
and F e1nales

Names Derived from History

Islamic Names for the Muslim Males
'Abil (j:�) A bulky and

sprinkler of an atom

strong man
Abii Hurairah ( o ;,),j{i)
Possessor of a kitten
'A'ith (��) The lion
Abyan (.jl..: l ) A man who
'Asib ( � ) A straight and
dislikes or refrains from
slender palm branch
something
'Asij Celi) Slightly lame, to
'Ad as (_,.. !...19 ) Traveler,
go at a quicker pace
energetic, observer
'Atim ( � Li) Tardy, late,
Adhfar C)�l) Having a
sluggish
'Abran (t.JI_;i-) A compound of pungent odor
Adhin (��T) One who allows,
certain mixture
gives permission
Abii Bakr (�)) To rise
early, go forth in the morning 'Adi ( 0 ...19 ) The foot
messenger of the sovereign,
Abii Dujanah (�l.:;-�fi> Of
of a judge
darkness, gloomy, rainy
Adib (�� !) Literary scholar,
Abii Sufyan Ct.JL)..:_j{l) The
of polite manners, well bred
wind that carries away dust,
'Alaf ( w �) A remedy,
herbage
treatment
Abii Dhar C)j{i) Scatterer,
..

�
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'Afar

tree
Aflaq

(J � ) A certain kind of

(J�l) Generous, to give

one more than the other
Afiq (� \) Excelling in
knowledge and generosity
Afiq (�\) High blood, noble
'Afir (� �) Defiled with dust
'Afir (__r.f) Empty, barren,
one who does not give a gift
Afrihim (�IJl) Fruitful,
affective, useful
Afrasiyab ('-!�IJl) Name of
a popular Asian king
Aftab ( ""! t;.;T) Sun, unique
Ahmas (�\) Hard,
vigorous, brave
Ahsan (�\) Chaste,
virtuous, to fortify, preserve
Ahwas (...r"' yl) A man having
contraction in his eyes
Ahyan (0�1) Occasionally,
at times, time to time
Arib ( ""!)) Cunning, skilful,

industrious
A'ib C �T) The clouds,
returning
'Aidan (01¥) A tall palm-tree,
the tallest of palm-trees
Aimal (�\) Hope,
expectation, desire
'Aiman (0�) Desiring
eagerly, longing for
'Aith ( ��) The lion
'Aitham ( i �) A species of
white tall tree
Ajwad c�_:;..,;- 1 ) Excellent, nose,
bountiful, liberal
Akhram (i_;\) Pool, one who
hits the target, clever, hillock
Akhsham (�l) Wide in the
nose
Akhtar (_?:\) Name of a star
Akhzar (J_)..\) To look at the
side ways
Akwas C...r_;51) Intelligence,
genius, clever, skilful
Akyas Cu-?1) Clever, sharp,
0/
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intelligent
AI-Baqir C)L:Ji) The lion
Aliq (0-)1) To be bright,
glittering, brilliant
Alif (W)I) To be friendly,
accustomed to
Alif C.J.JT) To be familiar
with, friendly
'Aiin ( � ) Open, overt,
spread, manifest
'Alith ( �) Wheat mixed
with barley
Almas (V"'WI) Diamond
AI-Mutawakkil cj5p1) One
who depends upon Allah the
Almighty
'Alqamah (4��lC:.) Very bitter
plant
Aman (0[;1) Security, safety,
protection
'Amid (�) Chief, leader,
president, dean
Amil C J::T) Hoping, expecting
Amim (� I ) Beautiful in

stature
Amin (�T)

Safe, secure, free
Amin (�\) One who trusts or
confides in another
Amir (�T) To command or
multiply property or sons
'Amis (�) Intense matter
'Amit ( �) A twisted
rope, clever and intelligent
guardian
Amjad (�\) More glorious,
illustrious, glorified
Amlas (�I) Smooth, sleek
Anaq Cj'T) More rejoicing,
pleasing,
Anas (�) To be polite,
social, affable
Aniq (�I) Beautiful, pleasing,
fragrant, a gift
Anil (�I) Innocent,
inexperienced
Anim (�I ) Mankind,
mankind and spirits
'Aniq C?) To embrace
/
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Anis (�I) Friendly, gentle,
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districts, ropes, a place of
polite
abode, an ostrich
;
Anith (�I) Plain, soft, even
'Arban (0�_/-) Chaste,
uncorrupt in speech
Anjab ( �) To be of noble
family, commendable in
Ardan (01;�\) The forepart of
looks, words or deeds
the sleeve or shirt, garment
Anmar ().� 1) Spotted white
Ardan (0;�l) A sort of cloth
and black
Artham ( ��I) More fruitful
Anmath (0�) A thing
and plentiful, abundant
mixed and moistened in water Arib ( '-:···u I) Expert, skilful,
'Annan (0G) Very fast, a
intelligent and cunning
great rmmer
'Arib (�_}) Chaste, pure and
'An sal Cp) A swift she
uncorrupt in speech
camel
'Arid c�.J�) Separate,
Aus (V"'�I) The act of giving ,
secluded, alone
gift or favor
Arid (�)) Fruitful,
;
'Aqadan (01�) A species of
productive land
dates
'Arid (.A.;_}) Distant, remote,
'Aqib ( � � ) A certain
habit, custom
perfume, roots of the lotus
Arid Cub)) A soft or
tree
productive land, to remain on
Aram (ii�T> A beautiful, pretty the ground
Arbad (��I) Dust or ash
'Arif (._j.J�) Chief, one who
colored, lion, dweller
knows his companions
Arbad (ub��l) Quarters,
'Arin (:_r.. .}) A wood, thicket,
,y
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Arqash CJi)) Variegated
abundant and dense trees
with black and white
'Arin CJ.J � ) The lion
'Arran C01_;:) A seller of the
'Ariq C0;_}) Highborn, firmly
wood
established, ingrained
'Arsaf cu..;,:}- ) A certain plant
'Arir C.r.._j ) A stranger among
found in Greece
the people
Arsalan (0'>L)I) Lion
'Arish C�_j) Booth, trellis
for a grape" vine, camel saddle Arsam (�)I) To tread upon
the ground
for women, arbar
Artal Cjj\) Having beautiful
Arith C�)) The means of
teeth
inflaming, kindling
Artam Cr-1)I) He who keeps
Arjamand C.1:�j\) Of a great
silence
value, exalted
Artash (J-Gj) To be
'Arm ad (�:}-) The green
strengthened, a good state
substance, a soft green
'Armaj Cfi:}-) A certain plant, Aryash CJ-l01) Super or
a sort of trees growing in soft excellent clothing
plain land
Asad C..L.I) Lion, brave
Armath C�t... )I) A low gentle,
Asfah C�i) Excessively
soft voice
wide in the forehead
Armughan CJ�j\) Gift, favor, Asfar C).;,\) A great whistler
bestowal, bonus
Ashah C c_GI) An ornament
Arqam C �jl) A certain
worn by women
serpent
Ash'ath c..:..;j\) Having the
'Arqan C:.>li :}-) Sweating
�

�
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hair disheveled
'Ashib ( .. _ :�) A country or a
place of meadows
'Ashib ( � �) A place of
herb, producing meadows
much
Asbja' ( �\) Courageous,
brave, bold
Ashmat ( �\) Having
whiteness in the hair
Ashraf (,_j�\) Elevated,
dominate, to be high
Asi (=,_..\) Physician, grief
'Asid (�) Twisted, turned,
,
wreathed round
'Asid (J....o � ) A camel with a
,
bended neck
'Asif (��) Swift, Sharp
'Asil C J.:> �) A hard and
strong arrow
'Asil C J:- �) A gatherer of
honey from the hives, a wolf
'Asir (� ) Hard, difficult
'Asjad (�) Gold, gem,
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large camel
'Asaliin ( l.J �) Disposition
to nobleness
Asmar (_;...:. ! ) Tawny, dusky,
dark complexioned
'Ashwan (L>I?) A species of
dates, palm-trees
Athif (.......ti) Firm, constant,
following
Athil Cc.R I) Firmly rooted,
noble
Athir C)T> One who narrates a
tradition
'Atid (�) Ready, prepared
'Atif ( .._.i.1, �) A she gazelle
'Atil (� �) A prefect, officer
'Atin (� �) One who alights
or descends in an abode
'Atiq (��) A young bird
'Atir C)' �) Fragrant, sweet
smelling, odorous
'Attar (.J�) Bold, courageous
Aurangzaib ('-:-:j

&�_;\)

Adorer of thrones, the title of
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a Mughal Emperor
Aus (v_jl) An evergreen plant
'Awan (0\ _;: ) A cow, a beast
of middle age
'Auf ( .....9 �) State, condition,
fortune
'Awin C:_r..Y. ) The aider,
supporter, an armed attendant
'Awwam ( i ly) A swimmer,
fleet (horse)
'Ayam ( i �) Day time, a
pleasant day
Ayaz (j�l) Time of
descending of a star, name of
a Muslim governor
'Ayyad (d'�) A substitute,
compensation
Azfar C)j\) A horse large in
chest, belly
Azhar (_;;j\) Blossoming,
blooming
'Azib ('-:-'jls.) Distant, who
goes away from his family
'Azzam ( i l�) Lion, resolute,
determined
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Babar c;�)

Lion, an
appellation of a Mughal ruler
Badhim C� f) Firm and
steadfast, a strong man
Badhil (J�L) Generous
liberal
Badhiq (J��) Cooked juice
of grapes
Badin (0 � �) Big, bulky, big
bodied
Badin C:_r.. f.) Fat, bulky, big
bodied
Badir (.J.:l�) Full moon, to
hasten, run towards
Badr (_;�) Full moon,
exquisitely beautiful person
Bahir (� �) Overcoming in
light
Bahram ( i l_*-) Mars, an
ancient Persian king fond of
zebra hunting
Bahzad (.:li_A;) Pious, virtuous,
pure
Barij (c_.J�) A large liberal
dispositi�n, sailor
, .

'
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(��) Remaining,
dwelling, staying
Bajis (��) Flowing water
Bakhtawar C)�) Lucky,
fortunate
Bakhtiyar (.J�) Lucky,
fortunate
Balta' (�) Skillful, expert
Baqir (� �) Lion, who
searches to the utmost
knowledge, a collection of
herb
Bari' (U �) Excelling in
knowledge, courageous
Barid (1.1"".J�) A tender plant
or herbage
Birjis (�;.) Jupiter
Basil C J.: �) Courageous,
brave, strong on the occasion
of fight
Basil (�) Courageous,
brave, bold
Basim ( r:" �) Smiling, happy
Basiq C J:" �) Tall, height
Bajid

/
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(�) Sharp sighted,
intelligent
Basit (�) Spacious, a land
of sweet smelling flowers
Basar (�) Anything fresh,
juicy, moist
Basrah ( o�) Soft stones,
inclining to white
Bassam (i�) Smiling
Basim ( r:" �) Smiling much
Bathiq (��) A well full of
water
Batil (�) Beautiful, slender,
a limb, virgin
Bazil (Jj�) Who knows about
good and evil, a she-camel
that completes ninth year
Bihroz (j.J_*-) A blessed day,
lucky, fortunate
Bijad (.)1.:;.;) A stripped
garment
Bilal (JJ\.:) Moisture, water,
moisten
Bisan C)�) Bright,
glistering, beautiful
Basir
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C r � ) A certain
[odoriferous kind of tree
Binyamin (:.� �) Lucky,
fortunate
Buraidah ( o �j) Courier,
messenger
Burqan C:;t..;j) Shinning
much in body
Busrah ( o�) Good red land
Dabir (_,;;) Secretary, writer,
instructor
Dafir (�W) Helper, assistant,
supporter
Dahim (�I;) The adorned
crown
Daigham (��j,) Lion, animal
that bites
Daisan (0�;) One who
declines or turns aside from
the right course
Dajin C-:.r.-1;) An
overspreading rain, an ewe,
Dalif (......A..l l ;) One who goes
gently, leisurely
Dalif (�;) One who walks
Bisham
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with Short steps
Daliq (__;JI;)Preceding, going
before
Dalis ( �;) Water of gold,
shining
Dam'an (0t;; ; ) A bowl that is
full so as to overflow
Damdam (i�) One who
grasps every thing
Damith c..:...;., ; ) Soft and
tender hearted, an even tract
of land
Damid (...�.o W) Cleaving,
holding fast
Dammam (il; J,) One who
collects seed produce
Damiim (i _;..;:, ) Any valley
between two hills
Danish (_� I;) Sagacity,
understanding, knowledge
Darir (_r..J;) Swift in running,
compact and firm in make
Dashab c�GI;) Favor, gift
Daumaran (01;__;..:, ) Sweet
smelling plants, a wind
�
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Dayyas (_,.o�;) A man bulky

and fleshy, strong
Dhahib ( � ; ) Gilt, done
over with gold
Dhaka' ( .. lS;) Sharpness,
acuteness of mind
Dhakhir c_,::- 1.; ) Fat, strongly
built
Dhakiyy ( ��) Sharp,
intelligent, the age of
completeness of strength
Dhakwan (01_;5-;) Bright, a
kind of tree
Dhamalan (0�;) One who
goes at a gentle pace
Dhamil (� ; ) A man who
walks at a gentle pace
Dhamir (� �) Courageous,
clever, strong, beautiful man
Dhawwad (�I� ; ) A man who
is a defender, protector
Dhawwar ()�;) Envious,
having a keen sense of honor
Dhihban (0c;;. � ) Water-gold,
gold-powder mixed with size
,
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for ornamental writing
�
Dhuhaib (��) Gilded a
little piece of gold
Dhuhban C0c;;. � ) Watergold,
gold mixed in powder
Dhulfaqar (}.Q..J I _,�) A spined
sword
Dhuwaib (�_)�) Melted,
dissolved, fluid
Dihyah c...;; � ) Commander in
chief of army
Dilas C-.,.o '1 : ) Shining,
glistening
Dilawar (.J.J'l�) Brave,
courageous, bold
Dimad c��) Bandage,
dressing for a wound
Diman (0��) Strongly built,
swift, clever
Dimar C�) A place, valley
which conceals the traveler
Dimath (..._:.., [; ..)) An even, soft
Dimam (i�� Thread, string,
cord to chain things
�

, ,.. o

�

,
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Lamp, light
Dirgham (ii.S:.rl:) Lion, brave
man, courageous to assault
Dujanah (.G'��) A continuous
and lasting rain
Dumran (01_;....,:, ) A certain
plant of the shrub kind
Fadalah ( .J �) Leftover,
remainder, remains, excess
Fahd C-4i) Cheetah, hunting
leopard
Fahim ( � ) Very intelligent,
having much understanding
Fuhair (�) Stone,
Fa'id (�\..9 ) Generous,
overflowing, abundant
Fa'ij ( � �) A wide tract of
land, having beautiful long
hair
Fa'iq (�l.9) Excelling,
surpassmg
Fairfiz (j.J�) Turquoise
(stone), brace, successful
Faji' (�) To give pain,
great calamity, disaster
Dip (��)
.

/

'

j

Far'an (0\S. _I)
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Superior,

excellent

Faran (01)�) Name of a

mountain
Spacious, high
Fardan (0b _I) A single, an
individual person or thing
Farghan (0lS:.�) A wide,
capacious vessel
Farhad (�) ) Fat, plump,
compact in make, soft
Fari' ( (;' �) Overtopping,
surpassmg
Farid (�J � ) A distinguished
and unique
Faris (IT' J�) Old, aged,
advanced in age
Farit (.1 J�) Preceding, going
before, foremost
Fariz (jJ�) A tongue distinct,
discriminating language
Farqad (..J" j) The two stars
in the constellation of the
small bear that is near the
pole star
Faraz (jl_})
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Farras (..J""' I)) The lion,

skillful, intelligent
Fartah C ekj) To expand,
broaden, widen
Faslh (� ) Eloquent,
elegant speaker, chaste in
language
Faslh (�) Spacious,
roominess, wide
Fatik (��) Bold, daring, one
who does formidable affairs
Fatln (�) A story tract
Fatlq (�) Slit, rent
Fuwaq (JI_J.;) Milking, the
time between two milkings
Fazir (Jj�) A soft wide and
compact road
Fi'am (i � ) A thing that is
spread to sit upon
Fiyam (i�) A piece of leather
bucket, a company of men
Firad (_,.01�) The mouth of a
nver
Firyad (uP��) Wide, broad
�

�

�
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Fitan C.:£;) A leather covering
·�

Fuljan (0�) To retain water
�

Fur'an (0� J)

Superior,

excellent

Gawhar c_;JS) A pearl, gem,

jewel, nature, descent
Ghadanfar C)� ;,�) Lion, a
man big or thick in body
Ghadlf Cu;.,.ai) Relaxed, soft,
plentiful in circumstances
Ghadif C.......i...O li. ) Soft,
plentiful, relaxed
Ghafir (�) Large, great,
covering, guard
Ghailan C0:>ci) Bulky, big
splendid
Ghaiman (0¥) Thirsty,
affected with internal heat
Ghayyiir CJP,) Very jealous,
sensitive
Gulbar ()� jr> Shedding
flowers, scintillating stick
Gullam (i�) Rosy faced,
red colored
�

�

�· �
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(�J jS) Shedding
flowers, a kind of firework
Gulzaib ("-:--'_j jS) Handsome,
flower like
Guizar ()�) A bed of roses,
a garden, well populated
town
Habab (�t_;;- ) Bubbles, dew
drops, utmost power, glow
worm
Habir (� ) A kind of
garment
Hadhir (;�[.;:.) Cautioner,
fearful
Hadhir (_r.�) Cautioner, one
who gives warning
Hadir (J.)l_;:.) A rope strongly
twisted
Hadir (�) A strongly
twisted rope
Hafid (...L9 [.;:. ) Active, servant,
assistant
Hafir (� [.;:.) Digging, a digger
Hafir (� ) A newly dug
well, cleared out
Gulraiz

' ;J'

' �

' �
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( � ) Lion, a small
home
Haider CJ..;;. ) The lion, brave
Hajib (�[.;:.) Chamberlain,
door keeper, attendant, eye
brow, edge of anything
Humayiin C:.>;�) Fortunate,
blessed, emperor, august
Hamas (if�) Hardness,
firmness
Hamadhan (0\w) Quick,
swift, sharp
Hamij ( � ) Sacred doe,
antelope, frightened people
Hamij C e LA ) The people who
left to mix tumultuously
Hamir C_nf) Beautiful
gazelle
Hamir (� LA) Loquacious, a
great talker, pouring rain and
tears
Hamis (�) Brave, bold, a
strong hearted man
Hamis (�) Who speaks in
a gentle or soft manner
Hafs
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(�l,;.) Sweet, gentle,
mellifluous, firm
Hamiz C..r:� ) Wise,
intelligent, courageous, bold
Hammam C r w) Hero,
generous, liberal
Hammas (__,.., � ) Courageous,
brave, bold, a guard
Hammas C...r \.!; ) A strong
and vehement lion
Hamnan (.)8;:.) Small sticks,
black berry
Hamzah (._;...; ) The sound
character
Hanbal ( � ) Fleshy, short
Hanin (� ) Cry of
compassion, emotion, fond of
affection
Hannad (.)G) One who fails,
comes short of
Hafir Cr-f> A newly dug
well, cleared out
Haniin (. )j;.. ) Compassionate,
soft hearted
Hanzalah ( ib.:;_) A certain
Hamit

•

bitter plant, colocynth
Harid (..J.:_? ) A garment, piece
of cloth
Harith (..::..,.Jl,;.) A collector of
property, farmer
Harithah ( .{;.J l,;.) One who
strives, a collector of property
Hariz (""':.:_? ) Fortified,
preserved with care, valued
Hariz (jJl,;.) Protected, safe
Hasan (0�) Chaste,
continent, abstaining from
what is unlawful
Hashib ( �) A thick rough
garment
Hashid (--GL;;. ) Equipped
Hashim C1 ::;. ) Modest,
bashful, revered, regarded
with awe
Hashim C 1• _:,;,) Crushed, dry
and brittle, hay, stubble
Hashim ( � L,;) Generous,
liberal, one who crushes or
breaks
Hashmat (�) Reverence,
•.
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modesty, bashfulness, awe,
anger
Hasil CJ;!-) A young calf
Hasil (�) A certain plant
Hasim (r-:" [.;.) Consecutive,
continuous
Hasim < � ) Anything made
.
consecutive
Hasin ( .:..r-- [.;.) The moon,
becoming good
Hasin (:.r:'t;.) Abstaining
from what is unlawful, chaste
Hasin (�)

Unapproachable, strongly
fortified
Hatim (�t;.) A judge, one
who decrees, generous, bold
Hazim ( �_;:.) Prudent,
resolute, firm
Haziz (_j._?) Briskness, pace,
manner, sprightliness
Hazzal (JI_;.) Leanness,
thinness, emaciation
Himas (_r·�) Enthusiasm,
bravery, vigorousness in ones
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belief

Hirran (01� ) To become

restive, stop

Hisban (0�)

Estimation,

supposition
Hisham

(i � ) Generosity,

liberality

Hashsham

liberality
Hizam

(ib) Generosity,

( i l� ) Belt, girth,

swaddling bands
Hudair (�) Urban, citizen,
town man
Hudhafah (..iii;.) Clipping or
what one cuts off
Hudhaifah ( ��) Easy, soft
Humad <��) A purpose, the
ultimate objective, strife
Humaid (�) A rose
having red flowers
Humaris (_,....J�) Courage,
boldness, defence
Hummad (,__? L!; ) Eager,
desire for anything
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Humran CJI�)

garment

Red

'lkrish (__; �)
'
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Quack grass,

couch grass
Hurairah (o_;.} )A cat, kitten
'lkramah ( ._; �) Pigeon
Huran (01_}. ) To become
Ilyas (..r"t;l�) Affected by
restive, stop
pathisis or consumption
Husam (i�) Sharp sword,
'lmar (_;�I) To multiply
edge of sword, blade,
property, sons or camels
Huwayyasah ( �_;;. ) Narrow lmlis (�y Quick, swift,
eyed, having one eye smaller excellent
than the other
lmyath (..:.. � I) One who
'lbal (J�) The mountain rose
steeps a thing in water
'lban (0�) The time, season
'loan (0�) The side ofthe
of a thing
house, bridle, lofty region of
the sky
lbriz C_j:;l) Pure gold
'lnayat C..:�-� ) Care for,
lbtisam (i��) Smile
manage, solicitude
ldh'an (0 � il) Submission
lnbisat (.1�1) Joy,
'lias (..!"" �) The receptacle of
cheerfulness, happiness
money, piece of rag
lnshad (.)l.ZI) To recite poetry,
'lhad (.)�) Recent, rains
raise in fame
lhtisham (i��)
'lqas (..,.o�) Locks hanging
Bashfulness, modesty,
down from the head
reverence
'Iran (01% ) A piece ofwood,
'lkas (..J'"' K:' ) The cord, to
stick
render submissive
'iran (01�) The lion
'

'

� �

�
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'lrbad (� �-% ) Hard and
strong, thick
Irbath (..:... �_)1) To be
restrained, stopped
lrbiyan (0�)1) A species of
white fish
'Irian C0 li-% ) Lofty, exalted,
generous
lrhan (0l_A;_}I) A rope, thong of
a yoke, strap
'lrmad (�t;-% ) The green
substance, herb
'lrsaf (.._jl..;,-% ) The pegs or
pins for a camel's saddle
Irti'am C r �)� ) A consolidated,
twisted one
Irtisaf ( .._j t...:.;) I) Raised,
elevated
Irtisam C r �)� ) One who
endeavors, remembers
repeatedly, stick to a manner .
or a thing
'lrzal (Jij-% ) Lion's lair,
booth constructed on a tree
'lsal (J�) Strong, hard and
/

/
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crooked
Ishah C cG� ) An ornament
worn by women
lshtiyaq (J � I) Strong
desire, ardent longing,
passionate to love
lsran (01�� ) The ear hole
'ltban C00-) One who
reproves a man for evil
conduct
lyad (.)�I) A compensation,
substitute, means to defend
'lyan (0�) Clear, evident,
open, manifest
'Iyas ( U"" t;:) Confused and
intricate
lyas (__,.,�� ) The act of giving
Izhar (;l_A;jl) Blossoming,
blooming
'lzlan (0-j� ) A species of
locust
Jabalah (�) Natural form,
temper, constitution
Jabar c;�) He who sets
broken bones, who forces,
/

/

/
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compels
Jabir (_;.;-) He who
compensates, repairs, make
amends for
Jabran (01�) One who
restores or incites to restore a
thing to its place
Jadhib (._,��) Attractive,
attracting powerfully
Jadhil CJ� ) Abundant,
much, intelligent, eloquent
Jadhil (J��) Firm, erect in
place, steadfast
Jadhlan (0'1.b;-) To rejoice,
make merry
Ja'far (r) River, stream
Jahangir (�lp,.) World
conqueror, appellation of a
Mughal emperor
Jahanzaib (�)lp,.) World
adorning, high: strong voice,
beautiful, one who pleases
the beholder
Jahir (�) Loud, vehement,
bold, daring
.

/
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(� �) He who reads,
recites a thing aloud
Jamshid (�) A reputed
king of Persia, inventor of
medicines
Jundal (J�) Large stone,
water fall
Janib ( � ) Followers, an
intimate friend
Jarid (�?.) Branch of a
palm-tree, whole or complete
year
Jarrar ()_?.. ) Bold and brave,
commander
Jarir C.r..?. ) A cord of leather ,
rope, one who pulls
Jathir (� ) The quiver of
shins
Jawwad (.)\�) Generous,
liberal, kind
Jazil (J.)�) Cheerful,
intelligent, sound in judgment
Jazim ( i � �) A full water skin
Jim am ( i �) To become,
abundant, much
Jahir
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Jouhar

c_; _j.:;-) Jewels, pearls,

substance, soul, excellence
Julaibib ( � ) Importer,
driver
Jumam ( i �) To become
abundant, much
Juman (L>�) Beads made of
silver, like pearls
Jundub (...._, � ) A species of
locust, grasshopper
Kabshah ( q) A handful,
hook and eye, name of the
Prophet's servant
Kamin (:.r"lS') Latent
Kashir (�lS') Displaying of
one's teeth in laughing
Kathib (�) A sand hill
Khabbab ( ..7"�) The ambling
pace, swiftness
Khabir C_r.�) One who tests,
proves things, experienced
Khabfir (J�) A lion,
courageous
Khadhdham (ilj;_) Sharp,
swift
.
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( ��) One who
dyes his hair
Khadib (�) Anything
dyed, colored
Khalis (�) Courageous,
clever, swift, sharp
Kamran (L>I_; l5) Successful,
achieving ones wish
Kharif ( ..._; J !.>-) The keeper,
watcher of palm-trees
Khariq (JJL>-) A sharp,
cutting sword
Khashib ( �) Picked out,
selected, big, rough
Khashib C.--� � ) One who
eats what he can
Khashif (��) Water
freezing, brisk and lively,
sprightly
Khashif (�) Swift, quick,
water freezing
Khath'am ( � ) The lion,
determined to help
Khathim ( � ) Wide and
round, spread
Khadib

?

?
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Khawar C) t.:: ) The east,
hailing from the east
Khazim ( i�t.:: ) A cold wind
Khazir C_r..)- ) A certain kind
of food /
Khiban (0l;>-) Folded
garment
Khilas (if�) Bold, swift
Khimas (V"" � ) Hungry
Khubaib ( ,. ��_,: ) Lofty,
elevated, high
Khuban (0l;>-) One who
folds and sews the clothes
Khudhaimah ( �J;.) To
make an arrangement
Khufiif (w�) Light weight,
nimble, prompt, insignificant
Khuraim ( �_)-) Happy,
cheerful, rejoicing
Khurshid (�.J).) Sun
Khurram ( i). > Glad,
cheerful, a certain kind of a
plant
Khusham C i LJ.) A man
y
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having a large nose, a long
and prominent mountain, the
lion
Khushnud (�_jj). > Happy,
pleased, glad
Kurz (j_:..s ) Cherry,
shepherd's bag
Labid (..LJ)
- · A sack folder
/
bag
Labin (�) Abundant in milk,
lover of milk
Labiq (J::.:-1 ) Skilful,
intelligent, elegant, fitting
well
La'iq (� ) Efficient,
intelligent, clever, swift
Laith (�) Lion
Lasiq (� '1) An associate, a
devoted companion
Lasiq (J.:-)) Close
companion, adherer
Liaqat C� l;! ) Competence,
worthiness, fitness, decency
Liban (0tl) To conciliate
mollify
y

'

'

�

'
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Liyah C ct� ) Intensely white,
a white bull
Mirdas (_r"'l.:l� ) Road roller,
steam roller, roller
Mahid (�) Pure butter
Mahniin (0 *) Strong,
healthy, powerful
Mahrii (J� .:.; ) Beautiful like
moon
Ma'id (..u�) A branch
succulent and tender
Ma'id (�) A branch, fresh,
tender, supple
Ma'ih ( � �) A tooth stick,
one who descends in water to
fill a bucket
Ma'ij ( � �) A sea in a state of
commotion
Ma'ir (� �) One who brings,
conveys, provides
Ma'is (� �) One who walks
in self conceited gait
Maitham C r G;; ) A white tree,
a certain sort of food
Makhariq (J.J �) A wide
,

,
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desert, wide land
Makhrafah C.J'�) A garden
of palm-trees, a single palm
tree
Malhan (0l.;J;) A sucker
Malih C e ) Witty, salted,
goodly, fine, pretty
Malil (�) Exhausted,
fatigued
Mamniin (0_j;;. ) Much
obliged, weak, languid, limit
Mamiin (0;�) Trustworthy
Maoi' C C::) Immune,
invincible, well fortified
Mansha' (.:.1 : �:) The place of
origination of anything
Ma'qil (�) Fortress,
refuge, high mountain
Mararah (o).;) Bitterness,
loathing, gall bladder
Marhan (0[.;_:,;) Brisk, lively,
sprightly
Maris (<..J"".J �) One who
strives, st(uggles to obtain
0
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Marit (.1 .Jt;) A man having
scanty hair
Marthad (...G"� ) A generous
man, the lion
Marwan CJI.)�) A hard rock
Marzuban (.)�j�) Ch1ef, a
courageous cavalier
Matin (�) Strong, solid,
robust
Maujan (0�y) A dashing
state of sea, water
Maziz (_;:;) To be exalted,
lofty, superior
Mid'am ( � � ) A means of
supporting, staying
Mihjan (� ) A crooked,
hooked, staff or stick
Mihran (01�) Skilful,
dexterous, expert
Mihrjan (0�� ) A feast of
the Persians
Mihyan (0�) The time or
season of a thing
Mikhnaf (�) Knife, blade,
cutter
}

.
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Mirba' ( .. �� ) An elevated
place of observation
Mirdas (__,... I ;� ) A great
mountain
Misbah < c� ) A lamp,
lighted wick
Miswar (.J� ) A leathern
pillow
Mi'wan (01 � ) Supporter,
helper
Mu'awiyah (�_,�) One who
leads, drives
Mubadir (.J�t;) Precocious
Mubarak (.:l)t;) Blessed,
beautified, felicitated
Mubtadir (.Jx.;; ) Lion, the
first to assault
Mihsan (� ) A lock,
basket, the clasps
Muhtashim (�) Modest,
chaste, shy, bashful
Mu'il (� ) A man having
numerous family, household
Mujashi' < e �> Extremely
terrified, greedy
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Mukhtashib (�) One
who eats what he can
Munif (�) High, lofty
mountain, high nobility
Murrah (o�) Bitter
Murshiq C J.-3�) Having a
stretched out or long neck
Murzim (i ��) Firm,
steadfast, upon the ground
Mus'ab (�) An unbroken
camel, a stallion, a man
whose camel is refractory
Musayyab ( . . �' �) Free,
willful
Musharraf (�� )
Honorable, venerable,
honorific
Mushrif (�)_;) Projecting,
overlookini, commanding,
close to
Mushtaq (jl� :�; ) Ardently
longing, deeply desiring,
yearmng
Musib (�) Right, correct,
hitting the mark
�
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Musir (�; ) Rich, affluence,
easy liver
Mutaz (j�) Strong, exalted
Mu'tib (�) One who is
reluctant, hesitant
Nab'an (0�) The two shafts
of a cart
Nabi' C c:; G) A certain tree,
spring, sweat
Nabidh (�) Wine, thrown
away, spurned
Nabigh C e; G'> Distinguished
man, genius, supenor
Nabigh C &}) A distinguished
.
.
man, gemus,
supenor
Nabih (�) Eminent,
celebrated , well-known
Nabij C e:}> Cloud, vehement
VOICe
Nabil (�) Generous, noble
minded, skilled archer
Nabit ( �) Depth, common
people
N abith ( �) The raised dust,
clay
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Nadi C<.SJS) The rainbow,
cooked, baked
Nadil (J_,�) Solid, one who
draws out
Nadim ( ��) Intimate friend,
companion, comrade
Nadir (J_,�) A rare thing,
rarity, unusual
Nadis CV"' :: �) Intelligent, wise,
swift
Nafidh (J.;�) Efficacious,
affective, skilful
Nafih ( � �) Diffusing odor,
fragrant, cloud full of rain
Nafij ( � �) A cloud full of
ram
Nafis (�) Sought after,
precious, valuable
Nafith (��) Enchanting,
pleasing
Nahis (�) Shining,
brilliant
Nahid C4) Cream, fresh
butter
Nahid (..u.�) To attack,
.

�
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assault on enemy
Nahik (�) A brave man,
courageous, bold
Nahiz (� �) Approaching the
time of weaning
� �
Nubian (l.J�)
Thirsty,
satisfied with drink
Naihan (l.J�) To shake or
move a branch
Na'il ( � �) Something
obtained, gained
Na'im C t: �) Soft, tender to
the touch, fine, delicate
Na'ir (� �) Apparent,
manifest, beautiful in color
Nai's (� �) Raising head,
running away at random
Na'is (..r� �) Threads hanging
down and moving about
Naisaban (l.JI�� 5> A straight
and direct way
Najib (�) Noble, of noble
family, superior
Najid (�) The lion,
sweating by reason of work
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Najih C e> Patient,
judicious
Najil (�l�) A noble family,
of good breed
Najish (_r�L) A pursuer,
ensnares
Najiz (?C) Coming to an
end, last, perishing
Namir (�) Sweet and
wholesome water
Namis ( �) Cropped grass,
pulled out hair
Namfis (lf";c) Astute, law,
code
Naqiyy (�) Pure, clean,
innocent
Nardin (0 �j) Sweet smelling
plant
Narmin (:.r.�j) Soft, delicate,
smooth
Nash a' ( ..L.Z) A young man,
an excellent youth
Nashib C � C) Sticking fast
in a thing, possessing arrows
Nashid ( �) Elevation of the
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Nashid C..t..:. C) A man who
gives information
Nasi' C e> Manifest, pure
white, clear
Nasi' C e C) Manifest, clear
evident, pure white
Nasib ( �) A relative,
kinsman
N asif ( �) A secret, foot
mark, obscure
Nasih (e) One who
counsels sincerely, faithfully
Nasih C e C> One who
counsels sincerely, faithfully
Nathil (�) The dust, the
foundation of house
Nathir c�C) To shake off
umipe dates
Natis (.r�C) A spy who
searches for news, tithing
Nawas (lf"l_;) One who
struggles with or undertakes
any matter
Nawash (__;,.}C) One who
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grasps, seizes, grants a favor
Nawaz (jl;) Cherishing,
soothing, caressing, dangling,
swinging
Naufal Cj_>�) Sea, present,
handsome, liberal, lion's cub
Nawid (�;) Good news,
invitation to a wedding
Naushad c.)GJ) Beautiful,
handsome, dangling,
swinging, pendulous
Nawwas (.r"l�) Quivering
and flaccid
Nayab ( ...... ��) Rare, matchless
N ayyir ( ;;) Bright, shining
Nazih < c� �) A remote and
distant dwelling
Nazih < c:-f) Remote, distant
dwelling
Nazih (�j) Excellent in
manners, noble
Nazim ( � �) Organizer,
adjuster
Nazir (� �) A guardian,
watcher, apple of the eye
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Nibras (_r"l� ) A lamp, light
Nidar ()-�) Pure gold, silver
Nighran C.JI� ) Certain birds,
sparrows
Nihal (J�) Thirst, satisfied
with drink, glad
Nihas (_,... � ) A natural
disposition or temper
Nimar C L.;.;) Leopard
Nishan C0L:,;) A decoration,
medal, mark
Nishdan (01�) One who
seeks after, informs about a
stray beast
Nitab (......, Lb.; ) The head,
tendon of the neck
Nithar (};) To disperse,
disseminate, sacrificed
Nubian (0�) Gift, present
Owais (�.JI) Small gift, wolf,
one of the tribes of Madinah,
gravitation
Qabin (�) Sharp, intelligent
Qabis (._,��) The taker of fire
.

�

�

}

}
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Qabisah (�) A little thing
Qabfis c...,...;;t,;) Beautiful,
handsome
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Qaris <...,... .Jt,;) A cold day
Qasam (iw) Beauty, intense
heat, divider, distributor

Qadid (��) A garment, piece

Qaslan CJ I: .:J) Crowding

of cloth, thick garment

together of people

Qais (�) To compare,

Qasib ( � ) A current or

judge, measure something by
another

flow of water

Qaisar (�) King, the

Qasih Ce t.;) A hard and
strong lance, spear

Roman king

Qashib (�) White,

Qa'it (...:..J t.; ) The lion, one

who feeds

'

Qalbar (_;.J.;)� Crested lark
Qamis ( y� t,;) One who

strikes, kicks with the foot

Qamis ( � ) Diver for

clean, polished, new, rusty,
poisoned food

Qatadah (o;l:i) A thorny tree
Qawwam (il}) One who

rises in the night to offer
prayer

pearls

Quda'ah (��) Leopard,

Qammas c...,... w ) A diver,

leopard like animal

diver for pearls

Qanbar (�) Thick garment,
a species ofbird

Qanib ( �) Dense cloud,

Qinab ('-:-' � ) The claw of the
lion, the string of a bow

Qudaid (�J..; ) A piece of
,

cloth, thick garment
�'

compamon

Qudamah (�I�) A man of

Qa'qa' (t_\..;i;_; ) To clatter,

eloquent speech

rattle, clank

, ,

Qutbah (..;6) Stitch, axle
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tree, axis, pivot

Rabil CJ:.:�) Fleshy and large

Ra'i' ( � \�) Swift, excellent

bodied, silent

horse, frightening speed

Rabiq (0::-:� ) One who has

Ra'id ( � \�) A breaker or

trainer

wool upo� the head, the cake
of a bread

Ra'iq (Jjl�) Beautiful,

Rabis (��) Courageous,

comely, attractive

Ra'ish (<-2 1�) An agent, a

feathered arrow

Rabab ('-:-"��) White clouds
Rabib (��) Fed, nourished,
foster mother, step daughter

Rabid (�\�) Kneeling down,

brave

Rabith C:....;:�) To be hindered,
..

withheld

Radib C.7 ...b l�) Abundant and
..

extensive rain, lote tree

Radigh ( �:�) Thrown down,
prostrated

Rabid (J.:I�) One who repasts,

Radim ( � :�) An old garment
Radin C)�\�) Intensely dusky
Rafi' (��) High, elevated
Rafid (.,.tj\�) Giving a gift,

guards property, a woman
who alights in a place

aiding, tributary, one next to
the king in station

Rabigh ( d�) Easy,

Rafif (��) Shinning,

comfortable

glistering

Rabih ( e_: l�) Trafficking in

Rafil ( � \�) A man who drags

Rabih C e:;�) Trafficking in

Raghwan (01)�) A certain

lying dow�, resting

Rabid (��) Dates in a jar
with water sprinkled upon it.

one gams
one gams

.

�

his skirt, an elegant gait

bird, loquacious and loud
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Ra'ib ( � \_)) journeying or

Rabaman (l.J�j) A bearing,

working in afternoon

leaning on one side

Ra'il ( � \_)) Falling in drops
Ra'im ( � \_)) Very familiar,

Rabbar c_;;, j) Guide, leader
Rabid (� j) Delicate, tender,

acquainted, an ewe, goat

soft

Riman (L>�.) Inclined,

Rabib ( �_)) Ample,

drawn together, excess,
abundance

spacious, wide place

Rabid (�_) ) A washed

Raiman (l.J�j) Inclining,

garment

leaning

Rabin ( � _)) Pledged,

Ra'iq ( � \_)) Pure, sincere,

deposited

pleasure, exciting, admiration

Rabis ( �_) ) Steadfast,

Ra'is ( � \_)) A fine camel
Ra'itb ( � \_) ) Slow, dilator,

determined, lion

.

Rabwaz (jl_; j) A gentle pace,

tardy, sluggish

slow

Rakin (�_)) A mountain

Rai'an (l.J�)) Blooming,
excellent part of anything

having high sides, difficult of
access

Ra'ib ( � \_)) Free from doubt

Ram'an (l.J�j) Trembling,

and confusion

shaking, to walk fastly

Ra'id ( � \_)) Supple, fresh,

Ramil ( �_)) Having a little

tender, goodly

Ra'if ( � \_)) Pitiful, merciful,

compassionate

rain or sand, an adorer

Ramin (:� 1_)) Obedient,

humble, thrower of arrows

Ramid (�_)) Sharp spear,
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sharpened, swift

preplanned and confounded

Ramik (�lj) Remaining,

Raqadan (01.:tij) Leaping up

staying, abiding

like a lamb, a kid

Ramiq (J.-olj) Remaining,

Raqil (� lj) Tall, high
Raqiq ( � j) Soft, tender fine,

staying, one who has little
love

Ramis (_r�lj) A low and

gentle sound, something that
flies by night

Ramish (�I.J) Harmony,

melody, having sourness of
the eyes

Ramish (_r.::-:: 1 ) fl:armony,
melody

Ramith (..::...... lj) Slow, tardy,
late

Ramiz (� j) Intelligent,
noble, agile, swift

Rammath (,_:_.,�_:;) The maker
of rafts

Ranij ( � lj) A kind of a
smooth date, coconut

thin, sensitive heart, a slave

Rasim (�j) A certain pace
of a camel, gentle pace

Rashad c�G_:;) Right

procedure, holding a right
belief

Rashid (� j) One who is
following the right way

Rashid (..L!:.Ij) Taking or
following a right way

Rashiq (�..) ) Shooting
arrows, active, sharp

Rashiq (�lj) Light and
active man, one who shoots
arrows

Rasib ( ""'::" lj) A firm
mountain

Ranim ( �j) A good, pleasing

Rasif (�j) One who walks

Rawman (0t;_}j) One who is

Rasim Cr-:1)) Running water,

sound

in short steps
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a gentle pace

Razin C-:r-j.J) Heavy, weighty,

Rathid (�_)) The household,

grave, redate, calm, still

goods

Rathim (�_)) Pebble broken
m

p1eces

Ratib (�I)) Constant and
continual, fmn

Ratim ( �_) ) A slow pace, a

Razin (0jl.)) Heavy, weighty,
steady

Ri'an (0� J) A long mountain,
prominent�part of a mountain

Ri'as c._,.., G)) The beginning
of an affair

Ratim ( � I)) Keeping,

Ri'ath (.;., �J) Ear-ring
Ribab C.-:-'�J) A fresh state,

adhering, to a thing

beginning of anything

Ratiq (� I)) Clouds closing

Ribah C c�::> ) Gain, profit
Ribal (JL;0) The lion
Rib'i ( �J) Relating to the

thread, string

up

Rawahah (...;. I_Jj) Joy,
sprightliness, lively

Rayyan (0 �.) ) Well watered,
satisfied, plump

spring season, fresh, born in
the spring time

Razan (0 1j j ) Chaste, firm,

Ridah C ci;J) A great bowl
Ridfiin (0�;J) Two sailors in

Razih C c?.J) An emancipated

Rihan (0� J) A thing

constant

or fatigued camel

Razim ( ��.)) Roaring, a lion
Razim (i � I)) Firm, steadfast,

standing still, motionless, the
lion

the hinder part of the ship
deposited as a stake, wager

Risagh C t_L.:.:!) A cord, rope
Ritaq (JGJ) A garment
Riwa' ( .. I_J J) A rope
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Riyash (��) Superb or

gravity, solidity

excellent clothing

Rumaih C cF�) A staff, small

Riyat ( .1 �-) A kind of woolen

lance or spear

cloth

Ruman (J�_)�) Middle,

Rizagh ( �j� ) Moisture
Rizam C r lj� ) Strong, stubbom,

romance, affection

the lion

gentle, exalted, high

Rauqan CJL9_)�) A resolute

Ruwwam ( i l��) A seeking

and determined

Ruwaifi' C l0.J�) Noble,

one, desiring for

Raushan C.JG_)�) Stars, well

Ru'yan (0�j�) To see,

known

observe

Rudah Ccl;�) Big bowl
Rubaidan C.JI.J;�) A certain

Ru'yan (Jt;�) Rulers,

plant

Ruzam ( i lj�) Firm, steadfast
Sa'b (�) To be difficult,

Rubban (0��) A profit, the

govemors

first, beginning state of
anything

hard

Ruhab (�t;.�) Ample,

wick

spacious, wide place

Sabhan (J�) One who has

Ruham ( i ��) A certain non

taken moming draught

Sabah C c�) A lamp lighted

preying bird

Sabib (�) Poured out or

Rukam ( i LS�) The clouds

forth, honey

collected together, a thin
accumulated

Rukanah (.G'LS�) Finnness,

Sabih (�) Beautiful,

pretty, bright
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Sabih ( L.::. ) A swimmer,
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Safdar (.J.:il.;,) Courageous,

G
sw1mmmg

bold

Sabih (L-L.o) The plain,

Safran (0lA...:. ) A constructor,

manifest

Sabikh (b;. �, ) Cotton, wool,

"'

maker of ships
"'

Saflar ()..Q.;,) A frequent
..

soft hair

whistler

intenseness of the cold of
winter

sincere friend,

Sadim ( �� ) Haze, mist,

smooth stones, bright and
clear day

Sabrah (o_:;.;..:, ) A cold morning,

remembering (Allah), much
mentioned

Saddam (ill.;.) One who

knocks, dashes against,
strikes someone

Sadil Cj; � ) Cloth cover of a

camel litter, curtain

Sadim (i � L.::. ) Repenting ,

Safiyy ( � ) Pure, chosen,

Safwan (01)-.P ) Soft and
Saham (i�) Burning,

vehement heat of summer,
hot winds

Sahbal ( � ) A large and

big bucket

Sahban (0�) A great

gnevmg, anxious

orator, strong man who
carries away everything

Sadin (.:.r.� ) Fat, veil curtain,

Suhban (0�) A remaining

.

.

.

blood, wool

Sadin (0�L.::. ) Servant,
minister of the Ka'bah

Sadaman (0t.;.i:: ) Repenting,
.

.

.

gnevmg, anxwus

portion of water in a pool

Sahim (� ) A certain plant,
clouds

Sahim (� ) Protector,

compamon
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Saiban ( 01��;. ) The herbage

produced after rain

offspring, drawn sword, colt,
pure wine, spinal marrow

Sa'id (...u t..::. ) Prevailing,

Samamah (��) A swift she

prevalent, dominant, ruling

Saidan (0\.J.;_;,) Pieces of

camel, swallows, a banner
standard

silver

Samayan (01�� ;,) To hasten,

Saif (�) Sword, saber,

be light, active, agile, befall

rapier

Samid (�) white, whitened

Sa'in (�L.;,) Protector, guard,

flour

Sainim C 1• -���. ) Raised,

or raising his head

Sajawal (Jj�) Adorned,

bountiful, generous

noble friend

Samih <et..::. ) Gentle,

preserver
exalted

Samid (.L t..::. ) A man standing
Samih ( � ) Liberal,

Sajih ( � ) Gentle, even,

excellent in manners

Sajil (�) A large, big

strives for right management,
canopus, a star

easy, straight

bucket, big bowl

Sajir (�) A sincere, true

Samil (�L.::. ) One who

Samim (�) Real, genuine,

friend, close companion

absolute

hard, sharp, loquacious

much flesh, possessor of
butter

Salit ( � ) To be strong,

Salid (�) Hard and smooth
stone

Salil ( � ) Descendant,

Samin C0:: L.::. ) Fat, having
Samin ( � ) Fat, plump,

having much flesh
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Samiq (�L..:. ) High, towering
Samir (� Go) A day in which

wind is still

Samit (.h. L..:. ) Boiling water,

191

Sanan (0L..::. ) Spearhead,
arrowhead

Sanih ( � ) Large pearls
Sannan (0G) Core,
·

to hang something behind

innermost, courageous, brave

Samit (�) A lamb, kid, a

Saqran (01_)..;, ) Dates

roasted sheep

moistened with milk, butter

Sammak (.:!�) Fish monger,
fish dealer, fisher

Sarfiin (0�_:,...;;, ) Day and night
Sarfaraz (jl)_:,..::, ) High,

Sammal (J�) One who puts

exalted, lofty

out the eyes of others

Sarif (._jJG,) To make a

Simman ( 0l!..... ) A certain

grating or creaking sound

plant

Sawid (�_,...... ) A chief lord,

Samman (0�) A seller

master

of butter, certain dyes for
embellishment

fasts often

Samman (01�.;:,) Rugged or

Sawwar ();.:,) Enthusiastic,

hard ground, rugged place

Sammas (<.Y'�) A seller of
pearls

Sawwam (il_;.;,) A man who

one who is ready to leap or
spring upon, lion

Samsam (i�) A sharp

Sayam C r l;:> A sort of bird
Sayyiir (J�) End, last of

Samsam (i�) Light,

Sha'il c�G) Active and

sword

active and agile, light and
slender

anything, bright opinion
clever, swift, a fine camel
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Shahin (:.�G) Falcon,
peregnne

Shabbir (�) Pious,

Extensively handsome,
beautiful

Shahwar ()� ) Princely,

beautiful, handsome

worthy of a king

Shabi' (�;.�.) A piece of

Shahzaib (��) Royal

garment, food, satiated

Shabib (�) Young man,
youth

Shadhib ('-:-'�G) Foreigner,
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beauty

Shahm ( � ) To protect,

guard, bold

Sha'iq (JJG) Exciting desire,

stranger, solitary, alone

desirable, admiring lover

Shadin (L.J.)G) A young

Shaji' ( � ) Courageous,

gazelle, fawn

Shafiq (J_.i �.) Compassionate,

valiant, bold

Shakib (0) Patient,

tender, fearful, anxious

enduring

falcon, generous, noble

well shaped, comely

Shahbaz (jl�-f_�) A royal

Shahir (*) Celebrated,
noted eminent, generally
known

Shakil (� ) Handsome,
Shama'il ( � �) Merit, good

feature, character, nature

Shah Jahan (L.JlP.- �G) King

Shamikh Ct:G> High,

Shah Nawaz (jl_; oG) One

Comprehensive, exhaustive,
extensive, general

of the world

who grants the kings

Shahraiz (�_;j,) Dated
Shahrukh Cc� �G)

elevated, lofty, proud

Shamil c�G)

Shamis (�L;.) Sunny,
sunshine day, clear
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Shamit ( � ) Mixed

rough

Shamshir (J"_:��.) A sword
Shaqran (01),..: ) Having a

to exert ones self vigorously

together

fair and ruddy complexion

Sha'ran (0\_;.j ) A place

abounding with trees

Shamir (J"�� �.) Clever, skilful,
Shair Afgan (�l.r.-3) One

who overthrows or hurls a
lion

Shehryar (J t;�) A despotic

Sharib ( '-:"' }.i) Drinking, a

ruler, a king, a prince

Sharid (� ).i.) Taking a flight,

refuses to be ridden

Sharif (�_; ) Noble, of

strives, labors or exerts

drinker

fleeing away

noble lineage, eminent

Sharif ( .....9 J G) High and
advanced in age

Sharis (_,--:_; ) A bold, daring
in fight �
Shariz (jJ G) One who has a
fork

�

Shurahbil (�_:;....;:. ) The name
�

of a Prophet'S' companion�"'

Shaukat ( ..:...5_;j) Grandeur,

great strength or valour

Shazib ( '-:"'jG) To be lean,

light of fle�h, lank, slender,

Shimas (_,... �) A horse that

Shimmir (J"_� ;> One who
Shakhis ( � ) A lord,

master, man of rank and
quality

Shamriz (��) Filled up to

nails

Shubrumah (...;;.,.:. ) Gift,

present

�

;

Shuja' Ct._� ) Courageous,
brave, bold

�

Shuja'at (��) Courage,
bravery, boldness

Sibdan (0\.:i;.... ) A piece of

cloth
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Sifiid (�Li...o ) A rope, fetter,

courageous

shackle

Siran (01� ) A sweet odor,

Sijah (c_�) The air, beauty,

exactness, justness of
proportion
Sildam
Hard and
smooth, tough
Simab ( '-:-' �) Mercury,
quick silver
Simad (��) Stopper, a
kerchief, a piece of cloth
Simal (J�) The remaining
water at the watering trough
Siman (0k.... ) Plump, fat
Simman (0l!..... ) The
decoration, embellishment
Simt (.1..:....., ) A thread, string
having upon it beads
Sinad (��) Strong
Sinak (.!..l l..,.:, ) Hard and strong,
bulky, big bodied
Sinan ( 0 �) A spearhead, the
spear
Sindan (01L) Great and
strongman, brave

(il � )

Sindar (J.J..:...., ) Bold, daring,

root of a palm-tree

Sirdan (01;_:,....:, ) White place

or fur on the hump of a camel

Siyar Ct;o) A small quantity

of musk

Sudaim ( �L) Remembering

Allah, celebrating, much
mentioned

Sufyan (01:� �.) Intense wind
Suhaib V :f�) Having

redness in the hair

Suhman (0�) A
companion, intimate friend

Suhban (0�) A lot, share,
portion

Sujah <c_t.:;..:: ) The air, beauty,

exactness of proportion

Somair (�) The time of
sunset

Sumlan (0�) Remains of
the beverage

Suwaid (�_;.) Quite early in

the morning
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Tabish (�G) Refulgence,
brilliance, �plendor, heat,
grief

Tahseen (�)

Embellishment, adornment,
approval

Taimiir (J�) Strong, firm,
iron, brave

,

/

Tajammul (�) To be
embellished, to bear poverty
with patience
"

/

Tallal (J')\1) Beautiful,
beauty of color, brightness
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that blows at the beginning of
ram

,

Thumal (J�) An aider,
succorer, any kind of milk
when it is drawn

,

Thumamah (...; � ) Panicum
grass

Tbamid ( .M t;) A calf that
begins to eat

Thamil ( � ) A little water
Thamir (� t;) Perfect,
complete, respect of
forbearance

Tamir (�G) One who
possesses dried dates

Thaqif ( . .;_��) Sharp, skilful,

Tarim (i! l1) Dome, high,
exalted

Tharwan (01.))) A bounding

Tasawwur (J�)

Tharwat (...:.>.)]) Plenty,

Thabin ( �) Extremity or

Thiban (0�) Border of a

Tha'd Cd) Soft, tender, fresh,

Thimad (��) A little quantity

Imagination, conception

border of the garment

JUICY

Thaghim c�G) White color
Tha'ib k..s G) A violent wind

active, penetrating

in cattle or other property

abundance, wealth, riches
/

garment, receptacle
of water, a well

Thimal (J�) Froth of any
kind
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Thuban C:>�) A receptacle
Tufail (j.;ib) Any part or
�

J

portion of a thing
'

Ubayy (_}) Proudy, one who
disdains to do a base thing

'Ubdan (.:>14) Tall palm-trees
'Ukkashah (��) Sp1der,
-; y

spider web

•

'Uiwan (.:>I.J..l'- ) A book of
0

writing

'Uqban C:>�) The end, last
of anything

'Urban (0�}) An earnest

and pure money, raceme of a
palm-tree, dates

'Urman (0[.;�) The places of
seed produce, cultivators of
land

'Urs (.r}> Wedding
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another thing is rendered firm
and fast

Usamah (�L.I) Lion,
,

courageous
,

Usaid (�\) Small lion
'Ushban (0�) A palm
branch, white skin

'Utas (U"'Lk;.) The dawn,
daybreak

Uthal (J�I) Glorified,
��

dignified

'Uthman (0G) A young
bustard

Wabbas (.r"'�J) Intense light,
illuminated, bright

Wabis (_.ra�.J) Shining,
gleaming, bright

Wabis (�\_) ) Shining,
gleaming, glistening

ceremony, bridal

Wabisah (�\.)) Flash,

'Urshan (0G}> Two ears,

lightning, brilliant

two veins in the base of the
neck

Wabsan (0�.)) Bright,

'Urwah (o.J}) A button loop,

Wadi' Cd�.J) Quiet, gentle,

handle, a thing by which

shining, illuminated

peaceable
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Wadln ( �3) A girth wide

Waqlr ( J;) Heavily

Wafiq (..:0 ) Companion,

Waqqad <��_:;) Clever, sharp

friend

ardent, fiery

Wa'lb (� .J ) The mainstay

Warid (�))) Arriving, new

or supply, support of another

comer, possible

Wa'il C J·I3) Deliverance,

Washij < e l3) The hardest of

woven of hair, skin

salvation, liberation

Wajahat (� l::-.J ) High

esteemed, to be respected,
glory

Wajld (�3) Smooth land,
plain

--

Wazln (:_,.:j)) A prudent,
reflecting person

Wajln (._;::->_)) Border of a

valley, rough and hard ground

Waklf (�j) Rain, to drop,

burdened with debt

canes

Washiz (.h.; I)) Anything
entangled, intermixed

Washlz (� j) Follower, ally,
attendant

Waslf (� j) Young servant,
butler, valet

Wasil CJ=.:'j) An intimate
companion, friend

Waslm ( �_)) Handsome,
pretty, candy

steadiness, calmness

Waslq (�j ) Rain
Waslt ( �j) Mediator, agent,

Waqas (...r' ti3) Excellent

Warqah (��)) A leaf, paper,

trickle water

Waqar C.Jli 3) Gravity,

warrior, fighter

Waqld (-0) ) Fuel, anything
to kindle a fire

middle
slip

Wathij ( � \_)) Dense, thick
herbage
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Wathij ( �j) Dense and thick
herbage

Wathilah (.t.tlj) Rope of palm
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Zabil (�j) A basket of palm
leaves

Zabil (}.lj) A short man
Zabin (:.r.lj) Brave, perfect

fibers or of camel-hamp
Wathir (�j) Plain, smooth,
soft, easy
Wazif (�j) The slender
part of the shank
Wirshan (OW�_,) One who
hides his origin
Wisam c1 L::. �) Beautiful,
handsome
Withar (;�_,) Plainness,
softness, smoothness
Yafi' ( � �) Adolescent, grown
up, juvenile, teenager
Yaman (0�) Blessed, on the
right side
Ya'siib ( '-:-"�) Drone, male
bee, chief, title of Ali.:.@;,
Yawar (J.J �) Aiding, an
assistant, companion, friendly

soldiers, the prefect
Zabin (�j) One who is
strong, pushing
Zabir (P-j) A strong, skilful
and ingenious man
Zafar C)j) A large gift,
liberal man, a river
Zafif ( � j) To make haste,
quick and violent mind
Zafir (�lj) One who helps to
carry loads, a group or army
Zaghid (� j) Fresh butter
Zaib (�j) Elegance,
adorning, brisk, lively
Zalij (�j) Quick and swift
camel
Zalij C c2 1) Quick and swift

Zabib (.____,j ) Raisins, dried

advancing, quick

/

fruit, curr�nts, dried figs
Zabid (�lj) Possessor of
fresh butter

Zalkhan (0Wj) The
Zaman (01_;) Time, epoch,
age, period
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Zamir C.r.:: j) A short man
Zami' ( �j) A sharp,

vigorous, courageous man

Ziryab ('-:-'�jj) Gold, water

Zima'

gold

(c_[.;!) A man

strong,

vigorous and sharp

Zamil ( �j) A traveling

companion, one who rides
behind another

Zararah (o)ijj) Intelligent,

Zinbil (�j) A basket of
palm leaV'e�

Ziyan (0�j) Decoration,
ornament, beautifying

Zarif ( U:_);) Beautiful,
/

elegant, W'itty, humorous,
cute
/,

sharp, skilful

Zarir C..Ju) Light, active,

Zu'af (0\j j) Quick in effect
Zu'aib (�jj) One who

sagacious, skill

Zarim (�!j) One who does

drinks a little

Zubab ('-:-'�j) Dried figs,

not remain fixed

Zarnab ( �jj) A certain

/,

,

rainsins, dried grapes
,

Zubaid (�j) Chosen,

sweet smelling tree, perfume

selected

Zarnab c'-:-'Cjj) Pure gold
Zarrar ()�j) Sharp,

Zubair (__;j) Powerful man,

intelligent, skilled, light

Zublan (0�j) Palm, leaf-

Zaryab ('-:-'�jj) Wealthy, rich
Zayyan (0�) Honey, wild

baskets

Jasmme

Zirak (�j.j) Wise, intelligent,
shrewd

Zibal (J�j) A minor thing

,

acute, sharp clever
/

,

Zum'ah (..;;j ) The fortress of

grass

Zunnar ().; j) A waist belt
'Atikah c.s:;�) Red, pure
�,

yellow, an old bow
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'Atiqah ( ai;t;_) An excellent,

'Afra' ( .. i_)i.) Dustcolored,

generous woman, old bow

white

'Abalah (J�) The mountain

Afshan CL>LJI) To sprinkle,

rose

tinsel, strips

'Abilah ( �) A bulky and
/

strong woman

'Ablrah ( o�) A certain

Afshln (�l) Golden
Afza (IJl) Adding,
augmenting

mixture of perfume

A'ibah (....:!:; ) To come to water,

Abrii (3_1) Honor, prestige,

draught

character, fame

'A'idah (o.:lil$.) Favor,

'Abyah (-0.\$.) A beautiful

kindness, compassion, to
repeat, coming back

woman

Ada (1;1) Expression,
elegance, grace, execution
0/

Adhkiyah (��\) Sagacious,
sharp witted

'Afifah ( �) Pure, chaste,
virtuous

'Afirah (o�) Dust colored,
white

'Aidanah ( ���) A tall tree
A'ilah (.ill\) Exquisitely
handsome, beautiful

'A'imah ( w \$. ) Tedious,

severe years, ships, swimmer

A'imah ( wl) The exemplar,
head, road, strong
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Aimal (�I) Desire, hope,

20 1

Al-khansa' ( ... �!) A gazelle,

expecting

wild cow

longing for milk

handsome, lovely

Aiman C�i) The right, dexter Almirah ( o�I) A princess
Alwinah C�)l) Pretty,
Aimah ( �) The desire,
'�

·

� A banner,
(�_,.)1)

A'irah (o�\) Noble, glorified,

Alwiyah

A'irin (:.r.!JT) Reconciliation,

Am bar c_;; I) Sky, clouds,

honorable
peace

�

'Aita' (�) Long in the neck
'Aithah ( �) A plain, soft
tract of land

A'izzah C o]:.!) Stranger, noble,
dear

Ajyah (�I) Excellent, noble
Alifah (.u.J\) To be familiar
with, accustomed to

standard, thin sand

covering

Ambarin (_:r-_;; 1 ) Sky,
covering

'Ambarin C.:.r..?- ) Emitting
the smell of ambergris

'Amimah ( �) Tall, perfect
in stature

Amirah (o �......o l ) Chieftess,
pnncess

.../ ••,.,.

Alilah (�I) Sociable,

Amirah (o�\) To command,

friendly, companionable

spell enjoin upon

'Alinah ( 0) Manifest
'Alithah ( �) Wheat mixed

Anasah (�) To be polite,

with barley

'Alizah (o :}>-) Anxious, one
who is inclined

affable, sociable

'Anbar (_?.) Ambergris store
house

'Anbasah (• � �:�) Lioness,
brave, courageous
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'Anbizah Co?) Isolated,
alone
'Anbrinah ( �}:i) Sweet like
ambergris
'Andalib ( �J..:;. ) Nightingale
Anita (�\) Inexperienced,
naive, imprudent
Anzilah (.J.:jl) Alighting,
descending �
Aniqah (�I) A meadow,
beautiful garden, unique
Anisah (....\..:...; ) Polite, affable,
friendly �
Aniyah ( .,_;;\) A vessel, a
receptacle of water, hot
Anjashah (�) One who
spreads a news
Aniishah ( ......;,yl) Glad,
cheerful
'Anwah Co?) Humble, lowly,
obedient, submissive
'Anzah ( ]:i-) A short spear
Javelin
'Aqisah ( �) Twisted lock
of a woman
�

�

�

�

o

�
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'Aqsa' (�) A woman who
has twisted locks
Artashah (�G�i) To rectify or
amend a condition
Arathah (....;- \ )\) The means of
kindling
'Arb a (�./) Pure and chaste
in speech
Aribah (..._;;__,! ) Skilful,
sagacious, intelligent, sly
Aridah (�)) Productive,
pleasing to the eye, thriving
land
Arihah (�)) To give rest, to
ease
Arij <e:� l) Fragrance, scent,
perfume
Arijah (�)) A sweet odor,
to exhale odor
Arikah ( �) ) A raised couch
'Ariqah (�j) Noble, high
esteemed, exalted
Arman CJL,; �I) Desire, longing,
yearnmg
Arma (L,; �I) Strong, fortified
�

'

�

.
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Armin (:r.� �l) Fortified
mill
'Ariib ('-:-'j:;) Showing great Asiyah (.....:..,!) Pillar, column,
love or fondness
strong or fortified building
'Ariibah (�3:;) An ancient
Asma (�\) To be light,
name of Friday, chaste in
active, to leap or hasten
speech
Asmarah (o)k.:l) Brownish,
'Ariibiyyah C?j�) Eloquent, dusky, tarnish
pure in speech
Athilah (�I) Glory, dignity,
Arwa ( <.,?J�\) To water, irrigate high rank
plentifully
'Atif (�) Gentle, very
Arzii (3j�l) Wish, desire,
submissive, humble
longing
'Atikah (..__(; � ) An old red
'As bah ( �) A cleft, fissure
bow, perfumed
in a mountain
'Atiqah (d�_··(;. ) A beautiful
'Ashbah C< ;. (;.) Fresh, green,
woman, generous, excellent
soft herbage
Badhikhah (���) High,
'Ashibah ((_ ·(;.) A country, a
elevated mountain, prominent
place of meadows
Badhilah (J��) Generous,
'Ashibah (��) A country
liberal
land producing herbs
Badi'ah (.6��) The start of
Asifah (�T) Intelligent,
anything, to begin something
sagaciOus
Badihah ( ��) The first
Asirah ( _r.:,T) A small rope, a occurrence of anything
tie of kindred
Badihah (��G) To come upon
Asiya CL;..,T) A mill, grinding
someone suddenly
/

-

,

-

/

.

/

/
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Badilah ( .J.:�) Substitute,
replacement, spare
Badilah (�..:.�) Brocade, gold
or silver thread
Badinah ( .....; .,:, �) Heavy by
reason of age, big bodied
Badirah (oJ..:.�) Hastiness of
temper, passionate
Badrah (o).:V) Quick sighted,
round and large, hastiness,
passionate
Bahjat (�) Gladness,
splendour, joy
Bajisah (��) Flowing
water
Bakhtawar (J)�) Lucky,
fortunate
Bakirah ( , ..s:.;) First fruit, a
palm tree
Baniyah (-0�) Builder,
founder
Barl'ah (�_r.) A woman
excelling in goodness, beauty
or intelligence
Bari'ah (J,S:oJ�) A beautiful,
""

0
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goodly girl
Barldah (o�;) Freshness,
coolness
Bariqah (�J�) A lightening
cloud, swords
Barlrah ( ,.:_:.. ) Pious
Barqa' (�_f.) Having black
and white colors
Barrah ( o � �) Gentle, good
and affectionate to others,
true oath
Basharah (oJ�) Goodness,
elegance of form and feature
Bashnln <-:..�- 0 � .) Blue lotus
Basiqah (..i.... � Exceedingly
tall palm-tree
Basirah (o �..PL) Knowledge,
intelligence, perception, skill
Baslrah (o�) Perception,
sagacity, wisdom, skill
Basltah (�) A wide,
spacious place
Basitah (��) To act boldly,
freely, cheerfully
o

""

0
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Bathiqah (�L') A well full of
water
Bathna' ( .. b) A plain and
smooth land
;
Batilah ( �) Any limb with
its flesh, virgin
Batiil (J �) Elegant, virgin, a
limb, a shoot
Bazila ('j j�) Green pea (A
plant)
Bilqis (�) Beautiful, the
queen of Saba
Binish (�) Discernment,
eye sight
Bithnah ( ...:... A smooth, plain
ground
Daba'ah (�L;.,b) Fast, speedy
Dafirah C o _,� ) A plaited lock
of hair
Dafirah ( o�L.o) Helper,
supporter, assistant
Da'isah (�1..:>) One who
follows the magistrate
Dajinah (�!;) A cloud
raining continuously
.
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Dalsa' (.,L.AJ;) Very smooth,
soft land
Damamah (..; G..:>) Sagacity,
sense, repulsed
Daman (�!;) Skiff (of
garment), foot (of a hill)
Damidah ( o �;) To sprout,
attack, blow
Damirah (.� A lock,
plaited lock of hair
Damirah ( o� L.o) Lean,
slender
Damithah ( �,:,) Generous,
soft, easy nature
Damiyah (._;.,!,:,) Hunter
Darakhshan (.Jl: >- J )
Shining, luminous, brilliant
Darakhshandah ( o 1: �.;_�,:,)
Bright, luminous
Darda' (.,\;_; ;) A toothless
woman
Dau 'Afshan (.JL!il_j...o )
Brilliant, illuminant, bright
Dhakawat (...:;_,_, l5,:,)
Brightness, brilliant,
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intelligence
Dhakiyyab (��) Sharp
witted, bright, intelligent
Dhamilah (.U... I �) She-camel
that goes at a gentle pace
Dbamilab (��) She camel
that walks at a gentle pace
Dbibbab (��) A copious or
light rain
Dbubaibah (��) A little
piece of gold
Diba C L;;� ) Silkbrocade, silk
cloth
Dibajab (�l;:�) A preface to
a book composed in an ornate
style
Dimadab (o��) Verge, edge
of anything
Dimah (��) A lasting rain
Dim amah ( ��) The two
sides of the book
Dumyah ( ...;,; � ) A statue,
figure, image
Durr Afsban (0L9\.J�) One
who spreads or scatters pearls
/

/

}

/
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Durr-e-Sbabwar (}��;) A
royal pearl
Duranab C.Gij�) Broken in
p1eces
Durdanab ( .Gi�_)�) A pearl
Durrah ( o� � ) A large pearl
Durraj (c_l�;) Francolin,
healthy cock
Durr-e-Tbamin (���)
Costly pearl
Fadirab (oj�L9) A portion of
the night
Faghirab (o� �) A certain
perfume, the roots of the
lotus tree
Fahimah (4) Intelligent,
having much understanding
Fahirab (o�) Pure, unmixed
Fabmidab CoW) Wise,
sagacwus
Fa'idab (ox�) Benefit, profit,
interest
Fa'ijab (��) A wide
tract between two elevated
portions
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Fa'imah (��) Watered,
filled with herbage
Fai'yah ( � �) An elevated
and expanded place
Falahah (��) Successful, a
farmer
Falihah (�) Pericarp of
the tree
Famiya (l;o�) The seller of
fruit, well reputed
Far'a' ( .. IS. j) A woman
having much hair
Far'ah (.,; J) Elevated place,
top (of a mountain)
Farahah (...;; 1_)) Beauty,
comeliness
Farasat (..::.....::, 1_)) Sagacity,
shrewdness, discernment
Farha' ( ..1;j) Beautiful,
reJOicmg
Farhah (�J) A joy, gladness,
happiness
Farhanah (.it;:.j) Glad,
rejoicing, happy
Fari'ah (�j) Excellent,
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unique, high bough
Fari'ah (..; .J�) High,
overtopping, fine lodging
Faridah (o.l:j) Highly
esteemed, piecious
Farizah (oj.J�) A species of
ants
Farzin(�jJ ) Exalted, high,
distinguished
Farkhandah (.J..:;.J)
Auspicious, lucky, fortunate
Farwah (o_)J) A furred
garment, the scalp or skin of
the head
Farzah (.j_j) A cleft in
rugged ground, a piece of
detached portion
Farzanah (..iljj) Wise,
rational, wisdom
Farzin (�jJ) Queen, wise
Fatahah (�G) Help
Fatimah (w�) Suckling,
weaning, rescued from the
Hell-fire
Fatishah (��) To examine,
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inquire diligently
Fazarah ( o)j ) A wide
conspicuous road
Fazirah ( o)j�) A soft wide
and compact road
Fidrah ( oj�) A place in a
mountain, piece of flesh
Fihamah (...; � ) To
comprehend, understand
Fihrah ( o� ) Pure, unmixed
Fildhah ( o ...W ) Metal, a piece
of gold, silver, flesh, meat
Findirah (o��) A piece of
mountain
Fitahah (...;. 8 ) The office of
a judge
Fushah (�) Spaciousness,
roominess, width
Furdah (4....0 j) A hole, a gap
in a wall
Furhah (��) A beautiful and
comely girl
Furiihah (�.Jj) Skilfulness
Ghadah (o;�) Delicate, soft
}

'
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tender
Ghadirah (o� � ) A plaited
lock of hair
Ghaliyah (._;)�) A certain
compound of perfumes
Ghaniyah (.._;; � ) A young
beautiful woman, chaste
Ghazal (Jj) Amatory talk
and action or poetry
Ghazalah ( Jlj) Female
gazelle, fawn, warming in the
sun
Ghazilah ( �):-) Young
gazelle, abull'dance
Ghaziyah (�j �) A company
of fighters
Ghidfah ( �li.) The apparel of
the king
Ghunwah (o�) Freedom
from need, competence,
richness
Gul CJS) A rose flower,
ornament, brand the mark
Gul Afshan (0�1 JS)
Scattering rose,
�

�

�
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Gul Ara (1) .P> One who
Hadrah (oj.b.) A single
adorns with flowers
thread
;.
Gul Badan C.:;.J.; .P> Delicate, Hafirah (.� t_;.) To dig earth,
graceful, having rose like soft a digger
body
Hafsah ( �) Lioness,
Gul Nar (.J� _p) Pomegranate, name of one of the wives of
flower, rivulet, color
the Prophet S.
Gul Naz (j� _p) A beautiful
Hajibah (�t_;.) Door keeper,
flower
attendant
;.
Gul Raiz (j:.J _p) Shedding
Halah (.J�) Halo
flower, a kind of fine work
Harnarnah (...; � ) Pigeon, a
Gul Ra'na ( i..:Y.J j5') A
handsome woman, dove
beautiful delicate, scented
Harndah (.�) A trance,
rose
apoplexy, calm
;.
Gul Rukh (t_.J .P> Rosy
Hamdah ( �) Eager desire
cheeked
for a thing
Hidhfah ( .u'�) Style, a piece Harnlrnah (�) Fine rain,
of garment
more serious, more important
Had hibah ( �� t_;.) One
Harnlzah (. /�) Wise, clever,
who contends in drawing,
intelligent
stretching
Hamnah (�) A sort of
Hadlrah (o�) Company,
grape
meeting place
Hamsa' <��) Vehement
Hadirah (o�..)t_;.) Goodly,
courage, strong, bold
beautiful, fat
Harnsha' ( .. �) Slender in
"

"
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guarded, valued
make, shanks
Harmalah ( .u;; _?-) A kind of a
Hanam (�LA) A venerable
garment
woman
Hasanah ( .S� )
Hananah ( .S C;:.) Merciful,
Impregnable, strong by
moved with compassion
Bani ( � LA) A servant, happy, nature
Hasinah ( �[.;.) Abstaining
delighted, blessed
from what is unlawful, chaste
Haniyah ( ...;;[.;.) Delighted,
pleased
Hasna' ( .. �) Chaste,
abstaining from what is
Haniyyah ( �) Affection,
unlawful, virtuous
compassiOn
Hawwa' ( .. 1;;.) Eve, mother
Hana'ah (.GG ) Wine, to
of mankind
rejoice, be happy
Hidanah (oil�)
Hanwah (o_;:;) A plant of
,
Reconciliation,
truce
sweet odor
Hidhwah (o)..i.>-) A gift, piece
Harim C �?) Apartment
of flesh
of the women, wonien of
household
Hina (�) Henna, myrtle
Harirah (o:r..? ) A kind of
Hind (..0,) Name of a female
soup
companion of the Prophet � '
a group
Harisah (..:A:?) A cloud,
vehemently falling rain
Hira' ( ..T.:1:-) A cave near
Harithah ( �?) Recompense, Makkah
Hira (l_:i:-) Lawn, courtyard
reward
Harizah ( �? ) Fortified,
Hizzah ( � ) Briskness,
'

o

o
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sprightliness, cheerfulness
Hudhafah (�1 .l;. ) Facility,
name of the daughter of
Halimah Sa' diyah
Hudnah (��) Reconciliation,
truce
Hudrah ( ��) A herd of
camels
Burna (�) Phoenix, a
fabulous bird supposed lucky
to come under its shadow
Humsah ( �) Honor,
courageous
Hunaidah (o.:(-�) A hundred
years, a small group
Husalah ( .J G) Remainder
of anything,
Husalah c.J�) What
remains of the grain
Husamah (�G) Sharp
sword, blade
Husbanah (��) Cloud,
thunderbolt
'Iffat ( � ) Abstinence from
unlawful things, chaste
o
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Ifrah C c1J� ) To gladden,
delight
Inalah c.JC1) The act of
giving, gifting
Inaqah (�L1) To have
goodliness, beauty, pleasure
'lnas (i.J"" � ) Mirror, advanced
m age
'lnasa' (L.:.�1) To entertain
pleasantly
'lqsah ( �) Twisted lock of
a woman
Iram (i��) Sign, cairn
Paradise
Irathah (....; 1�1) Means of
kindling or inflaming
'lsjah (�) A portion of the
night
'Itrah Co.J: ) The stem, stock
or branches of a tree
Jabalah (.J�) Tall structured,
elevated, lofty
Jabilah (�) Nature,
original, temperament
Jabirah ( � ) Splints,
�

�

o
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bandage
Jablah (�) The origin, the
fundamental nature
Jadhbiyah ( -0.�) Attraction,
pulling, drag
Jadhibah (��L,;.) Attraction,
allurement, gravity
Jadhlah (J�) Joyful, glad,
happy
Ja'ibah (-0�) A thing that
traverses the earth from
country to country
Ja'ishah (�L,;.) Soul, one
self, strength of heart
Jalihah (�L,;.) Hard, eating
much
Jalirah ( o� ) Strong,
healthy, clever
Jamimah (�) Lucky,
dove
Jammamah (...; � ) Satiated,
full measure
Jarirah ( o_:;:?.) An earthen
vessel
Jashirah ( of3' l.:;-) Free, liver,
,

�
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to let loose the animals
Jazalah (JJ_;.. ) Eloquence,
abundance, large
Jazilah (�_;... ) Great, large,
intelligent, elegant
Jazimah ( ...; jb.) Absolute,
decided
J azla' (..''1j::;- ) Sound, correct,
generous
Jaziyah C..;j l.:;-) A satisfaction,
good for good
Jazlah ( Jj::;- ) Sound, correct,
generous
Jaibah (�) Answer, reply,
response
Judhamah (..;li,;.) Mown
meadow
Juhanah C�lP.-) A young
woman
Julaidah (o�L:;.) One of the
coats of the eye
Jumanah (��) Beads made
of silver
Juwairiyah ("-!__��� ) Wife of
the Prophet -.-:;, merrymaker
��

�

�
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Kabshah ( 0) Chief, leader,
ram
Kahkashan (0��) Galaxy,
milky way
Kanifah ( -U;L5) Shelter
Kanwal (J js) The lotus,
heart
Kashmalah (JU) A
handful, gang, hook, eye
Kathba' ( .. ts) Earth, soil
Kathbah (..iS) A little valley,
depression
Kaumal (�_;5) Soft, tender,
downy, mild, sweet
Khabirah (o �_;) Soft wool,
an invitation to Aqiqah
Khadibah ( � L>-) An ostrich,
one who dyes his hair with
henna
Khadijah ( ��..;.. ) Imperfect
Khadirah ( .....o �) A palm
tree
Khali'ah ( ..;J � ) Ripe, ready
Khalisah ( �) Brave,
./ • •

�

o
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courageous
Khamisah ( ��) A garment
Khamtah (�) A land of
fine environment
Khamrah (o_:;;. ) A sweet
odor, odor of a perfume, a
hiding
Khanam ( �t,;.) Princess, lady
Khansa (G) Gazelles, bulls
Khashbah C$) The first
filing of a sword
Khashibah ( *) The
natural quality of a sword
Khaulah ( J_,;.) A female
gazelle
Khamilah ( �) Dense trees,
thicket, wood
Khizamah (,_;; lj>-) A ring of
hair
Khubnah ( 2J.. ) A garment to
conceal and carry things
.
Khush Bakht (� ._;y>-)
Lucky
Khuzrah ( )j>-) One who
�

o
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looks from the outer angles of
the eyes
Kifiiyah (�L�.S) Sufficiency,
affluence
Kinafah (�8) Pastry with
sugar and nuts
Kinaz (jLS) Fatty, healthy
Kindah ( .:i.:S') A portion of a
mountain
Kiran C.J �) Ray, beam, gold
or silver
Kishwar (.J�) A country,
climate, region
Kulthfim (ijJS) A beautiful
and attractive face
Kunthah (cl) A place for the
arrangement of sweet plants
Kunwah ( ..JS) Epithet,
surname
Lablkah (o:;)) A mixture of
oil, butter and dates
Lablqah (.j;J) Skilful, clever,
elegant, fitting
Ladanah ( .G'!JJ) Flexibility,
pliancy, suppleness
o

,, ,
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Lafitah ( �) A certain
thicker kind of food
Lahhasah (....:::, �) Lioness
La'ibah (�'J) Thirsty
Lalah Rukh (t� J'h Rosy
cheeked
Lamiyah ( .._;.., 'J ) A woman
having locks
Libabah ( ��L;J) A kind of
garment
Libdah ( � ) Compact matted
wool
Libwah ( � ) Lioness
Lidah (oJJ) Of the same age,
intimate friend
Llnah C4) Soft, delicate,
flexible, tender
Lubanah (.,.;L;J) Desire, object
Luhbah (.y.l) The whiteness,
brightness of the skin
Madhiyah ("-:!�[;) White
armour
Madhyah C"-:!.L) Clean mirror,
blade
�

�

�
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Madihah (�...(.; )
Praiseworthy, eulogized
Madihah (a;:.�t;) Eulogist,
prmser
Mudiyyah (��) Distance,
extent, a large knife
Madra' (,.\jl;) A city, village,
town
Madrah (ojl;) A city, village,
town
Mah Jabin Cd. ;,;)
Exquisitely beautiful, having
forehead like a moon
Maha (tAt;) Just like a moon,
beautiful
Mahah (a;:.t;) A courtyard in
a house
Maham ( � t;) My moon,
sweet-heart
Mahin (�) Fine and thin,
feeble, old
Mahin (�t;) Bright and
beautiful like moon
Mahiyyah (�t;) The essence
or substance of a thing
,
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Mah Jabin (� ;t;)
Exquisitely beautiful, beloved
Mah Mubin (� ;t;) Bright,
brilliant moon
Mah Parah (o)� ;t;)
Handsome, brilliant, beloved
Mahrin C-:r.*) Bright like
the sun anl moon, beloved
Mah Rukh Ct� ;t;)
Exquisitely beautiful, having
a face like the moon
Mahwish (J--*) Bright,
beautiful like�the moon
Mai'ah (0) The liveliness,
briskness, sprightliness
Ma'ilah (<lbt;) Inclined,
interested
Maitha' (,.G;; ) A soft, plain
land
Mala ('J� t;) Rosary, garland,
necklace
Malahah (a;:.JG) Goodly,
beautiful and bright
Malihah (�) Goodly,
bright and beautiful
�
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Mani'ah (�) A hide in the
first stage of tanning
Manihah (�) A gift, favor,
pnze
Manihah (�L,;) Giver,
granter (a gift)
Mannanah (�S) Liberal
hearted, generous
Manzah Co?) Pious, virtuous,
the place at distance
Maridah (o;.J L,; ) Lofty, high,
sprightliness
Marina (�;) Elasticity,
flexibility, a soft cotton
garment
Marinah (�;) Elasticity,
a soft cotton garment,
flexibility
Marjanah (��/) Coral,
small pearls, red beads
Mash'al ( � ) Lamp, torch,
a sort of support for light
Masitah (�L,;) A female
comber, dresser of hair
Matanah (�8) Firmness,
�

�
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solidity
Mathilah ( � ) Resembling,
similar to, illustrious
. .
Ma'iinah (.03_;.;) ProvisiOn,
store of edibles
Ma'iinah (�;_;) Aid, help,
assistance
Mawara (lj.JL,;) Handsome,
beautiful
Mazah ( j Lo) Distinguished,
separated
Mazijah (� )-o) Mixed,
mingled, blended
Midhah (d;:.l... ) Praise, eulogy,
commendation
Madrah ( o .Jl;) A noble chief
Midsha ( L.;.l... ) Lank and
slender, one who eats a little
Mihr (� ) Moon, sun, love,
attraction
Mihr Jabin (� .k>
Handsome, having a forehead
like the sun
Mihr-un-Nisa' (<-LJI � ) The
most beautiful
�

�

o
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Mirah ( � ) Com, food,
intelligence, brightness,
victuals, a soft garment
spelndor
Mirwa (c.>3�) A thick strong
Nabighah (�L) Genius,
rope
distinguished
Ma'idah ( .:JjL,;) Soft and even Nablhah ( �) Distinguished,
land
noble, excellent
Miina (L; ) Pitcher, basket, a Nabijah (�L.;) A kind of
big bowl
food of the Arabs
Nabllah ( �) Noble,
Muhairah ( _& ) A free
highborn, generous, endowed
woman, one whose dowry is
with superior qualities
dear
Nablqah (�) Kiot in the
Muhsinah (�) Chaste,
pure, abstaining from
branch of grapes
indecency
Nabitah (�L) Sprouting
Mu'lzah ( � ) Indigent,
germinating
scarcity
Nabltah (4) The ridges
"' � '
Munazzah ( _? ) Pretty chaste, that are raised along edge of
pure, free
rivulets
Murfinah (�3�) Flexibility,
Nabiyah (<0.L) An elevated or
raised place
pliancy, suppleness
Musarrat (...:;.�
. ) Joy, delight, Nabkha ( �) An elevated
and good fertile land
pleasure
Mutayyibah (<:'.6.;) Perfumed, Nabrah ( �) Anything rising,
emphasis in speaking
rendered fragrant
Nabta (Lk;;) First water of a
Nabahat (..:::..A t.;;) Insight,
o
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well
valuable, highly prized
Nada C<..S .:G') Moisture,
Nifkha (�) An elevated
evening dew, generosity,
good fertile land
perfume, liberality
Naghdah (�) A tree, an
Nidh'ah (�.1) Raindrop,
ostrich
softness, slowness
Naghmanah (��) Song in a
Nadihah (�JL) To contend
low voice, a tune, totter
for superiority or abundance
Nahda (\�) Soft, tumid land
Nadihah (��) A spacious,
Nahdah (o�) Full,
wide, roomy, and vast tract
overflowing
Nadirah (o�JL) Costly,
Nahid (�L) The planet
extraordinary, rare
Venus
Nadisah (�JL) Intelligent,
Nahidah (o.J.;��) Fresh butter,
sagacious, swift
cooked heart� of the grains
Nadrah (o_rX) Beauty,
Nahidah (o�L) The planet,
brightness, fresh
Venus, white and brilliant
Nadsha cG:G) To debate or
Nahirah (o� ) Abundant
discuss
Na'irah (o� L) Bright,
Nafihah (�) A bow,
beautiful, attractive
branch of the tree
Naihana (L�) To move (a
Nafihah (�L.;) A bag ofmusk branch)
Nafijah ( �) A daughter,
Nailah (�) Something
cloud, the commencement of obtained, gained
anything
Na'imah (a�>·) Soft, delicate,
N afisah (a::-:-��) Excellent,
/

...
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fine
Na'iqah ( � �) The caller,
preacher, representative
Na'isah C�C) Helper,
assistant
Najahah (.,;:.L:;S) Patience
Najdah ( �) Brave,
excellent
Najibah (�) The most
excellent, noble, generous
Najihah C�C) Successful,
thriving, prosperous
Najihah (�) Successful,
patient
Najizah (o�) Recompense,
ready
Namirah (o�) Sweet and
wholesome water
Namisah C�C) One who
indulges in discourse secretly
Namiyah C�C) Growing,
increasing
Namsa' (.,_�) An Intimate
friend
o
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Namsha' (�I : �) Specked
with white and black,
decorated
Narjis (�j) Narcissus
(plant)
Narmin (�j) Delicate,
tender, pure and clean
Nasha'ah ( �G) A creation,
an original production
Nashi'ah (a�_ <) The stone
placed on the bottom of a
tank, fresh and green plant
Nashi'ah (..i.;.C) Rising in the
night, the first hours of the
night
Nashibah C�C) One who
shoots arrows or maker of
arrows
Nashidah (o.i.:.C) A woman
who gives information, seeks
after a stray beast
Nashidah ( J_ <) To raise
voice, chanting, hymn
Nashshabah (�Lt) One who
shoots arrows, maker of
o

o
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arrows
Nasibah (��) An elegant
amatory mentioning of a
woman in the beginning of a
poem
Nasijah (��) Weaver
Nasijah (�) Any woven
material
Nasikah (�) Sacrifice, a
melted piece of gold or silver
Natashah (....;. G ) G1ft of God
Nathilah Cci;) The earth
around a wall
Nathirah (o� �) One who
disperses, scatters things
Naushabah C�G_)I) Water of
immortality, prominence
Naushin ( �_)I) Honey like,
sweet
Navilah (�;) Gift, present
Nawaz C j i)) Favoring,
cherishing, kindness
Nayab (���) Rare, costly,
extraordinary
/

/

.
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Nayyar (;;) Luminary, moon,
brilliant star
Nayyara (I_;.;) Luminous,
radiant
Nayyarah (._;.;) Luminous,
radiant
Naz (j�) Pride, conceited
Nazihah (� j�) A distant or
remote dwelling
Nazihah (�)) One who
abstains from indecency,
purity of soul
Nazimah (4.1�) Organizer,
adjuster, one who puts in
order
Nazirah (.� �) The
eye, matron, principal,
headmistress
Nazish (_;:,j�) Pride, conceit
Naziyah (�j�) Proud (of),
conceited, agile
Nazli (�j�) Delicacy,
softness
Naznin C�r.:) �) Delicate,
lovely, sweetheart
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Nibtah (�) The manner,
form, state
Nida' ( .. I...G ) To call, sit
together in an assembly
Nidafah (�I ...G ) Trade of
carding
Nijdah ( � ) Experienced in
wars, trial
Nikhat (�) Smell, flavor,
relish, savor
,
Nilfifar (} � ) A kind of
sweet smelling plant, water
lily
Nimrah (o�) A spot of any
color
Ninfifar (j�) Nenuphar
(the great water lily), lotus
Niqah ( � ) Daintiness,
elegance
Nisrin (u:�) Jonquil, musk
rose
Nitafah (�tk) To flow softly,
pour out gently
Niyiifah ( � t;; ) Eminence,
(title ofhonor)
o

'

/

/

/
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Nudairah (. /�.:Ji) Rareness,
extraordinariness
Nudrat (..;_,_) ..G) Ranty, mam
body, extraordinary
,
Nuhzah ( _A.; ) An opportunity
Nfinah (o.Sy) A dimple in the
chin of a young child
,
Nusyah (�) Relationship,
lineage, parentage
,
Nushbah (�) Attached,
stick to, adhere to
Nuzhat (� j) Punty of the
soul, pleasure trip, stroll,
p1cmc
Piikizah ( � �) Clean, tidy,
neat
Piirah (._)�) Mercury, quick
silver, piece
Parwin (u:.J_:;) Pleiad, a
brilliant group
Pashminah ( -:_� �) A kind of
costly woolen cloth
Qabinah ( �) The sun,
sunshine
Qiibisah (�Lb Bodies of
J•

r: �

•

o

'
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o
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Qindil (._k�) Candle stick,
men
lamp, chandelier
Qabiyah ( 4.L9) A saffron
Qisarah (o� � ) To clean,
collector
Qa'ibah (�L9) An egg, young wash, purify ;
Qubsah (�) Pinch, handful,
bird
what one takes in fingers
Qandah ( o.J..j ) The honey or
;
Qubiinah (��P,) Act of
juicy like the sugar cane
weighing with the steel yard
Qanit (.- _·; ) A woman who
/
Qunabah (�i_j) Combined
eats a little
Qarinah (�j) Friend, mate, leaves
Ra'ihah (�I�) Odor' scent
spouse, soul
�
smell
Qasarah (o}.�) To be short
Ra'iqah (�l.J) A beautiful,
Qasfah (�) Step of a
comely, attractive woman
ladder
Qashibah (� ) White clean Rabab ('-:-'��) White clouds, a
musical instrument
polished, new, rusty
Rabi'ah (�_)) A meadow,
Qatin CuJ) A skin that
. garden, a st�ne, a helmet of
retains water, a handsome
lfOn
woman
Qabisah (�) A large mass Rabi'ah ( �� ) A scout station
upon a hill
of clay, sand pebbles
Rabibah (�_)) A step
Qibanah c-it;; ) Job of a
daughter �
weigher
Rabidah (�I�) A certain
Qibtiyyah (·���� ) A Coptic,
angel
copt
'

. .. ....

'

'
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Rabidah (o��) A kind of
repository
Rabighah (�!�) Easy,
comfortable, having plenty,
profitable
Rabikah ( ��) Mire, dates
mixed with IT;.ilk, curd and
butter
Rabilah ( ��) Plentifulness,
softness, ea�e and ampleness
Rabithah (��) A thing that
restrains
Radibah (�!�) Extensive
rain, a species of lote tree,
moderate
Radifah (�_,\�) A shoot of the
palm tree, streaks of fatness
Radihah (...;. _, ,�) Compact,
great, heavil; laden, plentiful
Radikhah (�!�) To
compete in shooting of
arrows
Radikhah (�J) A
moderate gift
Radimah ( �-'�) Garment,
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pieces of cloth
Rafi'ah (�J) Elevated, high
Rafighah ( � !�) A benefit,
favor, lion
Rafilah (41�) An elegant and
beautiful gait, a woman who
drags her skirt
Rahamah (�L,;.�) Being
connected with relationship
Rahat (-.:,..;:. ! �) Rest, comfort,
tranquility
Rahidah (o ��) Delicate,
tender, soft
Ra'i'ah (�\�) Wonderful,
splendid, superb, charming
Raiba (��) Charming,
captivating, alluring
Ra'ibah (�!�) Languid in
spirit, confounded
Ra'idah (o.l;i�) A goodly, soft,
tender girl
Raidanah ( .Gi�j) Gently
blowing wind
Ra'ihah (�!�) Anything
going or returning, a wide
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place
Ra'ilah (��) Advanced
party, leading group or
generation
Ra'ilah (...b l �) Glutton
Ra'imah (wl�) A she-camel
that loves her offspring
Ra'inah (,&.\�) Foolish,
unsound in intellect
Raitah ( ��) Any covering ,
a piece of soft and thin cloth
Raithah ( ��) Slowness,
tardiness
Rakhshandah (oJ :_:..;_ �)
Bright, resplendent
Ramidah ( � �) Sharpened,
made thin
Ramikah (�\�) Remaining,
staying, abiding in a place
Ramilah (.U.. I �) Remaining,
staying, one who has little
love or affection
Ramilah (��) To adorn,
weave
Ramiqah (�\�) To look long
/

/

/

/

�

�
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at someone
�amisah (�\�) The wind
that rains the dust
Ramithah (�j) One who
repairs, corrects things
Ramiyyah C?.J) An animal of
the chase, a game
Ramizah (o�j) Intelligent,
prudent, of noble race, agile
Ramlah ( .J..: j) A little mound
of sand
Ramsa' ( .. �j) One of the
two little stars
Ramsha' (8j) Bouquet,
nosegay
Ra'na (Gj) A sort of grapes
Ranimah (�\�) A woman of
excellent voice
Ranqah (��) A small
quantity of turbid water
Raqiqah (��) Soft, tender,
sensitive
Raqiyah (-01�) A female
charmer
�

/
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Rasha' ( .. G�) A young
gazelle
Rlishliqah (....; L.;._)) Having
elegant figure, fine, elegant,
chaste
Rashiqah (.i..:. l �) To vie with
someone in running
Rashiqah C0�) A goodly,
beautiful and slender girl
Rasilah ( ....L I�) To send a
letter
Rlisimah (....:...., \ �) A she-camel
that goes at a certain pace
Ra'thah (��) A large pearl
Rathi'ah (�) A mixture of
sour and fresh milk
Rlitinah (.c.bl�) Slow pace, a
thread
Rauhin (�_;�) Hard, strong,
Iron
Rauminah (�_;�) A loving
lady
Razlinah ( .i\j�) Gravity,
dignity of manner, good
performance
/
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Razinah (�j�) Firm, constant
and grave, modest
RI'ah (�) A high mound,
hill, elevated place
Riba'ah (��J) Obligation,
responsibility
Ribabah (��J) Tenths, a
covenant, confederacy
Ribalah (J�) Crafty,
intelligent, lion
Ribdah (o�J) Sharpened, to
make thin
Ribdhah (ol;) The wisp,
piece ofwool
Ridli' ( .. I;J) Robe, gown, suit
of any kind
Ridah (o:�J) Gently blowing
wind
Rima (�) White antelope,
gazelle,a female gazelle
Rimlimah ( ...; t; J) The art of
making lances
Rimthah (...£: J ) To arrange,
mend, wipe with the hand
Rina (Lu) A princess
-

-
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RiHinah (,G"U,) To use a
language not generally
understood
Rithdah ( .:iJ) A company, a
numerous staying company
Rizan (.Jij_) Elevated, hard
ground with water
Riibah (�_,�) Ferment
Rubdah (��) Remaining
stationary, a manner of lying
upon breast
Rubdah (o��) A dust color, a
color inclining to blackness
Rubsah (��) An expecting,
waiting, tarrying in
expectation
Rubyah ( ��) A species of
small animal, a moderate,
small gift
Rudakhah (.;_L.,b�) A
moderate gift
Riifiyah { �.J�) Merciful,
compassionate
Rughabah ( �Li�) The
smallest, minor
o
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.
Rukanah (�l5_� )-' Firmness,
solidity, gravity
Rukhsanah (,G"��)
Handsome, beautiful
Rukhsarah (o���) Face,
countenance
Rumthah ( .i.�) Fresh milk,
excellent quality
RiimTiah (�.J�) A female
weaver, one who adorns
Rumaisa' (�I-;,�� � ) One of the
two little stars
Rumamah (.,_;t;�) Sufficiency
of the means of substance,
thriving state
Riimanah (,G"t; _,�) A steel
yard, a knob of metal or wood
Rumdah ( .:i.;�) Dust color
Rumkah (��) Dusky, dingy,
a certain color of camels
Ruqaiqah (��) Thin, soft,
sensitive
Riishan (.JG .J�) Bright,
shining stars
Saba (�) The east wind
�

o
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(��) Beauty,
comeliness, elegance
Sabha (�) A female clear
and fair in the forehead
/
Sabikah (�) Ingot, bar of
gold or silver
Sabilah (�L.::. ) A much
traveled road
Sabin (�) A woman having
black garment for the lower
part
Sabita ( 1� �. ) Vest, leisure
Subab ('--:-' � ) A portion or
small quantity
Sabiyyah (��._;,) A girl, young
woman
Sabrah ( _:;.;..::. ) A cold morning,
morning after sunrise
Sabrina (�_;..::. ) The princess
/
Sabtah (�) Tall, lank, of
good stature, easy
Sabfihi (r..f'; �) Morning
draught of liquor
Sadaf ( .....; .i;, ) Oyster shell,
anything high
Sabahah

•

o

.
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(o�) A high,
elevated piece of land
Sadanah (.G'i.i::, ) Minister or
servant of the Ka'bah
Sadiyah (��L.::. ) A woman of
high quality
Saf'a' (,.t;l:) Black inclining
to redness, a constant
blowing wind
Safinah ( � L.::. ) A wind that
blows gently
Saflanah ( .GLi::. ) A pearl
Safi'ah (wL.::. ) A woman who
is bold to attack, assault
Safiqah (�L.;,) A company of
men
Safirah (o /......;..:;, ) A dam
between two tracts of land
Safitah ( �) Cheerful,
happy, beautiful, liberal
Safiyyah (·�,; :.. ) Pure,
unmixed, chosen, sincere
friend
Safiyyah ( � L.:, ) Things
belonging to Allah, villages
Sa'dah

J-

/
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and towns

Saffira (I��) To be empty,
}

exalted, wife of Mus a�\
Safwa' (.-1�) A swift wind
Safwa' (.-1;...:, ) A broad and
smooth stone
Safwanah ( ....;1;...:, ) A hard and
smooth stone
Sahba' (.-y) Red wine, red
and white mixed
Sahimah ( �) Partner
Sahirah (o% G)Awake,
vigilant, watchful, the moon
Sahma (�) Black cloud, a
certain plant, she-camel
Sahna' (.,.G..::, ) A form,
aspect, appearance
Sahrish (._;._;.._:., ) Bewitching
like a mom!ng, charming
Sa'ibah (�L..;. ) Right, correct,
hitting the mark
Sa'idah (o.l_yG) Helper,
assistant, supporting beam
Sa'imah (�G) Grazing
'
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animals
Sa 'irah ( o.:;._: �.) A sign, mark
Sajafah (oj L.:;..,::, ) A pair of

curtains
Sajahah (...;. L.:;..,::, ) Gentleness,

easmess
Sajal CF) Full bucket, gift,
scroll, public document
Sajha' ( .. �) A beautiful
she-camel
Saji'ah (�G) Pursuing
a right course or direction,
shining
Saji'ah (�) A woman of
fme disposition
Sajihah (�) A gentle,
easy disposition
Sajil ( � ) Fine, well
arranged, orderly
Sajilah (�) A large bucket
Sakhinah (�) A kind of
food made of mild dates and
flour
Sali'ah (�) Nature,
disposition
�

�

�
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(�) A squared
piece of wood
Salimah (wL::. ) To make
peace or reconciliation
Samalah ( �) A small
quantity of water
Samamah (��) Mountain
swallows, a swift she camel
Saman (�) Jasmine
Sawilah ( .J:Y:,) Equal,
handsome
Saminah (�) A plump
woman, a land of good soil
with stones
Samnah ( �) A certain herb
having white flowers
Samra' (,.!.:;_.:.) Brunette,
wheat-loaves flour
Sandaisa (�..L::, ) Message,
good news
Sandarah ( ) L) To go
quickly, hastily, a certain tree
Sanha' ( ..4-� -:. ) A palm tree
Sani'ah (�) Well formed,
having fine limbs
Salijah

/

/

/

o
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( �) Good natured
Sanimah (�) Raised,
elevated, high
Saniyah (� L::. ) A she-camel
for drawing water
Saniibar c;�) Pine, any
cane bearing tree
Sara (I)L::. ) Pure, excellent,
sweet-smelling
Sarah ( )L::. ) The princess,
name of the wife of
Ibrahim�'
Sarhah (.b._:,..::. ) A beautiful
plant growing on water,
exterior yard of a house
Saribah (�.J L::. ) Pole, column,
staff
Saribah ( �_;.. ) A sheep or
goat turned from water
Sarihah (.b. .J L::. ) A certain
kind of tree
Sarita (�_;.. ) Clever, active,
intelligent
Sarfij Cc_3�) Lotus, flower
Sariish (�3�) Angel,
Sanilah

o
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voice from heaven, voice of
prophecy
Satwat (,_::_,� ) Attack,
assault, a disposition
Saubiyah ( �y:;,) Right in
opmwn
Saulat ( �y_..;, ) Impetuosity,
violence, force, power to rule
Sha'ba' (.,.1�;__:. ) A gazelle,
goat, gap between horns
Shabanah C..i�) Ofnight
Shabi'ah (4;_. ,:;.) Intelligent,
strong, satisfied, satiated
Shabnam C 1, :-:�.) Dew, fine
linen, lawn
Shad C..)G) Glad, cheerful,
delighted
Shadhah ( � G ) Anything
apart, alone
Shadhiyah (��G) A unique
odor, fragrance
Shafaq ( � ) Compassion,
tender, evening twilight
Shafiqah (4�_.;�.)
Compassionate, tender,
'

/

o
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fearful, anxious
Shaguftah (�) Blooming,
cheerful
Shahanah (..ilAG) Royal,
regal, splendid
Shahin (�L.;) Falcon,
Iqbal's symbol for a Muslim
youth
Shahinah c�G) Small
falcon
Shahla ( � ) A want, need,
tinge, beautiful black eyes
Shahnaz (jl:-.i�.) Bride, a
musical tune
Shahzain CJ.�) Extremely
handsome, beautiful
Shaiba' (.,.� ) Virgin
Shaila (�) Complete
Sha'istah c�G) Polite,
suitable, cultured
Sha'izah (o� G) Unique,
extraordinary
Shaji'ah (�) Courageous,
bold, brave
_,
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tolerant

( �) Patient,

Sharifah ( .i.J G)
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High and

advanced in age
Sharada (I;�G) Native
Sharmin (:.� �) Modest,
delicate
cuckoo
Shama' (�) Candle, lamp
Shaziyah (�jG) High,
Shama'ilah (��) Character, exalted, elevated
Shibrah (o-2 ) Gift, wealth,
temper, natural
faculties
ShamTiah (�) Unification,
Shima ( � ) Halite, nature,
unity
fragrance
Shamim (1• _� ;) Fragrance,
Shimah (�) Small, habit,
front breeze
nature, fragrance
Shamirah (o� L:.) An ewe,
Shimlah ( �) Cloak
she goat
Shirin (LT-�) Sweet, mellow
Shamirah (o_:;._� �.) Active,
��
quick out oneself vigorously
Shiza (-s�) A kind ofblack
wood
Shamisah (�L:.) A noble,
chaste lady
Shu'aira (1_:;.:; 7,) A kind of
trees, noble
Sharzah ( oj� G) A bird
Shumailah (�) Good
Sharibah (�.JG) A party
natured, noble
living on the bank of a river
Shumaisah ( �:� :.) A tall and
Sharidah Coi:.).> Driven
straight tree
away, expelled
Sibyah ( ...;.,o ) A young
Sharidah (o;}j) A fleeing
woman, girl
lioness, she camel
�

�

•

�

�
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Sidanah (.G"J�) A woman of

high rank, quality
Sidanah (.G"J.:i..... ) Minister,
servant at the Ka'bah
Silanah (.,Sk._.,) The craft of
constructing ships, boats
Silkanah ( ..SL5::L ) The young
one of the partridge
Simah (�) Handsome
Simi ('-?�:;) Silvery
Simin (:r.:·"'::"-"' ) Silvery,
brilliant, beautiful
Sinahah (�C... ) The veil,
covermg
Sinayah (�C.., ) Anything
complete, whole
Sarwah (o.J;..::, ) An arrow
broad in the head
Soniya ( �_;..::, ) Wisdom,
intelligence, a goldsmith
Soudanah ( ..S1;_;..::. ) A certain
bird that eats grapes
Sumaikah ( � ) A little fish
Siibiyah (�_? ) A kind of
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beverage prepared from
wheat
Su'da (L,?..L...... ) Forunate,
happy, prosperous
Suflahah ( � �) Anything
broad and wide
Siifiyah ( �_;...;, ) Mystic, pious
Suhaibah c...;;.....: ) Remains of
water in a pool, a covering
Suhairah (o�:-t.'·) One who
keeps awake at night
Suma (�) A star
Sumaika ( � ) A certain
small dried fish
Sumana c J �) A quail
Sumlah C2) A small
quantity of water
Sumnah (�) A certain herb
having white flowers
Sumrah (o�) Brownness,
tanny
Sumtah (�) Silence,
muteness, speechless
Sunaihah (46_:-�.) A year
' ' '
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(�) A year, a
single revolution of the sun
Sunbul (�) Ear of com,
spumed
Sundar C).:: ) A beautiful,
pretty woman
Suraita' (,.�_;,) A kind of
food
Surwah ( j;..::, ) An arrow
broad in the head
Taban (.j�G) Glittering,
splendid
Tabanah (�G) The place,
house, sagacious, prudent
Tabindah (o�G) Bright,
luminous
Tahminah (/.. o�) Suspicious,
who blames others
Tajwar c.J_:;.:;.G) Sovereign
Talbinah (•:-... �) A certain
food made of flour, milk and
honey
Tali'ah (�) A scout
Tali'ah (.;JU.) Rising,
appeanng
Sunayyah

o

�

Taliqah (.;_Ib)
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Cheerful,
freed, emancipated
Tamadir (..r" �) Fat and
healthy
Taniya Ct;; G) Fairy, peri
Taniyah (.,;£) Voice of a deer
Tariqah (..i}b) Event that
occurs in the night
Tarirah ( j)>) Handsome, a
young woman
Tasbih (C:-; ':;) A fleshy man
Tashifah (�G) Kind,
affectionate
Tazmin (�_}) Possessing
good qualities
Thabin (�) The extremity
of one's gci'rrnent to fold or
carry things
Thabya (�) To collect,
enlarge, add
Tha'dah ( .:i.;I) Soft, tender,
fresh, juicy
Thamilah (•l_.�) Remains of
food, herbage, rock
o

o

�
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(\_rj) Abounding
and two
with fruit
Thurayya (�)) The plemd,
Thana (8) Praise, eulogy,
chandelier, cluster of lamps
commendation
Thuwaibah (�}") To return,
Thaniyah ( ...;£) A second, a
foster mother of the Prophet �
moment
Tibah (...;b ) The well of
Thaniyyah (?I) A road in or
Zamzam, pleasant, lawful
upon a moutain, front teeth
Tuba CJ._,1) A pleasant life
Thaqibah ( �) Having much 'Ufrah ( � ) The feathers
milk
around the neck of a cock,
Thariyyah c.::_)) Moist,
the dust
humidity
Ujala ('ll � l) Light, sunshine,
Tharwah ( .)j) Abundance,
to be lighted
possessing much property
Umm Ruman (.J L;;3� fi)
Tharwat ( ..:;....)))
.
Plenty,
Fiction, love story (mother of
wealth, riches
'Aishah�)
Tharya (�'j) Moister soft
Unush (_;._yl) Cheerful, glad
land
'Urainah C�).) Lair, den
,
Thu'alah (.J�) Certain
'Urbanah (..i�j) A pure and
herbage or a plant
earnest money, carriage
,
Thumalah (.J�) A remainder, Urfah (....;_) \) A limit, boundary,
a little water remaining
to make a separation
Thumlah (�) Grain and
'Uwainah ( �).) Protection
meat of parched barley
Wabidah (�1.)) Clever,
Thuna' (,.(f> By twos, two
Thamra

/

'

.

'

�

'

o
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o
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�
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swift, intelligent
Wabisah (�_)) A live coal,
bright
Wabisah (�I_)) Shining,
gleaning, glistening
Wadi'ah (�_)) Beautiful,
fair, neat and clean
Wadi'ah (��_:;) Trust,
consignment, deposit
Wadimah (�_)) A morning
entertainment
Wasilah (..L.. I .J) Means, favor,
honor
Waji'ah (�_)) Dates
moistened with milk, and
butter
Wada'ah (.;\;_) ) Gentleness,
mildness
Wardah (o;�_:;) Rose, red
flower, evening at the time of
sunset
Wariqah ( <L9 )_) ) Verdant,
green
Warqah (<L9�.J) Leaf, sheet,
folio, record
,
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Wasamah (�L::.3 ) Traits of

beauty
Washahah

c...;. G_J) Saber,

sword
(�\.)) Attached in
the manner of a net, intricate
Washijah (��_) ) The root of
a tree
Washirah (o� lj) A woman
who sharpens her teeth
Washmah (�)) Early
sprouting of grass, plan, first
drop ofrain
Washaya Ct;i)) A date having
a thick bark
Wasimah (�I_)) Handsome,
good-looking, comely
Wasimah (�_)) Traits of
beauty, handsome
Wasiqah ( �_)) A mob, troop
of camels
Wasirah (o � )) Written
statement ofbargain
Wathijah (�_)) Land of
thick, dense, herbage
Washijah

Islamic Names for the Muslim Females

(....t l j) A hard rope
Wurdah (o;)�) A bright, bay
color
Yafi'ah (w�) High mountain,
a difficult matter, young
woman
Yasirah (of:" �) Gentle, fragile
Yasmin ( � �) Jasmine
Za'irah (o.)lj) A visitor, guest
Zabanah C-i�_j) A flame,
brilliant light, glow
Zabibah ( �j) Raisins, dried
figs
Zabinah ( � 1) An elevated
place to push, to thrust
vehemently
Zabyah ( c;J;) A young
woman, a certain animal
Zafifah ( � j) Light and
quick
Zafirah (o�lj) One who
carries load, Chieftess,
mistress
Zaib ("-:-'::j ) Omament, beauty,
elegance
Wathilah

�

Za'imah (�j)
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Chief, leader,
spokeswoman, strong
Zain C-:r.) Good, beautiful, a
kind of tree
Zainab (�j) A beautiful and
sweet small tree
Za'inah (�) Woman's
litter, woman in a litter
Zalij ah (�j) Quick and
swift she-camel
Zaman (�j) A time
Zamurrad (..)�j) The emerald
Zara (l)j) Crop ofbird, a
group
Zarah ( o)j ) Crop of a bird
Zarash (J-jj) Costly,
wealthy
�

Zar Fashan (L>Wjj)

Charitable, bountiful, lustrous
Zaribah ( �.Jj) A hunter,
shooter, archer
Zarin C-:r.Jj ) Gold, golden
Zarinah (�Jj) Golden or
gold things, made of gold

Islamic Names for the Muslim Females

(�) ) Queen of
Russia (title)
Zarirah (o .fl.Jj) Intelligent,
sagacious, quick
Zarminah ( �jj) A wealthy
woman
Zarrin (��j) Bright,
glittering
Zawbiyah (-0.Jj) The gift of
God
Zaufli (� _jj) Hyssop (plant)
Ziba ( �j) Adorned, beautiful,
graceful, proper
Zinnirah (o _;;j) The small
pebbles
Zarinah
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Zufrah (o_)j) Drawing back

breath vehemently
)
Zuhairah ( o.:;;;j) Shining,
bright, beautiful
Zuhrah (o� j) Splendour,
beauty, the planet Venus
/ /�
Zulaikha CL>..;J j) A handsome
woman
Zunnarah (o_)L;j) The small
pebbles
0
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